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S h i p p e r s *  C o m m i t t e e  
T o  D r a w  U p  F o r m  o f  
O n e - D e s k  A g r e e m e n t
B. C. Fruit Board Calls Shippers Together To Thresh Out 
Marketing Problems And Try To Reach Agreement 
On Plan Of Operation For 1938 Apple Crop— Divided 
Opinion On Setting Up Central Selling Proposal
JUST PART OF THE LARGE CROWD ON REGATTA DAY
T i t l e  t o  7 0  A c r e s  
O f  R u t l a n d  F i e l d
Purchase Made For $200 For Two Properties— Seek An­
other 110 Acres From Mrs. Axel Eutin But Negot­
iations of Committee Of Two Trade Boards F a i l -  
Some Talk of $6,000 Purchase Price Not Considered.
Vote in Favor of Cartel Continuance
PO S S IB IL IT Y  that a one-desk deal may yet be formulated to take care of the marketing of the 1938 apple erop was mooted at the 
meeting on Wednesday afternoon of, shippers with the B. C. Fruit 
Board members, called at the request of the latter body. Discussion 
was lengthy, some four hours being needed to consider the deliber­
ations of the two parties on varied subjects but in the end an agree 
ment was reached that a shippers’ committee should meet and en 
deavor to bring back to a meeting next week some 
a one-desk marketing set-up.
iin anfi fn  . Above may be ,viewed just a portion of the huge crowd which jammed the Aquatic pavilon and grandstand
r r crowded the adjoining beaches to view the 32nd annual Kelowna regatta which came to a close on Thursday,
SOliQinCQ torm oi Augpst 4. This scene is taken between the pavilion and the grandstand and shows one of the war canoes with part 
of the crew in front.
CALL FOR BIDS 
ON STEEL HULL 
FOR NEW FERRY
Members of Committee 
This shippers’ committee consists of 
the three members of the one-desk 
'deal last winter, Dave McNair, Art 
I«ander and J. E. Montague, along with 
two new shippers, Art Smith of Salmon 
Ann and Paul Hayes of Kelowna.
W. E. Haskins, B. C. Boiard chairman, 
told the meeting that there are four 
courses ahead for the coming season. ■ '
jPirst the deal can be entirely operated 7-.-,!____ r t> t x r   ^ t
under the Board, it can be operated by Department of Public Works Is- 
the Board plus an agreement, the sues Legal Notice Asking for
Board plus a standard contract sign-up Second Set of Tenders
<and a one-desk deal. -------
After considering the standard con- N O  E X P L A N A T IO N
tract-from several aspects, the one- _____ _
desk deal was introduced. Asked what, tt„;, tt:_ 11 j  r
type of a one-desk deal the B o a r d  c o n -  V ‘^ern m en t Had F irst C ^ e d  for
sidered G. A. Barrat replied that it Tenders on Wooden Hull Ferry 
would be a set-up similar to last year Boat and Had Opened Them.
with reservations. If a three man sales —-^----
organization was appointed it would After first calling for tenders for 
have to be a paid one, and not on a the construction of a wooden-hull
Aviation Council to Press for Expropriation Rights
KE L O W N A ’S dream of an airport properly constituted and under government licence may yet be within its grasp, according 
to leading officials of the Kelowna senior and junior boards of trade 
this week. , An announcement has been made by W . A. C. Bennett, 
senior board prexy and Chas. Gaddes, chairman of the junior board 
airport committee, that this committee has been able to acquire two 
valuable sections of the property known as the Rutland airport.
- --------------  Only One Site
P F A R  niTIVIP riITTV For the past two years negotiations
*  1. M. have been under way in a private
K I7 C T  A D f  T C O C n  manner in an endeavor to obtain this Aa J I  jr liD ljJ ijJ r ll!il/  site for the established Kelowna air-
_____ _ \ port. Government officials and expert
7 3 . r * V ^  pilots have been taken on tours of the
Hig Shipments of American Pears entire district and all have stated that 
Reach Prairies Ahead of B.C. there is only one site which is of any
— ----- value . for futui’e airport development
Value for duty on pears was made . that is the long stretch of land 
effective on August 5, with the usual popularly known as the Rutland field, 
exemptions according to a wire receiv- This field contains about 180 acres of 
ed in the valley frdm L. F. Burrow, tand and the senior board of trade has
The Gordon Campbell Preventorium Canadian horticultural council secre- acquired title to 70 acres of this section,
is holding a sale of Gladioli on Satur- tary. It is estimated that between 45 other 110 acres is owned by Mrs. 
day, August 13, the flowers having and 50 cars of pears from the United -Axel Eutin of Rutland, and the corn-
been donated by J. W. Hughes. The States have been shipped into the ^ittee states that all efforts to obtain
directors of the Preventorium are hop- prairies ahead of the B.C. shipments, - at what it believes to be
ing that the publis will respond by which started in small quantities on a rea^nable price has failed.
----------- -----------^ ^ —  purchasing a goodly quantity of these Monday. September at Nelson there will
Interior V e e -e ta b le  M arket-inP- R narH  Mak#»Q TTnrt-h#>r blooms as the Preventorium is in need No value for duty has been named representatives ofi i i i c i  iu r  v c g e t < ^ ie  m a rK C U n g  rsoara IViaKeS uurtner Ke- of funds to extend its operations well yet on prunes, but the plum market boards of trade, municipal councils and
a u c t io n  I n  P r ic e  P e r  T o n  o f  T o m a to e s  I n  E n d e a v o r  t o  mto the fail and thus provide the tiny has been disrupted by a new variety other bodies interested in the promo-
B r e a k  D e a f i ln rk  anH rannAfi^^o in  every opportunity to go of prune, named the Tragedy prune, tion of air travel in the province of
o r e a K  U eaa iO C K  a n a  ^ t a r t  t a n n e r ie s  in  U p e ra t io n ---- through the winter with strong, heal- which matures - before the Italian British Columbia. The meeting is be-
T h oU S a n d s  of Tons of Toms in Jeopardy Plus L o s s  bodies. The Preventorium has prune. No provision has been made to mg called by the B.C. Aviation Council,
K e l o w n a  C a n n e r y  W o r k e r s  
R e fu s e  t o  A c c e p t  L o w e r
l i t e  E m e r g e n c y
PREVENTORIUM TO 
SELL GLADIOU
Of Payrolls
IJ O P E  of salvaging the fast disappearing tomato crop in the Okan-
-voluntary basis as was done last win- ferry to replace the present M.S. Hold- agan looks more hopeless as the days go by and this morning 
ter. Furthermore all shrinkage losses up plying between Kelowna and West- there does not seem to be any more hope than existed a week ago 
and cold storage charges would be bank ferry wharf, and opening these The Board of Industrial Relations has refused to cut wa?es in the
handled by the shippers themselves and tenders, the provincial department of em er^enev the canner«? have nnl- ___ 1 .
there would be no general pooling for public works has now called for ten- -u- »  J ’ - submitted any definite proposal to
the Valley. ders for a steel-hull ferry. tnis Hoard in the face of the  ^emergency, and on Wednesday cannery
There would be two ways of operat- Reason for this sudden change in workers in two of the prominent canneries in Kelowna stated flatly
Sng. Either the one-desk did away the plans oL the department has not that they would not work for a reduced wage '
-with the shippers’ interests and made been ascertained. Capt. C. R. Bull, . ® '
an  sales and apportioned all tonnage M.L.A., states he has received no word Further Reduction
■ or it would allow the shippers to rustle of the change and does not understand . Latest development on Wednesday 
the orders and turn them over to the the department’s action. However, it evening was that the Interior Vege- 
one-desk executives to apportion equal- is believed that if the government table Marketing Board had decided to
c ly  over the crop, collect monies and pay does intend to build a ferry with a make a still further reduction in the
■ them out. In the latter case the ship- steel hull it will meet with the gen- price, of tomatoes to the canneries,
pers would be paid a commission for eral approval of the Okanagan Valley, bringing the prices down now to $7.75 
bringing in orders. According to the legal notice placed and $12.75 for No. 2s and No. Is, in
There was a divided opinion as to in a Vancouver paper on! Saturday, the hope of breaking the deadlock and 
the proper method of setting up the August 6 , A. Dixon, chief engineer for salvaging some of the crop which is 
one-desk, the first method being, mpre the department will receive sealed fast rotting on the ground.
■ or less a pure central selling scheme tenders for the construction of a steel On July 12  the prices for tomatoes
and would admittedly in time mean hull for the Kelowna-Westbank ferry were set at $9.75 and $14.75. Last 
the doing away with all shipper inter- up to 11 o’clock Saturday morning, week they were reduced by one dol- 
csts and leave nothing but the packing August 20, when they will be opened, lar a ton and yesterday the Interior 
operation to the present existing chan- Plans and specifications may be ob- Vegetable Marketing Board announc- 
nels in  the Okanagan. tained at a cost of $25 each set. Each ed that a further dollar had been cut.
One thing was made certain by Mr. tender must be acdompai^ied by a It is understood that Thos. Wilkinson,
Haskins, and in this he had the backing cheque for $12,000 which will be re- Kelowna, chairman of the Marketing 
_o£ E.| J. Chambers, Associated presid- turned if the bid is not accepted. Turn to Page 7, Story 7
en^ that whatever marketing scheme ■v'-. ' ^ ---- ....................... ' -t-
is adopted this year should be decided 
upon within the next week or ten 
days.
Some shippers were all in favor of 
having Kamloops, Creston and other 
parts of the Kootenays into the one- 
, desk or. they would not co-operate. .
Mr. Haskins revealed that the prov­
incial marketing board, which has to 
Turn to Page 7, Story 5 '
JUNIOR APPLE 
BOX CONCESSION 
S O U m  AGAIN
Grades Committee Hears Favor-
been full all summer and has extend- guard against importations of this new l^ody formed following the convem
ed much needed care to these child- variety and the plum market has suf- of the Northwest Aviation Plann- 
ren. fered as a consequence. ^^ 2 Council in Vancouver last fall.
— — , , , •=•.... ■ .. . Expropriation Powers
One of the main topics of discussion 
which will come before that conven­
tion will be the steps to be taken to 
have the B.C. legislature at the fall 
session pass legislation to give muni­
cipalities power to expropriate land for 
airport purposes. Those in the position 
to ascertain the results of these efforts 
are certain that such powers can be 
— - ------------, . ' obtained, and when this comes about,
Kelowna Italian Killed when Truck Rolls Over Bank on t?on^t?^^coLSe^its S  for  ^the iS t-  
W ay to Naramata Road Work— No Blame Attached airport and proceed with its plans 
to Anyone by Jury— Augustine Cacchioni, Driver, - t h  a lice^
Held on Manslaughter Charge working quietly as a combined com-
' . ' - mittee of the two boards of trade, W.
 ^ . . A. C. Bennett and Chasi Gaddes, with
A T  Vittorio Martinato came to his death by accident with no assistance of D. C. Paterson and
fi blame attached to anyone was the verdict of the iurv emnan- W. Barton of the senior board, have 
— - - -  J J been able to obtain two portions of the
C o r o n e r s  J u r y  R e t u r n s  V e r d i c t  
O f  A c c i d e n t a l  D e a t h  in D e m is e  
O f  V i t t o r i o  M a r t i n a t o  S u n d a y
Introduced Last
a W r Repoxr'on Experim ent th' ^ k " i afternoon, August 8^  to Rutland field not owned by L/Irs. Eutin.
-----  T_,i.— J---- J T _ . enquire into the death of the  ^Kelowna Italian on Sunday morning The first portion contains 5 5  acres of
land oh the extreme northern section 
of the property and the second section 
of 15 acres adjoins it immediately on 
the south.
The 55 acres was held by the Im-
Package 
Christmas
enquire
about a mile from Cedar creek.
Fell Off Truck
Application to the Fruit Branch, Ot- The jury found that he “came to 
tawa, for a continuance of the con- his death from injuries received from 
cession permitting the use of the Jun- falling off a truck on which he was 
ior Apple Box during the coming riding iwhen the same overturned
VERNON FIREMEN
WIN COMPETITIONS
A  thr^-man team from the Vernon perial Bank of Canada, which concern 
Fire Brigade made a clean sweep of signed a release for $100, while A. H.
B ig  G a t h e r i n g  o f  O r g a n i z e d
U n e m p l o y e d  E x p e c t e d  t o  A r r i v e  
in  K e lo w n a  B e f o r e  D a y  is  O u t
^ason was decided on by the Grades From the evidence submitted we find the “fire competitions” at the Merritt Scott of Cloverdale sold the 15 acres
Committee of the B. C. F. G. A. at a that death was accidental and no Stampede on Thursday of last week, for a similar sum. On both properties
meeting in Kelowna yesterday. A  re- blame is attached to anyone. In the dry hose competitions, the Ver-' there were considerable arrears in
port on the ^periment of last season, “We would respectfully suggest that team took first place with the fast taxes which are being assumed by the 
earned out by Sales Service on the the condition of the road where this time of 31 seconds. The Merritt No. board of trade, which obtained the
Prairies, at the Coast and locally, in- accident occurred be brought to the ? team placed second in 37 seconds, title.
dicated , that effort was well worth attention of the requisite authorities ” the wet hose competitions the Ver- At som^ future time the board of
1— V, non “smoke eaters” again placed first, trade will turn this property over tocontinuing as the reception had been 
very favorable. The Junior box was R. G. Rutherford was foreman of
POTATO AGENCY 
AT COAST MOOTED
Two Vegetable Boards Meet with 
Hon. Dr. MacDonald in. Interior
Probability That 130 Men Will Be in Camp Here Says Ald­
erman G. W. Sutherland— No Solution Found As How 
Men Will Be Transported South— Forty Finish Three 
Days’ Work On District Roads
an attractive and P. Capozzi being the other mem- their time
anges and to provide 
Christmas package.
Concessions will also be sought from
the Fruit Branch permitting the use Only four 'witnesses were called to 
of Jumbo crates as containers for 2 ive evidence concerning the fatal ac- 
peppers and the use of the half pear cident which occurred about 9.30
box as a container for crabapples. o’clock Sunday morning about eight
--------------------------------  The Grades Committee heard re- miles south of Kelowna centre on a
SO M E T IM E  todav anoroxim htelv 1 2 Q mpn nart nf P®i'ts on the result of the exchange of narr?w, twisty section of the road*1. - 1  • ur ^ approximately l^y men constituting part ot inspectors which permitted Wm. Fleet, leading toward the volunteer Nara-. tne single jobless who have moved out of Vancouver in organ- of Penticton, to go to the Prairies and road section. The accident oc-
o   . „ i^cd groups will be in Kelowna, camped on the site of the present which took Frank T. Loveday to Pen- curred about a mile north of the start
on Alderman G. W . Sutherland’^  property. The Courier learn- «'•<>"• There were so valuable that “t the volunteer work, nanoimg potatoes ana an> oiner pro ^  ttt ,___, the secretary was instructed to write
 ^ T the jury with J R ckmobeK Svd time in this event was, 4 5 sec- the city of Kelowna and will be reim-
designed to compete with the Jap or- .jJ 2 ^  ™  ^  R. Campbell Syd s^, while the tw,o Merritt teams tied bursed for its expenditure, it expects.
uavis, c.naries wins, uavia cnapman foj, second place with 50 seconds as ----------—  a... .In the meantime, the committee has 
Turn to Page 6 , Story 4
duct regulated by both the B.C. Coast ed lute Wednesday, 
and B.C. Interior Vegetable Marketing
Boards was discussed at a meeting of agency through which all potatoes were
Worked Three Days
First of the witnesses was Dr. W. 
Col. R. L. Wheeler, Fruit Commis- J. Knox, who had been called to the 
sioner, Ottawa, thanking him for his scene and found the victim, Martin-
thP hPiH in ‘s explained by Col. E. The forty unemployed who arrived arranging this exchange and also for ato, lying by . the side of the truck on
rae iwo Doai^ neia in /Aimhuoag ui ihof in Tntnninn in Kelowna but an hour or two after stationing a representative, J. T. Fowle the hillside. Life was extinct, he
the first detachment was sent south at Blaine, to check incoming packages stated, deceased having
S u n  L i f e  C o m p a n y  A r r i v e s  In
V a l l e y  t o  H a n d l e  H o u s i n g  L o a n s
Okanagan Loan Appointed Ser- Sun Life at Montreal, i f  approved
vicing Agents to Handle Ap- s®/orw^
r o u • o the federal department for final plications Before Submission approval.
to Head Office . vO. St. P. Aitkens, of the Loan corh-
, pany, has stated that the average time
which will elapse from the time the
Minster of Agriculture, Hon. K. C. 
MacDonald, and the B.C. 
Commissioner, J. A. Grant were pre­
sent.
e n
agency, it was pointed out, would be 
to maintain a fair ratio as between 
Coast and Interior producers. And
ActrifiiUnro TTnn TC r* ^^ ® ®®® ®®® agency, who by ap-Agricuiiuie. n o n .^ . shippers as sub-agents, m a d e  ®n trucks paid for by Capt. C.R.Bull, of fruit. A bad situation which had broken neck.
use of them, as loading and selling M.L.A., have completed their three, developed at this point was overcome Joseph Shumaker, a
agents. In theory both systems are days’ work on the district roads, by Mr. Fowle’s activities. the front seat of the light delivery Life PrT otner arrangments were comple
TTio r.r,r,tr.r«r,io+o/^  workablc but in practico weaknesses onainly on the K.L.O. road and the The Committee also conferred with truck, Augustine Cacchioni the driver Vallev ServiHns? h'lvp while in Kelowna, m-
The mam duties of this contemplated creep in which undermine the effect- Okanagan Mission route. They have W. D. Walker, inspector for the B.C. and Constable Ira Secord, who was InDOi^W in the^thrle main appointment of J. Emslie
iveness of control. The Coast Board been,^paid their $3.20 per day for the Fruit Board, on the subject of his re- called to the scene in company with Kpinwnn tVin runnaonn t non inspector of the building construc-
thinks that the methods employed in three days and are preparing to move P®rt on packing house practices. Some Constable W. J. Butler, were the other the firm of N 9 rris & Bredin
.V- • . . the Interior break down their efforts south, if they can find any means of his recommendations have been, witnesses. > xrusi i_o. nas peen as the legal representative of the com-
there would be the very important the Interior Boards feels that transportation. made effective. Others will be. Chair-  ^ j-*- ** r. .x selected. pany here,
consideratiop that having all supplies the system employed by the Coast has Nineteen newcomers, arrived from man A. K. Loyd presided. Koao Condition At Fault J.^aylor Wood, of the mortgage de- Only a minimum of loans have been
p ass in g  through it, this agency woulcj far from water tiglit. Each Board Vernon on Wednesday and another 65 -----— ^ ----------—------- — --------- It was conceded from the evidence ^^ ccepted in Kelowna up to the pre-
be m a position to eliminate pnce^^^ig main the system em- expected here sometime today viding transportation, Alderman Geo, submitted that the narrow, rutty con- ^  the Okanagan from Montreal sent, but the arrival of the Sun Life
cutting. .f . ployed by it is the only one suitable from Vernon, where they completed Suherland who has been the closest dition of the road, plus the soft shoul- he, has completed arrangements here seems to indicate!, that some de-
The main problem before the meet- conditions obtaining in their their three days’ work allotment on man in Kelowna in touch with the der on the right hand side where the pperation of his company in finite strides forvyard will be made in
ing was some joint action which would jjj.gg idea before the meeting Wednesday afternoon. With their or- situation, states. truck went over the bank were re- Tlousing loans throughout the near future and that a distinct
give satisfactory control on the Coast was the finding of some common point ganizers, a total of 129 men are ex- Aid. Sutherland also says that the sponsible for the fatal accident. The “^ ® valley. ■ building boorn will be the outcome,
markets. It has been obvious for some gf control'adaptable to both systems pected to be encamped here. city has asked the first forty men, who truck had rounded a sharp curve to Already the Sun Life has been ac- Mr. Aitkens does. not believe that
time that there were serious weak-^^ich would iron .out the differences The situation is becoming acute as completed their work program yester- the right. The road was banked step- tive in the Trail and Nelson area and the direct benefits will accrue here 
nesses in the methods of control, givp control.” the provincial government has made day, to move on, but the city is not ly on the left and before the truck some twenty loans have been success- this fa ll! as there w ill. be insufficient
brought about principally by the dif- it was obvious from the start that no intimation that it will provide prepared to provide the transportation, could be straightened around it had fully placed under the Act, it is said, time left ; to liave plans approved and
ferent systems in use by the two the only “common” ground must be transportation for fhe men. M. L. It is understood the unemployed hit the soft shoulder and rolled over The Okanagan Loan and Investment get constructiori started before winter 
boards. at the receiving end and the discus- Brown, head of the provincial relief plan to stage a meeting with thOir one and a, half to two times before TrustCo.inacting as servicingagents, sets in.V’ IIowever, during the winter
“That in use. by the Coast Board was sion therefore circled round a plan of departnaent in Vancouver arrived in organizers this afternoon, at which a coming to a stop on a narrow road will handle applications for loans ihontHs lh6re Tvill .be plenty of tinie
one in which they, eliminated the con- some type of agency in Vancouver Kelowna bn Tuesday and looked over decision as to future action will be below.  ^ : through the preliminary stages until for loans to be' successfully, adopted
nection between the producer and the handling potatoes as outlined earlier the situation. He stated that the gov- made. There is a possible deadlock It was Sjiated in evidence that the the time arrives when the. papers may and next spring he expects a great
passenger m
forward in the re- application first reaches his office until 
to thP^Tn/prinr Housmg Act flggj approval of Ottawa reaches the
A "  Okanagan will be about six weeks,
h the advent of the Sun Other arrang ents were co pleted
''all y _________ ___x_ i____ t.” _• y^ Wood while in Kelowna, in­
wholesaler by the use of one central nt this report. ernment will do nothing towards pro- Turn to Page 12 Story 8. Turn to Page 12, Story 6 be sent through to the head office of building boom as a result.
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THURSDAY, AUGUST llth. 1030
The City and the Unemployed
Tlie City of Kelowna is now apparently in the 
midst -of wlial promises to be a problem of some 
weeks’ duration ns it is anticipated tiiat organized 
t'loups of unemployed men will be moviiu; constantly 
in or out of the city until towards the end of Septem­
ber. All available information would point to this 
city being the focal point of the* movement of the 
seven hundred or more men who are visiting the In­
terior cities looking for jobs on the instructions of 
the provincial government.
The city is in something of an ambiguous position 
in the matter. It has had no part in Inviting the men 
to come hero; has, in fact, protested vigorously against 
the policy of the government in designating this city 
as a place where the men could obtain three days pro­
ject work. There arc unemployed residents of this 
city who are on relief and who have themselves been 
unable, to procure work. If any of the organized 
groups obtain work here it means that local labor will 
sufTer to just that extent and the city relief costs will 
increase during the coming winter.
And yet, although the city had no part in bringing 
these uninvited guests here, the city cannot ignore 
their presence. The men are unfortunates who have 
had a tough break in not being able to make a living. 
They are human beings and the hospitable City of 
Kelowna could not allow them to go unfed and with­
out shelter if it were to retain its self-respect. Con­
sequently a relief camp has been established. While 
the humanitarian aspect of the situation played an 
important part in the city’s action in this regard, 
another and a more selfish reason was also a strong 
. motivating factor—the protection of local citizens 
and local property.
At a recent council meeting His Worship Mayor 
Jones took strong exception to the people of Man­
hattan Beach voicing the opinion that the presence of 
the camp in that locality might lead to petty pilfering 
and embarrassrrient to the women of the district. The 
men, it is true, have sh9 wn nothing but the highest 
respect for the property and the persons of the peo­
ple of this city but, nevertheless, the attitude of the 
Beach people was not unreasonable. It is casting no 
reflections upon the members of the unemployed 
groups to suspect that in a group of fifty men there 
are one or two who have not the high standards of 
the majority. That the city itself holds this view is 
borne out by the fact that His Wo '^ship’s argument, 
backed by the police, for the establishment of a camp, 
is that the men quarterd in a group are the more 
easily, kept under surveillance. His Worship points 
out that if the men are not provided with a camp, they 
will be. forced to scatter throughout the city and seek 
shelter where they may. The local police force would 
be entirely inadequate to cope with such a situation.
The city has protested vigorously against the 
policy of the government in sending these men here 
looking for work and making no provision for their 
food or shelter while they are here. The city’s attitude 
is that; the question is a provincial problem and, if 
the government must send the men travelling about 
the provinc.e, the province then should assume the 
responsibility for the men in the various cities and 
not add to the already grave relief problems of the 
municipalities.
The city’s protest has, as was to be expected, been 
, futile. Hon. George Pearson, minister of labor, has 
replied that the government has not sent the men 
to this or any other city and therefore has no respon­
sibility in the maitter. 'The city replying to that pre­
mise points out that the government has said to the 
men in effect: “Go to Kelowna as you will obtain 
three days’ work there. The work is waiting there for 
you and you must report to our office in that city 
if you are to receive the work and the pay.” Is this 
not sending the men here? That is the question the 
city officials ask.
The men of the organized groups have made no 
disturbance in this city and, so well organized are 
they, it is highly improbable that they will. A serious 
situation, however, might easily have developed on 
Wednesday when the men staged a sit-down on the 
C.N.R. barge and demanded that they be taken to 
Penticton. This was the first group here and it was 
scheduled to move to the southern city for its next 
work quota. This instance was, it is believed, a tact­
ical blunder on the part of the men as it was the first 
instance since the trek started from Vancouver that 
they had occupied private property and it is believed 
that they are determined not to I'un counter to the 
law. An emergency council meeting attended by re­
presentatives of other city bodies and the railway
ou«ly as he would not seriou.sly advocate tlic entire 
i.sol.'ition of lii.s city. On Wedne.sduy tlie impasse was 
brolu-ti wlieu Ca})t. C. R. Bull, M.L.A., personally 
furnished the men transportation and llfttxt tin; sit- 
down on tlie barge, but it is obvious that lie cannot 
per.sooully continue to do lliis and tliat, unless Uie 
government takes some stei)s to bridge tlie {'ap in 
the rail connections between here and Penticton for 
the men, tlie same situation will recur at frequent 
intervals; with possibly serious consequences to tlie 
growers and .shippers in the souUiern sections of the 
Valley.
Kelowna is being made tlie innocent victim of a 
tight between the organized unemployed and the pro­
vincial government. The city has fullllled its obliga­
tions and more. The unemployed here have voiced 
their appreciation of tlie treatment meted out to tliom 
liere but tlie city can go no further. To do so would 
be unfair to local unemployed and the taxpayers. If 
the movement of tlie men was designed to shift the 
responsibility for the men from the provincial gov­
ernment to the municipalities throughout the Interior^ 
the move will definitely fall for the problem is still 
right on the doorstep of the governments at Victoria 
and Ottawa.
-4A i i ?
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The Regatta is Over
5;tGHfT DOWN THE
‘ O L '  c e n t r e :
Kelowna’s 32nd international regatta is completed, 
but the mcmoi*y is lingering on, and this annual fete 
which brings hundreds of visitors from all points in 
the Okanagan, B.C. coastal points and Washington has 
once more brought fame and fortune to the Orchard 
City of B.C. Each year, as the annual regatta becomes 
more enterprising and pretentious, the citizens of Ke­
lowna are becoming more conscious of the great ad­
vertising value of the annual Kelowna regatta.
Business men near and far have a soft spot in 
their hearts for Kelowna. The reason, generally, is 
that they have been attendants at the regatta. They 
have come prepared for a good time, to see some ex­
cellent competition, and to look over a new district. 
They have not been disappointed and such has been 
the treatment they have received that they have re- 
turnd again and again, always leaving a tremendous 
sum of money in the community.
Of this 32nd regatta, we cannot be too loud in our 
praise for the efficient manner in which the events 
were staged. There were few hitches and even on 
Thursday afternoon, when the loud speaker equip­
ment broke down, the officials were sufficiently well 
organized to overcome the obstacle and conclude the 
program only a short time after the appointed hour.
There were two full days of sports endeavor 
which was of the highest order in almost every de­
partment. The streets of Kelowna were bedecked 
with holiday finery. Bands played up and down the 
streets, gave band concerts, and added to the general 
festivity. Sideshows, midway attractions, feature nov­
elty events, alT combined to make the two days joyous 
for home folks and visitors alike. The Orchard City 
was out to celebrate and was given every opportunity 
to do just that thing.
Of the Kelowna contestants in the regatta, the 
highest praise has been sounded by two famous coast 
coaches, Percy Norman and Archie McKinnon. In the 
Interior, there are no swimming pools to keep the 
young people in perfect training the year round. Only 
about six weeks activity in the waters of Okanagan 
lake are given to the young boys and girls who seek 
to retain aqiiatic laurels in face of the stiffest compe­
tition from Vancouver and Victoria.
Alice Thomson’s feat of retaining the aggregate 
championship for Kelowna, was one which will go 
down in records as being,^the most sensational ever 
attained. She faced competition from girls who had 
travelled thousands of miles to Sydney, Australia, last 
winter to represent Canada. She met this opposition 
with a courage which took her to the top. Alice’s 
wonderful race against almost unbeatable odds in the 
ladies’ open relay was worth the entire regatta, for 
her pluck and sheer determination alone carried her 
through to victory, placing Kelowna’s, flag once more 
flying in the breeze.
It is a feat of this ftature which brings a thrill to 
the spectators. A  distinct tremor passes up and down 
one’s spine as the voice of the announcer booms forth 
the glad tidings that a competitor whom you meet 
and know has brought credit to the community in 
which you live. There is a prideful feeling in know­
ing that a product of Kelowna has conquered the 
greatest odds and come out on top.
Such.is the result of competitive sport when it is 
untinged with petty misunderstandings. A minimum 
of these crept into the 1938 regatta. True, there was 
a challenge in'the war canoe races which did not tend 
to cement relations between Kelowna and Penticton, 
but this, we hope, has passed on and there has been 
no harmful result. It was a pity that the amateur 
officials could not relent sufficiently to allow our 
American cousins to compete at will with the Can­
adian girls. But such are the amateur rulings that 
there is no leeway allowed, and often common sense 
cannot* be allowed to take the place of iron-clad rul­
ings.
Out of all the regatta comments comes one which 
speaks well for the splendid organization which has 
been built up year by year. The parking problem in 
the city park is generally one which demands the 
utmost care and attention. Hundreds of automobiles
K e l o w n a  In  B y g o n e  D a y s
(From the flies of the Kelowna Courier)
THIRTY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, July 30, 1908
Ira Dilworth has been awarded the Governor- 
General’s bronze medal for the pupil having the high­
est marks in entrance exams from Kelowna centre.
m m m
A  young man named O’Grady swam Okanagan 
lake, a distance of about three miles from Summer- 
land to Naramata in two hours.
« * «
Two storms occurred on Okanagan lake last Sun­
day, causing considerable damage to the launch house 
in the park and damaging Chas. Harvey’s launch. The 
Okanagan lay to for an hour off Bear creek unable 
to land.
m '
Local wholesale prices quoted in this issue, are: 
New apples, $1.25 to $1.50 per box; butter 40 cents 
per pound; eggs 30 to 35 cents per dozen, spring chick­
ens, 14 cents per pound, new potatoes $23 to $25 ton, 
cabbage $40 to $45 ton, tomatoes 8 cents to 10 cents 
pound, Alberta wheat $35 ton, shorts and bran $32 ton.
The provincial government recently requested all 
farmers to reply as to their labor necessities for this 
season but not a single reply has been received.
TWENTY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, August 1, 1918
Among the examination entrance results announc­
ed are Theodore R. Neish 762 marks, Bessie Haug 729 
marks and Ronald Todd 727 marks out of a possible 
1,100.
Benvoulin has decided to adopt a manual train­
ing course to be shared by the Okanagan school and 
Mission Creek school.
The Western Canada Irrigation conference has 
gone oh redord as favoring government ownership 
and control of irrigation syistems.
A  provincial bureau of fire prevention is being 
formed by the provincial government in the hope of 
reducing the enormous waste due to preventable fires.
TEN YEARS AGO 
Thursday, August 2, 1928
Three money by-laws carried and the school by­
law failed to get the necessary three-fifths majority 
when a big vote was cast on Wednesday. The three 
which passed were for fire apparatus, water system 
extension and isolation hospital. There has been 
some talk among the school board members of re­
signing, ps they feel the result is a vote of censure 
on their work,
41 I# W
The opening of the new Willow Inn opposite the 
Kelowna-Westbank ferry wharf is taking place today.
« « * ' .
Doris E. Ablett led Kelowna pupils in the recent 
entrance examinations.
• • •
A  census may be undertaken by the city council 
this year. 1
Mary Edith, daughter of Sydney H. Old, Kelowna, 
was married recently at St. Paul’s church, Regina, to 
Wilbert Herschell Mortimer of Gleneavon, Sask.
Mary Marjorie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. 
Aberdeen was united to Floyd Llewellyn Irwin at the 
United Church on Wednesday, July 25. .
■ ■ m  ^ m ' /
Occidentals, with eight points, won the city cricket 
championship, the City coming second with seven and 
the Canadian Legion third with three points. Occi­
dentals beat the City 143 to 122 in the final game of 
the season.
* ♦ , • '
James Bowes has. decided to vacate his tenancy of 
the Lakeview hotel after many years’ service there, 
his place to be filled by J. P. F. Bm-t.
course, that they remain together as a unit and put 
as many weary hours into their practicing as they 
have done in the past year.
And so, Kelowna’s 32nd. annual regatta is finished, 
and the populace of Kelowna and the many visitors 
are looking forward to 1939 when it is hoped and 
expected there will be a still, greater performance to 
laud the merits of this fair Orchard City to the world,
As Others See Us
need to be parked during the evenings as huge crowds 
company debated the situation for some hours during throng this summer gathering place to hear the bands, 
the afternoon. The railway made it quite plain that see the fireworks and attend the dances. So well did 
it could not carry the men on the barge and thus run the special policeman know their duties that the park- 
foul of the Dominion navigation laws. The city was inS was accomplished with the minimum of effort and 
equally adamant that the movement of the men was no trouble was experienced by motorists in either 
not its concern and that it was definitely the concern finding parking space or extracting their autos from
the park. It was a job well done.
Another feature of the regatta was the splendid 
concerts provided by the Kelowna boys’ band. This 
aggregation of young musicians were on the program 
last year for the first time, and their efforts were well 
received but not appreciated to the utmost. But of 
all the comments concerning regatta features none 
has been so often reiterated as that of praise for 
Kelowna’s junior band group. A  great deal of this 
praise must rightly go to the leader, A. C. Guild, 
whose perseverance and patient training has worked 
marvels. But no little praise should be heaped on 
the heads of the boys themselves, who trained faith­
fully and are on the threshold of still more pleasing 
presentations. The Kelowna boys’ band is a credit 
to any city the size of Kelowna and should be heard 
from in greater roles in years to come, provided, of
of the province. The city refused to establish any 
precedent by assisting in the departure of the group 
as this same situation will be recurring at frequent 
intervals during the next few weeks as the various 
groups move southwards. The city was also adamant 
that it would not play host to more than one group 
at a time, taking the attitude that if the province 
wanted more than one group in this district for road­
work, it should establish a camp outside the city limits 
and care for the nrfen.
The geographical situation of this city is a factor 
in the present problem. The men arrive here by 
simply boarding the freights in a body. Their num­
bers are too great for the railways to stop them. The 
railways can however refuse to move the barge. Ob­
viously. when. Mayor Jones suggested the freights 
might be stopped at Vernon' he was speaking faceti-
It may have been mere coincidence but, never­
theless, the fact remains that Kelowna and Kelowna 
institutions drev/ special attention last week in the 
Valley press in the northern and southern sectors. 
At times it is good to indulge in some' self-inspection 
and this is better accomplished if we have some in­
sight of the picture which we present to the eyes of 
others. Last week’s editorials in the Vernon News 
and the Penticton Herald may serve the people of 
Kelowna as a guide should they be tempted to review 
local eyents. The regatta, the local swimmers, the 
eastside road and The Courier’s regatta issue all came 
in for comment.
The Vernon News, in speaking of the Okanagan 
Landing regatta, remarked, “. . . .  Vernon w ill never, 
because of its location away from the lake, enter into 
aquatic events as do the people of Kelowna.” The 
News , also went out of its way to exhort the Vernon 
people to support the Kelowna regatta, saying:
! “Kelowna regatta and aquatic sports are the 
centre of attraction in the: Okanagan this week. 
This annual affair has blossomed into a “big time” 
event and attracts wide attention. It brings con­
testants and spectators from long distances. To 
an event at the Kelowna regatta is to achieve 
distincton. To attend is to see the best competi­
tions in aquatic events probably in this province 
and maybe an even wider area.
“Water sports have not the same emphasis in ' 
Vernon they have in the lakeside city. We do not 
have a lake in our front yard as they have there. 
The result is that there is not the same apprecia­
tion of the fine points in swimming, diving, and 
other water sports they have in Kelwona and 
therefore Vernon people are hot able to enjoy 
them to the same extent.
“Kelowna people have been good patrons of 
hockey in our Sports Arena. They will be good 
patrons of boxla when they get to know the game, 
and Vernon people should attend the regatta and 
in measure return the compliment. They have 
been doing this in past years and will no doubt do 
it again today.”
The News will doubtless be gratified to learn that 
the Vernon Bearded Beauties made a tremendous hit 
at the regatta here and that the club officials appreci­
ate their cooperation.
The Penticton Herald used The Courier’s special 
regatta issue to point out to the people of the southern 
city that community loyalty is an essential element 
in the success and prosperity of any district and the 
furtherance of community enterprises. The Herald 
under the heading of “Kelowna Loyalty” said editor­
ially: "
“. . . . But there is another recent production 
to the north that is worthy of more than passing
attention. This week the Kelowna Courier pub­
lished a 16-page special to herald the coming of 
the regatta. This paper is in addition to the re­
gular 12-page publication which this evening will 
, tell the story of this sports event. A  special Cour­
ier was made possible by the energy and loyalty 
of the Kelowna business men who filled it with 
advertising for their regatta. And, of course, the 
regatta association was by no means behind.
“The accomplishment at Kelowna iii the way 
of employing the newspaper for the furtherance 
of community aspirations arid community events 
ought to be inspiring to those whose outlook is 
apt to be more narrow.”
The Herald also discussed the eastside road and 
tbok a little sarcastic potshot at the local Naramata 
road enthusiasts:
“Sunday by Sunday the enthusiastic and in­
trepid workers of Kelowna solemnly parade south 
on their mission of love and sacrifice, the building 
of the highway to Naramata.
“Theirs is an inspiring example of the length 
to which local patriotism can go, even though the 
objective seems to be as far removed as wheh the 
— first pick clicked against the rocky east-side hill.
“A couple of Penticton men paid a visit the 
other day to the site of the work. They found a 
lot of effort had been spent on several miles of 
• road already, built. When we say road we speak 
advisedlj% because while it is possible to put an 
automobile over the route, no one would wish to 
do so many times unless spurred on by some 
strong force.
“The Kelowna people have never claimed that 
this road which they are painfully constructing is 
to be a main thoroughfare. It is merely some­
thing in the nature of a pilot, or pioneer road. 
When they have it finished, some years hence, they 
will be able to flaunt it in the face of the govern- 
rnent and say, “You would not build us an east- 
side road, so we built one ourselves. Now it is up 
to you to get busy and improve it.”
“And that it where the real expenditure 
would start.
“The Herald has been saying, for 15 to 20 
years, that a proper east-side road to connect 
Naramata and Kelowna would - cost anywhere 
from $300,000 to $400,000. and every new fact- pro­
duced seems to add force to that belief. The two 
Penticton men who looked over the route a few 
days ago found that there was nothing tremend­
ously formidable in the first few miles south from 
O.K. Mission. But when they got down to Squally 
Point, the real barriers arose. From Squally Point 
to Paradise Ranch the hillside is almost solid rock 
and a huge amount of powder would be needed 
to blow out anything in the nature of a real 
highway. .
“Contrary to belief in some quarters, this 
paper is not opposed to an east-side highway as 
and when circumstances justify. It has, however, 
maintained that a good road would cost more 
money >than we are at present able to afford and 
is not justified by existing population and traffic.
“A  volunteer by-path is a fine example of 
community spirit, but its practical value might 
be questioned.
“There is a way out, however, which seem- 
ingly has not yet received a great deal of public 
attention. This is the Kelowna-Chute Lake-Pen- 
ticton road. Quite recently, Penticton was given 
access to Chute laike by construction of a road 
up the hill from the Naramata-Paradise Ranch 
road. The road from Chute lake to Kelowna'has. 
been in existence for several years, although it 
is not in good shape'. However, the distance from 
Penticton to RZelowna can be covered in one and
IT IS SO OFTEN THE case when an event or a 
movie or .some such liiing is given a tremendous 
buildup, one is expecting so much that when the 
event docs come along, it docs not live up to expecta­
tions and there is a liorrlble let-down feeling. Every­
one of us has had the experience of being frightfully 
keen to see some'movie, say, and then finding that 
it was not nearly us good or ns wonderful us the 
advance notices had led us to believe. The exact re­
versal of that was the amazing experience I enjoyed 
last week. Since Februaiy 1 had heard about the 
Kelowna regatta and the tales were so glowing that 
1 begun to be just a trifle suspicious and a little ap­
prehensive that the build-up was greater than the 
event warranted. Consequently I approached last 
week with my tongue in imy chock and prepared to 
be greatly disilllusioned . . . .  but not surprised. As 
a matter of fact, it was surprised that 1 was. The 
reguttu was even belter than I had been led to be­
lieve . . . .  from all viewpoints and that includes both 
the competitive and the social. There was only one 
thing wrong. There were too many things going on 
at once. One couldn't watch the diving and the races 
at the same time and one could not be in two places 
at once. My first experience of the Kelowna regatta 
loads me to anticipate that of next year . . . .  Can the 
standard I observed Ibis year be maintained through­
out the years ad infinitum ? . . . .
r p m
DURING THE PAST couple of weeks I have on 
several occasions come in cpntact with members of 
the groups of the “Relief Project Workers’ Union”  
who have been in the city. Generally speaking they 
seem like a decent group of fellows. They certainly 
made every effort to keep themselves clean and their 
camp tidy. Their language was as good as that heard 
on the street of the average Canadian city. All that 
may sound a little nsobbish but it was not intended 
to be . . .  . When one thinks of a group of unemployed 
men wandering about the country one is inclined to 
assume that they are a bunch of “toughs” and that 
many of them cannot speak the English language . . . .
I do not quite know just why this should be, but I  
think that the average person has those reactions . . . .
I cannot honestly say that I was surprised that the 
men were apparently a decent crowd of chaps but the 
contact with them did bring me to the realization ttot 
it was hardly fair to immediately brand them as 
“toughs” . . . .
r p m
THE RELIEF PROJECT Workers Union advocate 
that Canada should start a program of economic pro­
jects similar to that undertaken by our great neighbor 
to the south. Note that word “Union” . . . .  And make, 
no mistake about it, they are “unionized”. There is 
a divisional captain at the head of each group and he 
has a second-in-command. They follow the orders of 
their officers and carry his instructions. It is a sort 
of benevolent dictatorship in that the orders are given 
as a sort of request to the “Brothers” or “Comrade^ 
in the group. I f one of the members fails to live up/ 
to the code of conduct laid down by those at the head 
of the union, that member is drummed put of the 
^oup . . . .  But I am wandering a bit T h e  union 
advocates “pump-priming’! in the belief that it will 
start the wheels of industry rolling and provide jobs 
at living wages. In theory “pump-priming” may be a 
solution to the worries of the country but unfortunat­
ely past experiences in this and other countries show 
that there is usually more goes into the pump tharii 
comes out. If one, can judge, this is what is happen­
ing in our great neighbor to the south. What is Ihe 
point of pouring water intp the pump, if the pump fails 
to bring out as much as you put in? The object o f 
pririaing is to start the pump but some pumps cannot 
be started even by priming , . . .  President Roosevelt 
has estimated that the deficit for the fiscal year 1939 
at $3,984,000,000.00. Not since 1931 has the deficit.been 
imder $1,000,000,000.00. No that is what I would call 
“pump-priming” but I  cannot see how the. priming 
has been effective in that country. Perhaps the prim­
ing has not been great enough . . . .  One thing is sur^ 
if that priming does start to work, the gusher from 
the pump will fall into Canada and Start all our 
pumps going too . . . .
■ ■ r p m
WITH THE BRILLIANT swimming of the past 
week still fresh in our minds, perhaps it would not 
be out of place to recall the feat of the seventeen- 
year-old Danish girl who recently swam across the 
Baltic sea. She swam from Gedser, southern tip of 
the \Dahish island of Falster, to Neigenhagen, near 
Warnemunde, in forty hours and twenty minutes. The 
straight-line distance is twenty-eight miles, but cur­
rents often tpbk the girl off her course and she had 
to swim about thirty-seven miles. Just about two. 
full days in the water . . . . She was accompanied by 
two Danish boats equipped with radio and a search­
light. Dance music Was played for her . . . .'
‘ r p m ,
THE OTHER DAY I CHANCED to have a short 
conversation with George Rose about the word Ke­
lowna and as a result he dug out of an old file of 
The Courier the following tidbit which will probably 
be of interest to a number of the newcomers to the 
city. The extract was taken from The Courier of 
Sept. 13, 1906 . . .  ,
“We have been asked by a correspondent what is 
the riieaning of the word Kelowna. We understand 
the name was selected in 1892 by Mr. Bernard Le- 
quime and is an Okanagan Indian word meaning 
“grizzly bear.” The few old Indians left here» bitterly 
resent the modern pronounciation of the word, and 
they insist that it should be pronounced Ke-laow-na, 
with the stress on the middle syllable, which is given 
the sound of ow in the word “now.” When the town 
was started the Indian pronounciation was used gen­
erally, and that it is phonetically correct seems to be 
borne out by the fact that strangers who have not 
seen the word but have heard it spoken frequently 
spell it “Calona.” . . . .
one-half hoixrs with some road fixing beyond 
Chute lake, we have been told, and this as good 
time as using the west-side road and the ferry.
“It is true that Chute lake, being set at an 
elevation of 3,000 feet, or more, might not be a 
good winter route unless a snow plow were kept 
busy. The fact remains that for most of the year 
it will offer better travelling conditions than any 
volunteer road along the lakeshore.
“Moreover, it is an accomplished- fact, and this 
is important to anyone contemplating an actual 
trip. One would think that $10,000 to $20,000 spent 
on the Chute lake road would make a pretty good 
alternative highway Out of it, quite sufficient for 
those who miss the last ferry, or who get up too 
early for the first.
, “We are not primarily boosting for a route 
through Chute lake, as y/e realize that it could 
not be regarded as a permanent, heavy-traffic 
proposition, but we do think it might serve the 
purpose of an alternative until such time as we 
have the population, traffic and money to build 
a modern highway along the east side of Oka­
nagan lake. I f  we desirp the alternative outlet, 
so as to save us the annoyance of the ferry, why 
not all unite in improving this road which is al­
ready in existence and therefore much more, feas­
ible than a volunteer pi'oject several years short 
of cornpletion?”
I
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New Low-Priced
f 1 r e $ t o t t 0
STANDARD
H ERE*S your, big oppor­
tunity to save money on 
tires. Go to your local 
Firestone Dealer and ask him 
for the now low-priced 
Firestone Standard: It*s a
first class tire in every respect 
•—^ a d e  of high quality ma­
terials to Firestone standards 
of quality and fully guarra- 
teed. It gives you everything 
you need— safety, long mile­
age, dependable, carefree 
service—-all at thrifty prices. 
Drive in to the Firestone 
Dealer’s 'today and see this 
remarkable tire-—the greatest 
Firestone *ever built at these 
low pricfis.
I r e ^ t o t i e .
KELOW NA DEALERS:
B egg iM o to r  Com pany Lim ited
Phone 232
F IR E ST O N E  TIRES, T U B E S  and ACCESSORIES
: V
T H E  S H O W  W I N D O W  O F  B R I T I S H  C O L U M B IA
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
ON PARADE ★  ★  ★
Heralded by the monster “Parade of Progress,” 
the great Canada Pacific Exhibition will be 
opened oil Monday, August 29th, by the Hon. 
James G. Gardner, Minister of Agriculture. 
For seven days and nights this great pageant 
of industrial and domestic life will provide 
glorious entertainment and education for young 
^nd old. Exhibits/far exceed any other year. 
Daily features include horse racing, bands, free 
shows, the midway , . . there’s a thousand and 
one exciting features filling every minute of 
every day and night. Don’t fail to see every 
part of this great Canadian exhibition.
O V E R  $ 5 ,0 0 0  IN  P R I Z E S
ADVANCE SALE «  - i l d l
SPECIAL PR IV ILE G E  T IC K ETS  . . . «
Tickets eiititleyou to parlicipatein free awards. Each ticket 
wDl admit one adult (or two children) to the Exhibition 
grounds. Two tickets arc good for one admission to Grand­
stand for Horse Racing. Get your Special Privilege Tickets 
from local dealers, street salesmen or from Advance Sale 
Hcjadquarters, 402 West Pender St., or from Exhibition 
Headquarters, Exhibition Grounds, Vancouver.
' Tickets sold at gates do not give these privileges.
FLUSH COATING 
. PROCEEDING 
AT PEACHLAND
Good Water Pressure at Peach- 
land— Miss Jeanne Shaw, M.A., 
'Engaged as Teacher
SECOND DONATION  
IS RECEIVED FROM  
LOCAL JAPANESE
Gordon Campbell Preventorium 
Obtains Another $25 Gift from 
Japanese Community
Oiling was being done on. llie road 
around the Pcachland "Bump" Mon­
day and surfacing of this portion of 
the road which was rc-located last 
year is indicated. It is undci’stood 
that uncompleted .sections of the sur­
facing will be also done at this time. 
The road south of town was widened 
to 33 feet, while north of town llio 
stretch to Trepanicr Creek and from 
there north through the Trepanier sec­
tion was also made ready for surfac­
ing last year. It is hoped that the road 
to Deep Creek wiil al.so be surfaced 
thus completing the link from Sum- 
merland to Peachland. With all these 
sections of the highway llni.shed a line 
piece of highway will be available 
through this district.
The two rock points just south of 
town arc still a danger point for traf­
fic, more especially with the heavy 
fruit hauling now starting. A  cer­
tain amount of the local traffic ahso 
uses this road, and the narrow turns
are extremely dangerous.
* « *
Good power service has been poss­
ible following the completion of the 
replacement of the line leading to the 
power plant. Loss of pressure had cut 
down the pressure for some time due 
to heavy leaks, but this has now been 
remedied and ninety pounds pressure 
is available to give more efficient ser­
vice.
Charles Wooters, member of the 
School Board, was taken to the Sum- 
merland Hospital seriously ill last 
Tuesday and is reported to be still in 
a critical condition. His son arrived 
from St. Paul, Alta., on Friday and
is now with his father.« * «
Mr. and Mrs. Tyson Thackerey and 
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson and daugh­
ter, Ivy, of Regina, were guests at the 
, home of Mr. and Mrs. George Jones 
’ last week, and resumed their motor 
trip on Wednesday when they left for
Vancouver before rehirning to Regina.
• • •
Captain S. A. H. Brew who has been 
in the Summerland Hospital for some 
time is reported still in a serious con­
dition. , • ♦ • ,
Mr. and Mrs. A. West and son Bob- 
I bie and Mrs. West’s father E. H. Ruffle 
returned this week from a motor |rip 
to Seattle.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Bowefing and 
two children left to spend the month 
of August at Summerland.♦ m ♦ ,
IVlr. and Mrs. G. Butler of Kelowna 
and their daughter Miss Adelaide But­
ler of Calgary were week-end guests
at the Edge water Inn.« * '
Alexander Ellins of Copper Moun- 
ain was a guest at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. A. C. Vincent during the 
week.
D. Lyons who was taken to the Ke­
lowna Hospital several weeks ago is 
reported to be very seriously ill.
Ned Bartee left last week for Van­
couver. ♦ » *
O. Miller spent several days at the
Summerland Hospital last week.
• • •
Miss Dorothy Miller accompanied 
her uncle B. M. Whyte back to Vernon
on Saturday, August 6.
* * *
Miss Hilda Fleming who has been a 
guest at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. 
McKay for six weeks returned to her
home in Princeton August 7.
* * •
Mrs., J. Clenaents is visiting at the 
home of her son James at . the Cle­
ments Ranch.
Mrs. Basil Stuart and daughter,
Tile directors of the Gordon Camp­
bell Preventorium have received an­
other handsome donation from the lo­
cal Japanese amounting to $25, making 
a total of $50 recently received from 
this, community. The names of the re­
cent donors are us follows: J. Yoshi- 
huru, S Koga, K. Olshi, G. Tuguchi, J. 
Sakuguchi, T. Tanemura, J. Yokota, J. 
Yamada, T, Tcradu, S. Koldc, S. Yam- 
aoku, M. Ucyamu, Z. Tamukl, J. Kit- 
aura, M. Sugimoto, A. Nozoe, S. Yam- 
uno, T. Kariya, I. Yumaoka, T. Terai, 
R. Numada, S. Ishibashi, K. Ibarakl, T. 
Ikari, K. Sakamoto.
The Preventorium has also received 
gifts of vegetables, groceries, eggs. 
Hour, soap, clothing, shoes, games, toys, 
books and gramaphone records from 
the following: Misses Dykes, McDoug- 
all, J. F. Flinders, Mesdames Tuckey, 
R. H. Stubbs, B. T. Havcrfleld, Neave, 
Fletcher, Stiell, Young, Murdock, and
Edith, of Summerland arc spending a 
holiday here at Mrs. McClement’s sum­
mer cottage. * 4> «
' A. C. Vincent left on Sunday night 
for a trip to Vancouver.
« •
Mrs. T. Twiname, Miss Emmy Hunt, 
F. Mills and H. MacNeill returned on 
Saturday from a motor trip to Van­
couver and Seattle.
* w »
Mr. and Mrs. Henniker, who have 
been guests of Mrs. A. Burdekin, left 
for their home in Duncan on Thurs­
day. « « «
At a meeting of the School Board 
held Saturday, July 30, Miss Jeanne 
Lakeman Shaw, M.A., was appinted to 
teach the fourth room which is to be 
opened for the fall term. Miss Shaw 
will be in charge of girl’s guidance 
and health work and will handle soc­
ial studies, geography and art for the 
High School and Grade 8. Miss Shaw 
taught for three years in the Port Co­
quitlam High School and while there 
she sponsored a C.G.5.T. group, an 
Art Club, dramatics and school publi­
cations.
As well as graduating from the Uni­
versity of B.C. with first class honors 
in 1933, Miss Shaw also took a course 
in Philosophy toward a Doctor’s De­
gree at the University of Washington 
in 1937.
Messrs. Cheyiie, J. W. Hughes, W. Flla- 
toft, Murshull, Fergu.son, Ireland, Mc- 
'I’avlsh and Col. Moodle.
The Preventorium Is full, us it has 
been all summer, and in spile of the 
extremely hot weather all the little 
patients are showing rnarlced Improvc- 
inent and gains in weight, and it would 
be difficult Indeed to find a happier 
bunch of children anywhere. It is a 
pleasure to see them at bathing time, 
enjoying to the full the benefits of the 
swimming. pool, so kindly donutexi by 
Lhe lute Mrs. Atchison of Westbank.
The stall members are receiving con- 
gralulutions on the good results obtain­
ed so fur this year, and they have been 
most grateful for the voluntary help 
which Miss Mary Bull is giving this 
year, corning up every morning to help 
wherever help is most needed, which 
has been most welcome in the trying 
hot weather experienced.
The directors of the Gordon Camp­
bell Preventorium gratefully arfenow- 
ledge receipts from the following don­
or's: Canadian Legion, I.O.O.F. Lodge, 
Mr. F. J. Foot, Gibb Grocery, Mr. D. 
G. Stiell. Mr. M. P. Williams, Mr. N. D. 
McTuvlsh, Corporation of the District 
of Summerland, Summerland Junior 
Hospital Auxiliary, Holmes and Gordon 
Ltd, Penticton Chapter I.O.D.E., Mr. 
Geo. Ehihara, Mr. T. Tomiyama, Mn T. 
Kobayashi, Mr. F. Sanaka, Mr. S. Nlshi, 
Mr. A. Satozono, Mr. C. Ozamoto, Mr. . 
K. Kikuchi, Mr. J. Tominago, Mr. T. 
Torigoe.
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FOR H IG H  CLASS JOB P R IN T IN G  GO TO  T H E  C O U R IE R
Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada
extends the facilities of the
N a t i o n a l  H o u s i n g  A c t
to prospective home owners in Kelowna 
All enquiries should be made at the office of
Okanagan Loan & Investment Trust Company
Local Servicing Agents of the
SUN L IF E  ASSURANCE c o m p a n y  OF CANAD A
for applications for mortgage loans made under the 
National Housing Act
Mi:
C A N  
B L O W O U T
Scout Commissioners 
Corner
The 1st Rutland Troop, under Scout­
master Gray, went under canvas on
July 29, at "The Place where the 
wild onion grows,’’ Mr. H. B. Kennard’s 
lakeshore property at Okanagan Cen­
tre. They broke camp on Saturday,
* August 6, and the Cubs under Acting
Cubmaster Basil Bond then took over.
The Rutlands have camped at Mr. 
Kennard’s place now for a great many 
years and , we certainly do appreciate 
Mr. Kennard’s kindness in making this 
splendid site available. He has well 
earned his 'Thanks Badge. As the site
Our thanks are once more due to 
Scoutmaster Nigel Pooley, for provid­
ing transportation for the 1st Kelowna 
Scouts to attend the funeral service on 
Au^st2nd for our late brother Scout, 
David Johes-Evans, at St. Mary’s 
Church, East Kelowna, and from there 
to the cemetery. We were very pleas­
ed with the representative turn-out at 
this Parade on such short notice and 
particularly to see six of the 1st East 
Kelowna troop out in uniform. Most 
unfortunately Scoutmaster Pooley will 
be leaving us again about September , 
and the 1st East Kelownas are leader- ■ 
less. This must continue to be a reflec­
tion on all of us particularly who have 
been associated with the movement 
at any time during the past twenty-five 
years, but it is not at all necessary that 
a new leader should have been a scout 
himself. We must see if we cannot get 
a Scoutmaster and a Cubmaster for 
East Kelowna and also for Okanagan 
Mission; The material is there waiting.
Outside scout competitors at the re­
gatta included 2nd George O’Hara of 
the St. Paul’s Troop, Vancouver, and 
2nd Martin Greer, formerly of the 1st 
Kelownas but now of the 3rd Kam­
loops Troop.
2nd O’Hara is a member of the For­
estry Camp now established at Grey- 
stoke and is in charge of the camp 
first aid, for which his diligeqce to 
part of his scout training well qual­
ified him.
We hope that all scouts who were 
at the regatta carefully watched the 
demonstration in life-saving and res­
cue work by the picked squad of girls 
ifrom Vancouver, which was a inost 
interesting and inforrpative item. One 
never knows when the fortunate 
knowledge of .this work may be the 
means of saving a life.
is right on the lakeshore it makes a 
splendid spot for boys who live as far 
away from the lake as our Rutland 
Scouts and Cubs,
C O N T IN U O U S  P R O T E C T IO N  
a lw a ys . . .  w ith
Boodyear LifeGuards!
® Blowouts can happen to anyone *> * and sudden 
tire failure^ even at normal driving speed, is dan­
gerous « « s to youj and anybody near you on the 
highway* But you can be positively sa/c > • • on 
Goodyear LifeGuards... because LifeGuards remove 
the danger of blowout accident.
The LifeGuard is actually a 2-ply fabric inner 
tire inside a heavy tube. Should a blowout occur
• a 8 the LifeGuard, still inflated, assumes the load
• 8 8 carries you straight ahead to a safe, smooth 
stop. You keep easy control of the car . * . steering 
and braking stay normal * * * there is no skid, no 
swerve, no danger!
Out of the hundreds of thousands of LifeGuards 
in service today none has ever failed, in emergency, 
to prevent accident from blowout.
I
Let no weak-link remain to cause you worry. 
With LifeGuards on your car, you not only protect 
those you love> but you can' get many extra miles 
of service from your tires with absolute safety.
Be wise s *. drive in today s s s have us make your 
car safe from blowout accident * • ♦ you cannot buy 
better protection to save your life!
H O W  G O O D Y E A R  L I F E G U X g D S  W O R K :
jH
When casing blows out.. Whenfube blows out...
Lifeguard retains sufficient 
air for safe, sure stops
Study these diagtsibns » ; • the L ife.
Guard replaces the conventloual tuhe.
It is a 2-ply fabric rercrve tire it « id e  
a heavy tube . . . both inflated by'the.
Look for rite BIuo and Yellow Valve Stem
same valve. I f  tube and casing fail, 
the LifeGuard retains air long enough 
to support the car until It c.-in be 
brought to a safe, smooth stop.
IR E SH O P
PENDOZI STREET PHONE 287 KELOWNA
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C o u r i e r R e v i e w
THURSDAY’S SAIUNG RACE WAS RESAHA LAUDED 
ONE (SfmSf EXCIllNG YET HELD
Twelve Boats Experience All the preliminary and starlin« -------
r r\-rr I*- • T7 J 1 bme down with the wind fie<; Hundred Persons Attend Wind-Manner of Difficulties in Fight on the port tack upon another boat
for Hamber Cup^ Klie would be out. All this was Jots of
^j,y tiiL-fo weren’t 50 starters 
There was a keen entry for the re- instead of oniy 12 the sailors can’t un- 
gatta sailing races, nine starting on derstand.
Wedne.sday and twelve on 'rhursduy, Jane and Arrowhead being to wca- 
but the weather was particularly un- ther, had their wind free and soon
S p o r t
G o s s ip
By J. H. A.
AUCE THOMSON WINS AGGREGATE 
TROPHY WITH THIRTY MORE POINTS 
THAN HER NEAREST COMPETITORDid you ever see a jiroud father?
up Function at Royal Anne Ar- if not. then take a look at Walter _____________________ _
ranged by Aquatic and K.B.T. 'I’homson these days, when the boys ^
at the club offer congratulations that 1 erry Iroii Man Macaulay Swings into Top Spot for
W . A. C. B E N N E T T  
C H A IR M A N
lie should be the father of such a mar­
vellous daughter aj; Alice. She, as 
you must surely know by now, was 
the aggregate champion of the 22ndh  __r>i„;____ j  “  w.v.
kind on the former day as practically drew out ahead. Ginger, by a lucky Ismon Claims Attendance legatta staged here last week, and was
a flat calm prevaded for most of the puff, sailed out through the lee and A also the ituidimr snirit in the ereat re-
four hours that it took to complete the getting her wind clear drew ahead 
course. but Was soon overtaken by Lucania,
Jane (Capt. Goldsmith), Arrowhead whose tall sails were little affected by
Record when Charles . Cot- g i ing pi i  i   g  
terell Forced to Wire Reirrets Kelowna kept at home,itrcii lorcea to wire rcegrets Walter is unabashed. He dis­
claims any credit, and say's plaudits
Men with Big Margin of Points— War Canoe Dispute 
Ironed Out— Washington Girls Barred from Competi­
tion Because of Amateur Union Rulings
BASEBALL SERIES 
TO START THIS 
SUNDA^ON HILL
Kelowna Travels to Beavcrdcll 
for First of Three-Game Series; 
for Championship
First game of the postponed final 
series for the championship of the 
South Okanagan baseball league will 
be played this Sunday at Bcaverdell. 
The second game will be at Kelowna
OU T  of the 32nd annual regatta which concluded on Thursday last August 21, with the third contest, il two names have emerged as being the moQt nece.ssary, at the choice of the leagueThe hospitality of the city of Ke- r/fT prUireVv lo* Alit’e the contestants One it; fhnf r.f a • 1 Ai’ ^ eminent of all leaders, Kelowna.
(Leo Maranda) sailed by Fred Maran- the other boats. The wind was light lowna and. the affection which is feit‘  £ " o w n . ' the ^ t W  h e W .c  ^lice Thomson, and This ’series was to have got under-
da and Kittiwake (Hugh Dunlop) got and a swell coming up from the south towards this city by the many per- pnnif. f.nnr*;o nnri h-iH no ndvire l  belongs to a Sturdy young contestant from Vancouver, way last Sunday but owing to the un-
away at the start and drifted round caused mucli flapping of sails, so that sons who attended at regatta time, jr^ V ' however termed Terry “Iron Man” Macaulay. • These two voung fortunate fatal accident at the High-
thb course without interest or excite- the rest of the boats who were in a were positively shown on Thursday o^ j,, HauGhtor shows the same swimmers excelled themselves in the two davs o f annafir* land-Bcll mine, when Earl Christie,
mont and flnished m that order. The cluster were fouling each other’s wind evening at the Royal Anno hotel, which he himself shvlv admits emerged holders o f the-m ain no-<rr«frn4- <■ ^u-  ^uatlC sports and DeuDorv shortston for fhc Minoro urno
only other boat to complete the course to such an extent that none could get when the annual banquet for the re- L  ^  S n e  Gets touS  W m a n lc  aggregate trophies after sterling
wns E. Oswolrs Gingo.-, sailed by Nigol clear. galla visitors was staged by the Ke- 2 ^ 1 ,0  bowbM ween Bom father
Pooley, who came near to nosing out After rounding the Siwash buoy, the lowna aquatic association in co-opera- daughter have a’ never say-die Hefoie hundreds of spectators w h o ------------------ - ---------------------- _ _ _ _
Nittawakc for third place four leading boats went to the port tion with the Kclbwna board  ^ complex wthich ig only surmounted ^^ e Aquatic pavilion, grand- place. This incident did not add to the series cut down to a single game at
Thursday’s race provided plenty of tack and with the wind freshening W. A. C. Bennett, board of trade pre- difficnltv Most of his beaches, besides those in the WashinGton Visitors’ Z  Kelowna this Sunday but the'Orchaid
p ppe y p t e e s was 
per- instantly killed in a cavc-in, the games 
were put back one week.
Bcaverdell Miners attempted to have
interest as there were two boats from from the northwest it was a hard beat sic^nt, was chairman. frlendr expresT'w^ that an numerous boats, a long line of the regatta at all ............ j-.— woul d not agree and the min-
the south, Donald McKay’s cruiser to Manhattan Point. It soon became . old bald-headed cooMike Walter could divmg com- Another sad experience »vns suffer- team decided to proceed with the
this 
and
m^ed squalls. whilst the former were heading pretty ^^ e^ process of the regatta itself and won to enable Kelowna to take officials but they were only three- ing. He was eliminated from com- s^cored two major victories over Pen-
The start was good and as the wea- well to Manhattan. It seemed that if smoothness with which the entire j^ome the feature ladies’ relay prize ^  ^n hour late with their petition leaving only a boat from Che- ticton already. ■ Bcaverdell- looked like
ther end of the line provided by far tliey could weather the heavy gusts atTim was staged. • . . .  Your Gossiper even noticed Dick despite the difFicult.es. Ian and another .from Seattle. The 225 strong oppositon,' but with the loss o®
the most favorable position, there was which were now coming down they 'rribute To Two Nations Parkinson getting excited and start Five Fii'st Places hydroplane race was never properly their star player, and the resultant
a distinct crush around the buoy, with could establish a lead. Chairman Bennett extended the first waving and shouting encouragement bpoi-»- i\/r i * j  'completed on this account. drop in spirit which can only be looked
much shouting- for room. If all the During this hard going Ginger caught welcome to the hundred guests gath- as Alice came closer and closer to entered more ev- The Hamber cup for the open sail-  ^ consequence of the fatality,
fouls and imagined fouls had gone up up to within 50 yards of Jane, who was ered about the banquet table. He victory . . . And if you don’t believe any other single competitor ing was won by Leo Mavanda who de- it is unlikely that the Miners will be
to the race committee it would still be constantly taking a knockdown, and spoke particularly of the many visit- it must be good to make Dick excited f . was away out in feated Don McKay of Naramata se- able'to stop the Kelownians.
busy sorting things out and who the Arrowhead overtook Lucania who had ing Americans in the gathering and then you don’t know Dick . . .Ther > i;iie aggregate-standings with cond place boatsman ’ " — _____________ - ___
winners would be no one can say. trouble with her head sails. At this Paid tribute to the friendliness of the was only one other race which was second'making his Novelty races such as the cigar and nrvi^ir rinihoe
Amongst the rumors it was said that point the weather man took a hand two nations. as thrilling and that was the finish of nearest competitor was umbrella race, balloon race and finals
Arrowhead failed to give room at the and the wind, continuing strong, veer- : Mayor O. L, Jones extended, figur- the junior war canoe crews . . . Only  ^ 'I  Victoria with a of the sea horse derby and the apple Clothes dried slowly will always be
buoy-^so she would be out; that Jane ed through north to northeast, thus atively, the keys of the city to the vis- about two feet separated the bows P°^ots. ^  special were big favorites with whiter than those that are dried in ao K___ A.----- ----- 1 _J T____ •___L ____ i+orc ntlfl cnnlro nf . .. ______ n ___  AllCe ThOmSOn’s *1------  .. . . WHO ,------
“ Who’s that man you keep smiling at? ”  
'The fellow who introduced me to Svyeet Caps.’
S W E E T  C A P O .R A L  C I G A R E T T E S
^^The purest fo rm  h i tvliich tobacco can be sm ok ed ”
_______ judges would ha<?e had to call in Tne top line Of Thursday'Eesults White Silk
work the aquatic association is carry- it o dead heat the lady contestants. Next in line „  „  ; ^  su its  ji. „ +1, n. * 1 v.-*
ing out. as the aquatic expresses the * * * were Joan Langdon, Lynda Adams  ^ Following are, the results of Thurs- is^i^nthej difficult to keep white
real spirit of Kelowna. Various expressions of opinion have 3nd Pat O’Hara, all of Vancouver, s races not already given in last , from turning yellow^when wasb^
Mayor Jones paid tribute to the been voiced since the regatta conclud- with 48 points each. weeks Kelowna Courier: ^ e^ /white sillc gar-
Turn to Page 5, Story 1 ed, and one which I listened to with George Athans, who captured ihe Junior war cano ;^ United Distillers a ’Turkish towel as soon as
------- ------- ------- -^------------------ - ---- , regpect that of St. George three-metre standing dive and the oup-1, Kelowna; 2, :^nticton. : ^  J/", ^
but dead into the wind. Baldwin ,a former oarsman of no mean Canadian championship five-metre 50 yar^s freestyle |wim, men, open, ^
The race was as good as over. Ar- ability and a man who took a great in- dive, was awarded the Nichol cup. Dogana Wine cup-—^«^erry Macaulay, tiour, or can be left for 24
whead. rounding the buov first, got terest in Annatic affairs iin to a few He faced little opposition this vear as Vancouver;ro , y qu up ® y 2. Jim Burns,'Wenatchee;
out her spinnaker but it got loose and years ago. He believes, that more at- ^^ s chief rival in the northwest, Chuck Kelowna. 24.4 sees. •
she overran it. Her crew retrieved it tention should be paid to the rowing Hedling ’ of Seattle, failed to put in 5() yards swirn, freestyle, ladies  ^open, 
and got it up in |;ime to hold her place races. . It is a matter , of financing out- appearance. Fred Burr of Kelow- Hazel Smith,
over Lucania which is a fast boat with side entries, o f . course, and until the developed cramps halfway through ^  Alice Thomson, .Kelowna;
the wind free. Soon after Jane round- local association can build up its re- three-metre diving and was forced Andison, Kelowna. 30 sec.
ed the buoy the wind dropped and sources to obtain a sufficient number ^ii further competition that leadies open, Ogo-
blew in puffs from all directions for of good shells so that visitors need not Pogo trophy—1, Lynda Adams, Vah-
the rest of the race. spend°big sums^  in fre igh tcharK  Points were awarded in the Black- ^°^ver, B.C., 95.7 pts.; 2,^Eleanpr Klein,
During the hard going Kittiwake can be done. But St. George believes challenge cup for men as follows: q
had forged ahead closing up the gap that the youngsters should be b r o u g h t 50 yards breast- P^ ®- , ,
between herself and Ginger and short- along and given more encouragement. yards open, 400 yards open, race—1, Russell ,
ly after rounding the Manhattan buoy The interest this year was rather con- ^ve-metre standing dive, 50 yards Fowler; 2, Ed. Yoshiokg; 3, Stan Pe- 
she worked into fourth, place whilst fined and the number o£ competitors in i , „  ,. o
Ginger lay temporarily becalmed. the rowing races was of a minimum Fenticton; 2,
The final result for the first six boats nature. There is one thing which the . ^up, which went exhibi-
was 1, Arrowhead Chelmsman, F. regatta officihT should bear in mind. Thornson, was to «  with these t^ ^^ ^
?"?>■= <2- The cash customers can distinguish the h - ^ a  " f S
hours'without harm.
ea
(helmsman, G. C. Renfrew); 4, Kitti- competing boats in a rowing or canoe 9nn cse, mn  j  mr, crew=
wake (H. Dunlop); 5, Ginger (E. ‘ os- race, but few of .them can tell, which 1^ 1
well); 6, Adele (A. Stubbsi. M. MSon'aW ; 3,
An excellent feature of the racing in a fast 50 or 100 yard free style swimnc n-f Vir^ mo VwiiT+ __ ____ ______  __  CUV6, nSit-.iTlllG
Balloon race—1, Jack Dawson; 2, 
Shirley Stevens,
was the number of home built catboats race which is over before you can swim open Penticton.First and second points only were 200 yards relay, ladies open—1, Ke-
rnd'^'^imX^to Tuhd^?ISonTblv^^^^^^ turn around. Those who have beem ^  “ ded“ ‘to tre^^con^pTwors.^'an^ng lowna,“ No^f oean r Dot'^Fniith? Dot .
so p o ,n is . A".<h-n, Alice Thomson; 2. Vanccu-
When a few rnore are built the local but visitors and many hundreds of the 
sailing club will undoubtedly have to local townsfolk have no idea who has 
arrange races for them
How She Won Cup
T i l iE S  MWAYS PRINCITON
i l E E i .
&rew(n<>
•’ftlNCETON
, /
I
There’s always a cool 
spot behind a sparkling 
b o ttle  o f Princeton  
R O Y A L  E X P O R T .
Enjoy the added life 
and zest of this better 
beer today . . .  just one 
glass will convince 
you of its finer 
flavor.
M a d e  b y  t h e  B r e w e r s  o f
O L D  G O L D  L A G E R
ver, Ethel Symes, E. Hamersham, J.
Langdon, Pat O’Hara; 3, Victoria, M.
AT j  Booth, Hazel Smith, Eleanor Peden.
won until the announcement comes Ahce obtained one first and three Florence Byatt. 2:06.1.
over the loud speaker. There should her points, Sailing race open Hamber run 1
be a remedy, but your Gossiper is not freestyle on Leo Maranda;’ 2, Don McKay, Nara-
sufficieiitly acquainted with the hand- Wednesday by the narrowest of mar- mata. ,
ling of regattas to voice an opinion as fast time of 1.7 and con- 100 yards relay swim, bovs 14 and
yet. irs just a thought to P ^^s ' along. ^^ 5jJ“ n|her^sp^^^ ^nder, Interior only-1, G. -Brown, B. This advertisement is not pub-
It is doubtfur if *any wrestling will, PP^  ^  ^ 200 i^wna!"fi 4 listed or_dispIayed by the Liquor
IM PORTED FROM SCOTLAND
be attempted on next year’s regatta ^^ ,^ ds freestyle and 50^yards freestyle, 
program. Last Wednesday evening was the closest kind of competi- 
Jack McLauchlan, a one-time favorite senior war canoe race,
of regatta wrestling audiences went altercation had place
onto the mat with a palooka n a m e d  the event as to the number
Bull Martin. He was a palooka in ° f Paddlers to be placed^in each canoe, 
every way and no match for the expert Summerland and Penticton pro-
Jack. The consequence was that the 
spectators left with a slightly sour taste
50 yards handicap swim, men mem- Control Board or by the Govern- 
Turn to Page 5, Story 3 - ment of British Columbia.
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Control Board or by
the Government of British Columbia.
tested against the lesser number.
A decision was obtained .from the 
™ mu . • iu « " east and Kelowna, standing on this
m their mouths. That is, the few pay- decision was forced to olace fifteen 
ing spectators who attended the mas- .^ nor, in tl-m nannn Pr.nc;pnnnnnxr tl’ P 
sacre The regatta took .a Jicking at swamped about 200
_ the box office and will think twice y j^-ds off the grandstand, leavin,g Pon- 
about paging such a show in the ticton to breeze home the winner with 
The change of time from the Summerland second and Oyama third. 
Thursday evening to Wednesday did the finals, Penticton and Sum-
not help as most regatta attendants mei’land had to take a turn in the 
were used to. going to the grunt and course and paddle a full half-mile, 
groan spectacle on the last day of the Penticton won with Summerland a 
regatta. The boys’ band may be blam- short distance behind. Kelowna en- 
ed,, as well, for they staged such an ex- tered a thirteen-man canoe and raced 
cellent musical concert that the crowd closely with Penticton, but as it was 
stayed right with them and did not only exhibition no announcement nvas 
budge over to the grandstand where made as to the actual winner o f the 
the wrestling was in progress. race itself. Some say Kelowna had it
by inches and others contend it was 
But this was the only feature of the a dead hegt. ■ 
regatta which did not go over \vith a Pretty Lynda Adams, who lost out 
bang. The bands were excellent,' the by .03 of a point in the British Empire 
novelty features of the highest order. Games last winter, was a great favor- 
and more competitors entered for the ite with the spectators and her .grace­
swimming and diving events than ever ful form took her to a Canadian cham- 
before. It was estimated that 435 to pionship and first p.lace in the three- 
450 contestants took part in the 32nd metre’ dive,, as well. Eleanor Klein 
annual regatta, and you can bet your of Vancouver, Wash., placed second .in 
bottom dollar that it took a great deal the latter diving, with Dot Smith of 
of efficient handling’ to squeeze all Kelowna only .1 point behind, 
those boys and girls into the program Two Washington girls entered for 
and keep them all satisfied. It was a the, regatta competitions, being infor— 
monster job well done, and the entire med that they could not take back the 
community can vote a hearty vote of regular prizes because of their non­
thanks to the directors and other of- amateur union affiliation but they 
ficials who helped to bring so much fa- would be given special prizes.' On ar- 
vorable publicity to Kelowna. rival, however. Capt. Clampitt, re-
— ------- ---------------- feree. stated that the Canadian girls .
Stocking Hints could not compete against these Wen--
atchee lassies because of amateur ath- 
New silk stockings will wear much letic union regulations, and so, in or- 
loriger if they are washed before using der to save the regatta competition, 
them. Be sure that no soap is left in the Washington girls were forced to 
the silk. Their life Will also be length- stay out of most competition, 
ened if they are washed immediately ’They did race in one of the feature 
when removed from the feet, as per- events and had no difficulty in beat- 
spiration rots the silk very rapidly, ing the Canudks, Eleanor Klein of 
White silk stockings should be dried Vancouver, Wash., corping in first v/ith 
in the dark to prevent turning yellow. Lois Bice, of 'Wenatchee in second
V E R N O N ’S
Second Annual Mid-Summer
f jriiiimmimiiuiimm'uiimiuiTmiimmiiiimiium’miimiiiiiiiiiim'itniiitffWiiiiiiiininiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiimmffnwftnt|
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY, AUG. 17 -18
2. Days of Racing
O V E R  $1,200.00 IN  PR IZE  M O N E Y
All enquiries regarding entries, etc., to be made to John Costerton, 
General Secretary, Vernon.
Garnival Both Nights
A T  THE CIVIC  A R E N A
PET PARAD E  ON W EDNESDAY EVENING, the 17th, 7.30 pjn. 
BEARD PAR AD E  TH U RSD AY EVENING, the 18th, 7.30 pJH.
Dances Both Nights
A ’TTENTION—Please wear Klbndyke Clothes with your Beards. 
Sponsored by Vernon Kinsmen Club—-Proceeds for Charity
'> I
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THUIISDAY, AUGUST 11, 1938 T H E  K E i-O W N A  COURIEE PAGE F IVE
M A K I N G  C A N A D A
A  Better Place in Which to Live and Work
A BericH of Loiters from Difltiiigulslicil Canadians on Vital Problems 
AffeetJng the Future Welfare of Canada
, Specially Written for Canadian Weekly Newspapers Association
JAPAN’S BEST TOC H EKES OUT KELOWNA LOSES
NARROW 4-3 WIN x jgH T  R E G A H A
BALL GAME 3-2Softball Squad Defeats Cham­pions of North, Nash Motors 
of Vernon
WESTBANK TOMATO 
GROWERS ARE 
DESPONDENT
M i
Dear Editor;—
Tliere is an Implied compliment and, 
at the name time, a definite challenge 
in your letter to me in which you ask 
for some suggestions as to how five 
hundred editors of rural weekly news­
papers spread across Canada can mf«ke 
their contribution in the direction of 
making Canada a better place in which 
to live and work.
To really answer that question ade­
quately Involves something approach­
ing Statesmanship. However, I may 
fall short of that measure, there arc 
perhaps some observations that I hope 
you may find helpful. I tliink that, if 
I  could enjoy the responsibility of en­
deavoring to mould public opinion 
through the weekly newspaper, I would 
devote much thinking, reading and 
writing In the direction of belter rnu- 
tual understanding among Canadian 
citizens.
Having travelled this country from 
coast to coast, not once but many times 
and having had perhaps an exceptional 
opportunity to observe and appraise 
what the average Canadian citizen says 
and thinks, I would say that our great 
lack in Canada is breadth and toler­
ance. This is due in a large measure 
to the vastness of the country and its
miserably inadequate population. being able to measure men foi* what
There are fine people with splendid they are rather than for the labels they 
qualities living in the Maritimes but wear,
they talk everlasting of Upper Canada Having come through some rather 
and Maritime rights. There are splen- strenuous experiences personally in the 
did Canadian citizens, French in Ian- past few years with which you are, to
guage and Catholic in religion but they some extent at any rate, familiar, I ,. vnmnoiohi T.,nn«»c 1 j  ^
talk everlastingly of Canada for Can- may say that I have come to have a ®  ^ player, puts or a great demonstration
adians and seem bent on erecting some distrust of “movements,” “programs,” Montreal, where he and his te^m ates on tlm Japanese Davis Cup
kind of Chinese wall around their Pro- “solutions,” all blue-printed and chart- nat^g^country fo? th e ^ S  thr^‘ singles title in his
Vince which will keep “foreigners” out ed—not because I have lost my passion _ _  country lor tne last tnree years.
lor all time.
Kelowna Toe II softballors, cham­
pions of Kelowna for the past foui 
years, are out for further laurels thi.s
_____ Some of the Westbunk tomato grow-
r ,  • T-, . « ... - becoming despondent over the
Penticton Registers First W in of state of the market. One grower said 
Season in Torrid, Seven Inning he hud already dumped four tons and 
Contest Last Thursday another tomato and vegetable grower,
^ who has paid out $1,800 In wages, said
One of the most closely contested tomatoes aie totting on the giound 
season and have tackled (he strong ball games held here this season had “ “ V vegetables.
Nash Motors team of Vernon, charn- the spectators at a high nervous ten- .*i *
pions of all the northland, includint; sion throughout the entire seven in- , Miss Mae Currie arrlveu Iiom Kam- 
Rcvelstoke So successful have the ’ritursday afternoon la.st, loops oii Monday to spemd a week
champkms from B^ e Orchard Cl^ ^^^^ when Penticton visited for the un.n,t.l ^er parents. Mr.^and Mrs. D. A. Currie, 
been thut llioy dcfoulccl tho i*^ rcusc bull (jumo. l^cnticlon oincr,[ c^(l 1 1 4  1
boy» 4-3 in n is h lly -c o n te lcd  S d l  v l d " "  by n 3-2 count, this bcln„ the T™
at the northern citv last Sundnv win of tho season which the lived at Glcnmoit some ycais ago,
S. eond M L  i? L  r  i southerners have turned in over the were visitors at tho home of Mr. and
Second ui the senes of games is i^^iowna nine 'Mrs. L. D. Hltchner this week,
scheduled for this Sunday at the city ,^C«rsqua"ds scored in tho first
GEO. S. HOUGHAM,
three proposition.' CO,ICO ic „ boo. ot r ™ % ] f b  BIGGER ATTENDANCE
Vernon has a fast, steady pitcher count in tho third, but Penticton's IG O O  D C / ^ A T T P A
who was alrnost the equal of the Ke- winning tally resulted in the fourth A 1  K C i V l A l  1 A
lownmns last Sunday, but the local to end the scoring. _____
lads feel that they can take the series it Is anticipated that tlicsc two
two straight by turning in a victory teams will come together later in the Heavier Expenditure Expected to  
this ‘-’om i^ng week-end. Only a bunch- season to decide the championship of Leave Small Surplus on Events
mg of hits in one fatal inning won this section of tho volley, if Kelowna ______
Kelowna the game on August 7. wins the South Okanagan league Although no proper accounting has
play-olfs. The winners will then take been issued yet. regatta officials be- 
> on the North Okanagan winners, pro- licvc that the 32nd regatta will show 
Vernon.  ^ small balance on the credit side of
Following is a box score of last the ledger, although the surplus will
-More About-
AUCE
THOMSON
.V!»^  }.6V* i^ v>a
From page 4, column 7
Thursday’s contest:
Box Score 
Penticton AB R ]
Phinney, lb ....... 2  0
Blacklock, cf .... 3 1
Moore, ss .......  4 0
for social reform but because no pro-
-More About-
REGATTA
UUDED
From page four, column four
STEADY UGHT 
REFLECTED IN 
RIFLE SCOR^
Here in Ontario, Canada’s Garden gram for the betterment of the human >F- 
Province, there are some splendid peo- race can rise higher than the quality 
pie but we have a terrible tendenc.y to- gf heart and mind, of its promoters, 
wards smugness and conrtplacency. Out therefore, you are seeking a theme 
West I  know them because I lived in which can be developed through the 
British Columbia fourteen and in Al- powerful agency of the Canadian 
berta four years and I could go on and weekly Newspapers Association, I 
describe and try to analyze the qual- suggest that you consider: Neighbor- 
ities of our people bu t^at is not what Hness, Helpfulness, plain, ordinary, de- 
you are looking for. What I am trying cent Human Kindness, Patience with Parkinson energetic .
to say here is this; we are all living those whose views seem to be so dia- secretary and Max dePfyffer presi- Seven Totals of Ninety and Up-
in  difftcuit times; the great inajonty metrically opposed to ours, a painstak- ^ent for the past two years. Forty un- wards Registered at Weekly
us socially mseenre and, because ing effort to understand why they think employed in the camps at Kelowna Spoon Shoot '
we are nded by the fear complex, we what they think; and this, while not wished' to see the regatta but did not  _
t h ^  of and aettoward our neighbors spectacular, not sensational, not arrest- have the admission price. He had After endurance of trvine conditions
wito SHspicion, distrust and sometimes ing, would, it seems to me, be a worth t^e matter with Mr. Parkin- at a numbS^ SrsSccessivJ n S S
jealqu^. oYiiPrtivP to which vou cou ld___,„1,„  —............\  successive practices,
hers only, K.A.A. cup—1, E. Ryan; Benway, 3b ....... 4 0
2, L. Taggart; 3, J. Chrysler. Kincaid, 2b ....... 4 0
Free-for-all handicap motorboat and Harwood, If ....... 3 0
outboard race—1, Van Antwerp, Ok- Hagg, c .............  2 2
anagan Landing; 2, Gordon Finch, Moefaes, rf .......  2 0
Yvonne, Kelowna; 3, Cliff Renfrew, McGahan, p ....... 1 0
Kelowna. — —
Launch race, pleasure craft only- • Totals ......... 25 3
1, Van Antwerp, Okanagan Landing; Kelowna AB B
2, Gordon Finch, Kelowna. Leier, 2b ....  0 0
200 yards relay, men open—1, Van- I  ?
couver, T. Macaulay, J, Pomfret, F. o ' n n
Sully, V. Curran; 2, Kelowna, Mai- I  " " i "  o ?
colm Chapin, D. Pettigrew, V. Wilson, ^ 5 i
L. Taggart; 3, Omak, Eugene Kumbers, ...... „ i
S  I .  K M blsld . i b  ' 1 0
 ^ Crawford, c ........ 2 0
25 yards, apple box race, final, Is- Boklage, If ....  2 0
mon cup—1, C. Hoy, Occidental Fruit v , Leier, rf .....  2 0
2, Charles d^fyffer, Okanagan W'ostradowski, p 3 0
Fruit Shippers; 3, R. Cross, B.C. Or- _  _
chards.
0 10
probably be a reduced one. Heavier 
expenditures this year in olrder to pro- 
 ^ E vide more features for the big crowds 
0  will reduce the funds, they state.
0  Actually, more persons paid admls- 
0  sions at the main gates during the 
0  two days of the regatta proper than 
0  in 1037, although some of the other
0  features, such as wrestling, were down
1 in admittance sales. '
0  In all, 261 more persons paid admis-
0  sion on Wednesday and Thursday, 
_ August 3 and 4, than on corresponding
1 days last year. The following are the 
p comparative figures: Wednesday, 1937,
410; 1938, 492. Thursday, 1937, 1,704; 
n 1938, 1,883. Totals, 1937, 2,114; 1938, 
1 2,375.
0 ----------------------^---------------------TT—
0 Summary—Earned runs. Penticton 
0  2, Kelowna 1; two-base hit, Benway; 
0 stolen bases, Benway, Moebes, R. Kiel- 
0 biski, F. Chapman; first on balls, off 
0 McGahan 3, off Wostradowski 3; 
0 struck out, by McGahan 11, by Wos_- 
0 tradowski 11; left on bases, Penticton 
0 8 , Kelowna 4; double plays, Wostrad- 
— owski-R. Kielbiskii; wild pitdh, Mc-
Mixed doubles, quarter-mile— 1, 
Bruce Paige and Vera Cushing; 2 , 
Bob Hayman and Helen Ennis.
21 8  1 Gahari 1; passed balls, Dagg 1, Craw­
ford 2 ; hit by pitcher, Boklage by Mc-
Pejnticton ............... ...... 1101000—3 Gahan, McGahan, Moebes, Phinney
Kelowna  ........ ......1010000—2 and Dagg by Wostradowski.
Totals ......... 23 2
Score by innings:
Maqoy pf our
,... . . . . J while objective to vyhich you could ggn, who had replied instantly: “Sure, what with heat glare miraee and lat’
politicians, mterested commit your Association In the coming le t ’them come along.” iX .il
onl^ m votes and the power that vo _ year. . _  “I appreciate the support of my ^el- their own on Sundnv w h e ^ ^  nni-
Boay seemre for them, unscrupulously 'There is a stanza by Ella Wheeler jgw directors,” declared President de- formly overcast sky that threatened 
ex^toit class consciousness, town ag- wilcox which, to some extent at aiW pfyffer, in introducing the various of- rain produced the steady erev li«ht
county, cou n ty , against town rate, expresses what I have in mind, fidals of the aquatic. He paid special withoSt variations of brim fLp “ or rich against poor, Protestant against jt runs like this: ------- 7 ------------X ------------- wnnout variations oi nriiiiance or
terly smoke haze, riflemen came iqto
€!afhoUc, Gentile against Jew.
We have the Native Sons of Canada 
and the Sons of England— all of them, 
in my humble opinion, mutually ex­
clusive, destructive rather than con­
structive in their outlook, tending to 
divide us into opposing camps, exploit-
So many G°ds,
So many (Creeds,
So many ways 
That wind and wind,
And yet the art of being kind 
Is all this sad world needs.
tribute, as well, to Don Poole, whose shadow, that is the desideratum of 
untiring efforts had brought along the those who follow the target game. The 
splendid swimmers who had represen- result was that of the eleven who fired 
ted Kelowna that day. over the three distances no fewer than
Telegrams Of Regret seven reached “marksman’s” grade by
E. W. Barton, trade board se.vretary, scoring a total of 90 or over.
is an inis sau uriu  ^ several telegrams from C. A. Cot- G. Wyman and W. E. Harmeling led
ine our reUgious prejudices or our ec- terell, Fred Sturdee. K- J- Burn.s o i the aggregate with 97 each, the veter-
Smmic fears, poisonirig our minds and J V a n c o u v e r  and Jim Burt of Penticton an W C. Deeper, of Vernon, came next
embitteririg bur daily relationships. very scientific but, if^we fail to dev p expressed their regret at being H. McMillan was fourth with
it seems to me then that the Weekly unable to be present for the regatta T". C. Simmons, another Vernon
N e w s p a p e r  Mem is in e x c e p t io n a lly  close neighbors, who live across the function. It was Gotterell’s first . m i s . s  visitor, ran up 93, J. R. Conway, 91, 
to poim S  o n  t h o s e  from us. who live in the next fourteen years and he thus relin- and G. G. Rose, 90.
troubled waters—much more so I ^  province, how can we develop quished the attendance record to Corn- -A-t 200 yards, Harmeling. led with a
S u S ^ H iii*  tha^Ris citv colleagues that abstract idealism that speaks m modore Ralph Ismon. nice 33, Simmons and Wyman had 32
S S S t S ^ r S e  i f  . g w  Ralph ex&ained to the gathering each, and G. C. Rose and D. McMillan,
terrific and the pace hectic. tional Good Will . fjg jjgjj j-igen from the ranks for 30 each,
n oaamo In mo Viniro tho nn Yours sinccrcly, the .first year he attended a Kelowna Bracketed with J. R. Conway. Har-
o iS t io n V S va n ta g “ S  belng^ a^^ ^^  ^ GEO. S. HOUGHAM, regatta he was named policeman. He meling again made top score at 500
q^^donea aavaniage oi oeing aoie lo _  . . _ . worked ur> the ladder until this year yards with another 33, Deeper and
•Tmow'Vpeopl^ of bAVing.tupe to de- ^m inion Secretary. L  was n?med S m od o re . He had Wyman scored 32 each, and Simmons,
i^ o p  acquaintancediip, friendship^ and IRe Retail Mercha^s A^o- every minOte of the regatta W. R. Maxson, Rose and McMdllan, 31the broad tolerance which comes from ^ ^ ^ l o n  o f  C a n a d a ,  T o r o n t o .
■ . ■ ----------- ■ , ..... —  ------ — On Wednesday a bigger crowd than At 600 yards. Deeper showed the
' Miss E. Bristow; from Ashcroft, Mrs. usual attended, and he believed more stuff of which the “old boys’^ are made
-----------------: ~T“  ~  G. Meikle, who was partnered by Miss interest is being taken than in pre- by running up 34r at that difficult dis-
T C M M V C ! M/\nrCC! Stiell of Kelowna; from Kelowna, vious years. tance, the lone inner being his middleIflyNnllJ IMUlllu Mrs. H. G. M. Gardner and Mrs. Mr. Ismon referred to Mr. Parkin- shot on score. Wyman and McMillan,
Thomson, Miss I. Wadsworth and Miss son as the “organizer of organizers.” who both shot very steadily through-
J. Haverfleld. The winners were Mrs. “We want you to come back here out, put on 33 each, Conway and Har-
The draw for the open events of Russel and Miss Bristow of Summer- because we know you have enjoyed meling, 31 each, and Simmons, 30 
the club tournament is now posted on land, and the runners up, Mi*s. Gard- yourselves,” remarked Mr. Parkinson, Scores
the notice board in the 'Clubhouse. A ner and Mrs. Thomson of Kelowna. in addressing the many visitors. “We Two sighting shots and seven’ shots
few  _ blanks have been left for late Nexj^ week five Okanagan junior are trying to make this regatta a real ggore at 2 0 0 , 500 and 600 yards, 
entries. As the first round matches players, who made a good showing at Kelowna affair, and the board of trade q  Wyman, 32, 32, 33—97; W. E. Har- 
must be played by Thursday. August ; the Interior Junior Tournament at l^ as done a wonderful lot of work not meling, 33, 33, 31—97; D. McMillan, 30, 
18th, these blanks will not remain Vernon, are being sent to Vancouver only for this affair but for the city as 3 j 3 3—0 4 . j  Conwey, 27, 33, 31— 
open after today (Thursday). Those to compete in the B.C. Junior Cham- a whole.” 91; G. C. Rose, 30i' 31, 29—90; W. R.
competitors who are likely to be away pionships. The are Joyce Haverfield W. T. Moodie, Canadian National Maxson. 27, 31, 29—87; Mrs. W. E. 
at any time during the next two weeks .^ nd Allan France of Kelowna; M ic k y  general superintendent paid tribute to Harmeling, 27, 27, 24—78; L. Renals, 
are requested to get through two McGuire, Johnny Fowle and Laurence J- J- Horn, C.P.R. superintendent, who 2 1 , 28, 25—74. ;
rounds before leaving. Kwong of Vernon. is retiring this year, and on behalf of Fired at 200 and 500 yards only: G.
A  “B” team of players travelled to p Milne nassed throuah Kelibw- the officers of both railways expressed Sutherland, 23, 29—52.
r  “ on . v e m .„  V b ifrs
inter club match^ The teara was com jeggons in Penticton and Summerland. ’ W C Leener 29 32 34_95- F C
J Saverfl“ d ‘ 4  dua. back In Kelowna for an- Lauds Couuaaaity Slain. ^  i i  S '.
I. waasworm, imss j . nave neia, other spell of teaching on August 22nd. J. Y. McCarter, ex-president of the 28—77 '
Messrs. &  McKay, J. J^ es , W. ob- His tour, which is a joint venture of Vancouver board of trade remarked: « r  n  c « «  an
son and W. Ward. The Kelowna play- the B.C. Lawn Tennis Association and “If we had the community spirit in _  , Weekly Spoon Handicap  ^ , 
ers won by 8  matches to 3. and 1 h^e Dominion-Provincial Youth Train- Vancouver ivhich you have in Kelow-
drawn.  ^ j rp j a ing Scheme, has proved most success- na we would be going places.” He  ^ 109 (ineli^ble, having ^
more than two hundred pupils spoke of Kelowna’s fine financial stan- ^
n^ley Cup_ Tournament was m pro- haymg already received instruction ding and urged the aquatic to continue i’ PhJ^  5
^ s s  on the Kelowna Lawn Tennis f^pm him: Similar schemes have been with its regatta. -1^2 (ineligible, having already won
BE SURE TO  A T T E N D  THiE
H o r s e  R a c e s
THURSDAY,
l i MT.'V
1.30 p.m.
11 —  THRILLING RACES — 11
Including revival of the thrilling point- 
to-point race down Knox Mountain.
This spectacle cannot be duplicated anywhere in B.C. 
IN THE EVENING
TWO MONSTER DANCES
I.O.O.F. HALL — AQUATIC CLUB
%
KELOWNA’S FIRST RACE MEET IN TWO DECADES
Club courts. This is the seventh year Vancouver and on the
of this competition, which is an Am- jgland 
erican Tournament for Ladies’ Doub­
les. The challenge cup was present­
ed by Mb’s. A. Davidson when she re­
sided in Kelowna, and she has very 
generously presented very handsome 
first prizes for the event for tho last 
seven years.
Greetings from the Chelan regatta two spoons); W. E. Harmeling, 33 plus
GROTE STIRLING SPEAKS AT 
PENTICTON
Hon. Grote Stirling, federal member 
Seven teams of ladies for Yale and former minister of na-
competed this year. They were: from tional defense, spoke to the Penticton to attonH tho Dmak ctam Harmeling, 27 plus 1, 27 plus 1, 24
Salmon Arm, Mrs. Na Pottie and Miss Rotary Club Monday and expressed 
D. Radcliffe. Mrs. G._ Holman andJUlss himself as being pleased that Canada
G. Beardall; from Vernon, Mrs. F. G. is showing she is aware of her respon 
Saunders and Miss E. Coleman; from sibility as a nation and is paying more 
Summerland, Mrs. R. G. Russel and attention to national defence.
THE SCOTCH THAT CIBCLES THE CLOBE
SCOTS WHISKY
S 6 H  o * .$ 3 L 2 5  40  o z . $ 4 .8 5
This advertisement is not publiiihed or d.ispl^yed by the Liquor
Control Board or the Goveminent oi^  British Coluinbia.
were extended by Dr. Doug Dewar, ?- 33 scratch, 31 plus 1-99 (ineligible, 
past president of the Okanogan-Cari-
boo Trail assoiation. The hospitality n S  In
of Chelan is second onlv to that ex- 4—95 (winner), G. C. Rose, 30
finS^sd here in KelLn^^^^^ f
A  large group of Omak citizens plus 2, 31 scratch,
were prisent at the banquet and ex- f  nb ; V  NV Ftended their greetings, as well as an 5. 25 plus 5-89, Mrs. W. E.
4—84.
concert group entertained the banquet Last Bulloch Lade Shoot
with a number of selections which The final team shopt of the series 
were roundly applauded. of four matches for the Bulloch Lade
F. B. “Monty” Cossitt told the ban- Shield will be held at the Glenrnore 
quet in no uncertain terms of Ver- range next Sunday, August 14th. "With 
non’s high regard for the regatta in a spoon handicap shoot on the follow- 
Kelowna, while Lynn Patrick of Vic- ing Sunday and the Iriterior rifle team 
toria. member of the famous New York championship competition on August 
Rangers, thanked the regatta officials 28th for the Gilbey Spey-Royal Shield, 
for their hospitality. the local target shooting season will
Praised Kelowna Swimmers come to a close.
The Cbinmittee in charge of
T R A N S P O R T A ' n O N
FOR T H E
Percy |4orman and Archie McKin­
non, Vancouver and Victoria swim 
coaches, lauded the Kelowna swim­
mers to the skies and stated that they 
had made remarkable strides forward, 
in the past few years. R. E. Lawrence, 
Victoria, who competed in the mile 
swim along with his son, Gordon, and 
others, had nothing but praise to tell 
the regatta banquet, Frank Sonntag, 
■Wenatchee speed boat king, thanked 
the regatta both for himself and Seat­
tle competitors.
Bud Greenwood, captain of the vic­
torious Nelson crews, was popularly
received, and told of the hi.gh regard 
the regatta is held in the Kootenays.
Other visitors and competitors ex­
tolled the merits of the regatta and the 
splendid work being accomplished by 
the aquatic association before the con­
clusion of the banquet. R. P. r,4ac- 
Lean, editor of The Courier, was in­
troduced, while Aubrey Roberts ex­
tended the greetings of the Vancouver 
press. Dean Godwin, flyer of the ^ Che- 
lan plane, Capt. ClampRt, referee of 
the Regatta and L. C. Reid, heg^ of 
the Royal Life Saving Society spoke 
briefly.
Lifseral €0 iiventl0 ]^
is anxious to contact citizens who would be willing to loan their 
car with driver for a short period during the Convention to help 
entertain Kelowna’s guests.
A  generous response to this request is anticipated so that 
no car would be required for more than a short period. As there 
will be many ladies in the party, lady drivers would be greatly 
appreciated.
Please phone your willingness to the Transportation Committee,
P h o n e  3 Z 7
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Suutli OkuiiuKiiii Muiiunicnt Workci 
IIEAOK'rONEH ANI» 
MONUMKNT8
Iinporti'd mid native j’ laniti! or 
inariile .Sati.sfactkm t'uanuitocd 
at rip,lit prlcoH.
Itux 504, Penticton, U. C,
Moit: About-
KELOWNA
ACQUIRES
(From papo 1, column 7)
M a y  E x p e c t  C a n a d a - U n i t e d  S t a t e s  
T r a d e  A g r e e m e n t  C o n c lu s io n  b y  
E n d  o f  M o n t h  S a y s  V a l e  M e m b e r
JOSEPH ROSSI
CO NTR ACTO R
Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - - D. Chapman Barn 
Phone 208
Grote Stirling Cannot Reveal Any Definite Plans 
Which May be in Wind for Revised Agreement on 
Fruit Tariffs— May Re-assemble Parliament this Fall 
— Drove Home by All-Canadian Route
U. GUIDI & ORSI
Contractors for 
PLASTKIlING, STUCCO and 
MASONIty WOllK 
IMionc 4»4-L OK 634-L.
KKLOWNA FUKNITUKE CO. 
LTD.
F U N E R A L  D IRECTORS! 
Day Phone, 33; Night, 502 & 79 [ 
KELOWNA, B. C.
Ajppointed Vice-President
MONUMENTS
jR Sand Blast Lcttcrine:
A  VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Established 1910
Local agents: Kelowna Furniture Co.
l!
STOCKS -  BONDS
Oil Royalties—Mining Stocks 
.f. N. CUSHING 
Okanagan Manager 
W. F. IR W IN  & CO., LTD . 
Phone 469 - -- Kelowna, B.C.
Remove
HOUSEWIVES.'
been negotiating with Mrs. Axel Eulin 
and Mr. Eutin for the purchase of the t_t „ „  
remainder of the property, .some 110 
acres in all. This land, the eominlttee 
states, was purchasetl by Mrs. Eutin 
for about :)>5 per acre, ultliougli there 
liad been some previous expenditure 
made by tliat ov/ner. An attempt was
O p R IM E  Minister Mackenzie King hopes to h.tve the Canada- 
iierty for that amount in order to up- A United States trade agreements revised by the end of Aug- 
proach the city council and have it ust,” declared Hon. Grote Stirling, M.P., who has recently returned 
make tlie actual purchase. f^om the long-drawn out Parliamentary session at Ottawa to spend
Wanted ?0,000 summer in his home city of Kelowna. “It is quite possible after
as M r s ^ T u r t t i S S  thal”^^  ^^Ut that Parliament will re-assemble to ratify the agre'ements. This
ed at least .iJO.OOO for the property, she action was not taken in 1935 when the last revision in the agreement 
claiming that previous deals on the was made, an ordcr-in-council being issued, and Parliament later 
land and tuxes jiaid amounted to nearly passing the agreement,”
tlijit figure. As this sum was away m  ^ m. i . ------—---------------' ______  .
out of jiroportion to the amounts paid Ends Uils Deceinbcr ■
for tlie 70 northern acres, the commit- I ’he existing agreement terminates 
lee felt that the purchase is out of the on December 31, 1938, and representa- 
question at $6,000. - lives of the two countries, along with
Since all attempts at negotiation have tliose from the United Kingdom, have 
failed, the committee has decided to been negotiating for many months in 
bide its time until the provincial gov- an elfort to come to an agreement, 
eminent allows the municipalities pow- Free trade Liberals in Parliament 
ers of expropriation, and it feels cer- are said to have been greatly annoyed 
tain that a board of arbitration would with the cabinet for not wiping out 
settle the purchase price much nearer all trade barriers between Canada and 
the $2,000 mark than any sum of $6,000. the United States. The Prime Min- 
Some months ago Ginger Coote, well ister’s attitude Is well-known to be 
known B.C. ilier was taken around the that of “freeing trade from its shack- 
district by Mr. Gaddes and other junior les,” says Hon. Mr. Stirling, but whe- 
board of trade members. He expressed ther he will be prepared to go that 
the idea at that time that the Rutland far in the fruit industry cannot be 
Held is the only one suitable for a pro- known at present.
per landing site, and could be develop- The member for Yale had the op­
ed into one of the finest in the Interior, portunity to speak to one or two of 
His opinion was re-iterated about two the Canadian representatives at Wash- 
months ago by William Lawson, of Re- ington at various t/imes before the ses- 
gina, a Federal airport official, who sion concluded. On each occasion he 
paid a hurried call to Kelowna and was informed that fruit had not been 
made a similar tour of the district. dealt with yet. It was well known.
qmall Pianos Tan Land Stirling states, that one of the
For the present time, small planes ited States was the complete abolition 
can land on the Rutland field on that of the values for duty against Ameri- 
portion which is owned by the board can produce being imported into Can- 
of trade, without ever touching the ada. In Ontario and parts of Quebec 
Eutin-owned portion, but looking to tremendous values for duty are en- 
future development it is desirable to joyed at present and Mr. Stirling 
have the balance of the property. could not conceive of the government 
With the great increase in interest abolishing them entirely, 
taken by persons in this province of “It was a horribly-long drawn out 
late years, Kelowna has long felt that session,” declared Mr. Stirling to a re- 
it must obtain a proper landing field to presentative of The Courier. “We were 
keep abreast of the times and these waiting for the completion of the U.S.-
interested civc-minded officials already Canada agreement but definite terms v,een armointed Vire-Presi-
mentioned have spent many hours ot «h ld  n ^  arrived at. Finally., it d e^?n  oF^eraffon ma£^^^
research endeavoring to negotiate a was decided to go ahead with the bud- an„e and eonsfrnctinn Canadian Na- 
satisfactory deal from the standpoint of get regardless of the agreement.” tSnal RailSkvs^
all parties It would now appear that Mr Stirling remarked that it was MontreS. W e ll k n o L  in British Co-
 ^ Wnn V w f .  T i^ ®  the „sessmn when ^r. Walton’s railroad career
When the time comes that a^satis- Hon^Charles^A. Dunning, minister of extends over 38 years. He has occu-
factory arrangement can^  be made for finance pied important posts on the National
r T v , ? ' " I " '  system throughout Canada. Since 1!
Fiimetton's Clearance Prices
on SUMMER FASHIONS
N. B. WALTON
936
port site, the city council will heap- Jae wm be aWe to r ^  ^as been chief of : transportation.
Y O U  CA N  H A V E  M O R E to procure the duties agam^  ^ It is Mn Stirlmgs^ ^^ ^^ ^^  His new appointment became effective
...xw Y necessary financing. i°n that Mr. Dunning is one of the j „ i v  o2
chief men in the cabinet whom the •y ■
SPORTS ODDMENTS
Shorts, Slacks, Terry Cloth Sweaters, etc. and
Sizes 14 to 20. Grouped at, each ..................  O v C
g  A large assortment of fresh, new 
O V r i f lL f  n W 'U A . O  printed broadcloths; sizes
14 to 20; 38 to 44. O  ’^OR
SPECIAL, each ........................ U l/ C  ^
CLEARANCE OF SURF & SWIM SUITS 
S1.00, $1.69, $1.98, $2.98
Smart styles in all wool and wool mixtures.
PRINTED COTTONS in plain and bright coloi’s.
LADIES’ WHITE AND PASTEL SHADE 
SUMMER COATS
TO CLEAR—Swaggers, Jiggers and M fkpT to (PT Qcr 
length. Priced from ........................
WOMEN’S AND MISSES’ SUMMER DRESSES REDUCED TO
$1.98, $2.49, $2.95 and $3.49
Flattering styles in rayon crepes and neat prints. Sizes 14 to 20;
38 to 50.
MILLINERY
CLEARANCE
PEDALINE AND NOVELTY 
STRAWS
Felts and Linen Hats
$ 1 . 0 0
FEATURE SELLING EARLY
FALL SHOES
In many color combinations. 
A  worth while QlFC
value. Per pair ....
L E IS U R E  T IM E  B Y  OR­
D E R IN G  Y O U R  CAKES
FR O M  US.
. • ■ y •
Drop in for a delicious cup 
of tea while you are down­
town shopping.
RECEIVES SUBPOENA
PHONE 121
FOR OUR 
DRIVER TO CALL
A U G U S T  17 - 18
Vernon Day Celebration, Race 
Meet and Whisker Marathon
A U G U ST  25
Relowna Gyro Club Race Meet
SEPTEM BER  7 - 8
Kamloops Exhibition . and Race
.' Meet ■ i
SEPTEMBER 12 -15
Interior Provincial Exhibition, 
Rodeo and Races at Armstrong, 
B.C., in improved buildings 
and New-Race Track
This advertisemteht is inserted by
■ MAT. HASSteN '.AND SONS • 
Auctioneers, Armstrong," B.C.
in the interests of Better Agri­
culture and Live Stock Breeding.
2-lc
fruit growers can look to as a sup- --------------------------
porter of the tariff walls against im- Miss Doreen Harvey left by C.N.R. 
poKtations_ of American produce on a for New Westminster and White Rock 
dump basis. ■ for a couple of weeks!
Two Resotu*ces Open
F U M E R T O N * S
Where Cash Beats Credit ”
KELOWNA SEA
CADET CORPS
“Grenville” Company 1358
“Keep ’Watch”
Kelowna Sea Cadets look back now
LAKESHORE PROPERTY
SEVEN-ROOM  M ODERN HOM E
Beautiful gardens, 20 acres of land 
suitable for pasture. Lovely setting 
at Okanagan Mission. Owner has 
returned to England.
..Very reasonable.
McTAVISH & WHILLIS, LIMITED
The'Liberal government has two re- opened the convention and. faded into 
courses in ratifying the.'new agree- ^bo background. He came forward 
ment between Canada and the‘ United ;more, received the magnificent
States. The government can place painting and once more faded into 
them in effect by order-in-council or, the background. The attitude he ad­
it can re-as'semble Parliament for . a opted was the proper one for a retir- 
special fall session. Although the ing leader to take, Mr. Stirling con- 
prime minister has indicated that ^ ^fiored, and there was no such atti- 
there .will be no special session, it tude as a sulking one.
would not surprise Mr. Stirling if such Started Trans-Canada Drive 
an event occurred. .
Asked concerning his opinion of the Immediately after the convention, 
probability of an election, the member Stirling, accompanied by his
stated that an election this fall is un- charming wife, started their drive 
likely, but i f  parliament does re-as- across Canada to Kelowna. Their first 
semble for the purpose of considering out of Ottawa by car was at
a revision of the trade agreements Sudbury, the rocky home of Interna- 
there is always the possibility of the tional Nickel. Next they journeyed to 
government deciding to take the mat- Sioux where they took a steamer 
ter to the people. to Fort William. The Canada high-
There are plenty of “ifs” mixed into follows the C.P.R. mainline more
this statement, he pointed out, but or less to Winnipeg, and Mr. Stirling 
there is a possibility that the prime was greatly impressed with the Ken-
minister would consider such a stand. country, which is beginning to be ,
In any event it is almost certain there ^PPi'^oiated as a holiday resort and ° more in their long string of
will be a general Dominion election capable of great expansion. summer camps. This jtear the call of
next year. After a day in Winnipeg the Kelow- tbe bugle echoed over a wooded shore
Mr. Stirling conversed at length on na couple travelled to Fort (^u’Appelle on the property of S. M. Gibson, six
other subjects such as Mackenzie .where they were the guests of Mr. and miles north of Okanagan Centre. The . , __________________
King’s stand on the English training Mrs. W. G. Benson. Mr. Benson was carnp la.sted from July 4 to 18. In ~ ----- ^  --- -
camp in Canada proposal which has formerly manager of the Okanagan charge of the 25 Cadets was Lieut.- tide in question happens to be a part joined in singing, joking and general
brought such a storm of protest. He Loan and Investment Trust Co. It was Commander G. S. Greenland, Com- of the Cadet’s uniform he loses marks merrymaking.
did not think that much tact wds at this historic site that wagon trains manding officer of the Kelowna Corps, for untidiness and negligence of uni- During camp Petty Officer Andrew
.shown in denying England the right for the great west and far north were For a sunny fortnight these! high form. ' Aikman received a sudden call to sea
r  have a little spot .of its own in broken up in early days. spirited lads imbibed all the glory After divisions the tents, kits, galley and left the Corps hurriedly to fill
Canada to tram the air force students, “It was a delight to drive through of a smart naval routine in the open and sanitary conveniences are inspect- an apprenticeship on one of the Em- 
not cormeive Canada going what mu.st have been the drought air. The following is a sample of a Everything must be clean and press liners, sailing out of Vancouver, 
mat extent. He thought a com- area and to see the abundant crops of typical day in camp. Thus the camp gets away each The Corps toasted best luck to An-
fcctTd^^ easily have been ef- wheat, oats and barley,” declared Mr. At 6'25 a m the officer of thp dav day to an orderly start. drew in gallons of grape pop kindly
REAL ESTATE
J L
INSURANCE
le-1
Big Tory \ Convention
■VV. Perkins Bull, named as a bene- Dealing 
ficiary in tlie will of the late Mrs. convention 
Isabel Sidley. American heiress, who that it 
died in Bull’s Toronto home, is shown and largely
Q4- ,• .. u V , At 6:25 a.m. the Officer Of the dav k  x/r m -iwStirling, where previously the sand rouses all hands. He makes a thorough The rest of the morning is occupied. donated by Mr. Tilley, 
blew. We did not see a single evi- Jnh nf with instruction classes. From 9 to 10 Monday, July 18th, Cadets
GXtrGmelv ffOOrf onp avxi. tu UJI L/CClums, aii U^ ClctUUIl - - - ----  --- ----- --- - — -iqqQ
attended. More votes ^^ ^^ ’^^bed at the wonderful sight of that produces large gaudy blossoms on class for non-swimmers and . at 11.45 „  „  P-
here as he vlsUed .l7e OnVario ir t ia "  7ere 'caTrin th7'SeSio„"7or Ieade“ , o“ l .S " S e ” a m flS f who V  tSelr^anerosI “  and" "
_ Of the where all traces of the Lndman are ^^ 11, of which only the first bar is 
held by the government’rsucce“ssron paid" expenle's” th^e '^Domini'on "  thoroughly shaken out by a brazen ^ ^ ^ rn on s  many hearty
duties branch investigators, in which funds and had to find their own out Two nights were spent at Banff, voiced petty officer. Next . comes a  ^ a ffp  ^ 19 4=;+ 1 4 =; their ranch as a camp site and for
he was questioned on various matters of pocket funds. during which time they took a trip Quick plunge m the lake and then at • their many kindnesses during “Gren-
..................  Hon. Dr. Manion had the most Do- Mr. Stirling has long wanted to en- I  boy!), breakfast, cooked by that .n% r+LS.Tn+ 1^^  ^ vRles’ ^  sojournlininn crrzzzprnrvzozaf iov. Thov Hrmzp Hpzzm +Uo princc of culinaiv artisaiis. Dan Bird, hands must go to their tents and relax vuies sojourn near tnem.
Sea Cadets wish to thank th^'many
ment buildings after'receiWng a“sub- than in7he'’i92T WiAn^peg conVntionV seen 36,000 up-turned faces, the Cadets are piped to physical drill wo?k'ifelSd cam n
poena to attend an examination being despite the fact that no delegates were by the coloring of the )vhej;e ^ ll the Sand an _are ible and especially Mr. and S
son for allowing the Corps to
After dinner, frorh 12.45 to 1.45 p.m.,
pertaining to the Sidley will. ” " -  ^ ^
--------- —— ___________ ■ minion government experience, as -'oy- They drove down the K ick in g  Prince of culinary artisans, an ird. and relax
well as being at one time a minister Horse through Field to Golden, then At 7:30 the “Galley” is closed and dunn„ the midday heat. At 1.45 leave .  ^ -
tificate was adopted in December, 1936, of soldiers civic re-cstablishmCnt south to Radium Hot Springs and batk oh the Cadets begin to clear up their p i^d and “liberty men” report to RELAY TEAM BARRED
u in Older to give exporters time to shortly after the war and a minister to Banff. The next day they drove tents and lay. out kits. their local boys’ junior relay team '
ii'nt stocks of old forrns, it of railways from 1930 to 1935. He wn.s down the Columbia to Cranbrook and Each Cadet’s kit is arranged for in- destination _and journeyed to Chelan regatta
1 iQ'iR compulsory only since April the logical choice because of this ex- thence to Yahk.and Creston and stay- spection on his gVound sheet as is done ^^ t^ week were’more than a little dis-
’ perience. Dr. Manion ha.s a splendid vd the evening with ,W. K. Esling, in the Navy. The gear is laid out in o,, fc appointed that although no mention
_ This new form requires the place personality, he said, and al.so has a M.P., at Rossland. a uniform manner, in neat rolls. There - ?  pper is servea at s ix  ana an ev  it had been made on the program
l>r'/ rk¥T IF »r'a flr«u l»r 'n  tust consignment to be stated, while charming French wife and throe p ro - final day of their trip they is a correct position for every article. ® the junior relay was a closed event.REQuIREMENTS ^^^,°^der forrn did not. When the minent sons. The oldest is a trade drove through Midway, which regis- Each tent crew is responsible for the . az. c.„n ^own „o]' The Kelowna team was made up o f
inland cornmissioner to Egypt, the second a hired 104 degrees, and over the hill at its own tent and the ground round ors are low^eff and at 9 30 th^^adets Davis and Don Deans. .
APPLE EXPORT
ad i^an'miole s^^<ra (^frf ^ a*nd^  winch it is exported by a buyer, bro- uated. umcnea a single piece of American camp 10 xne lem crew naving xne dav in Sea Cadet Camo ‘ NEW SIGN FOR BERNARD
nual exnorts of this fruit to the United acting on behalf of the Onp of the nio.st noticeable features soil from the time they left Ottawa best kits and the neatest tent through- Features of the camn^this vear were AVENUEmiai expoits ot tnis iruit to tilt United pnckeis, the new form, when properly of the convention wa.s the wonderful until they reached Kelowna Jnrt out. Incidentally, the cup was won ^*^‘“ Ores 01 the camp tms year were a v EiIndi!,,
Kingdom, the following official notice completed, shows to the Customs the strength which the nomination of Mr. t w e n t y S  S  l 2  than sfx this year by Leading Cade  ^ N e w s y ’s u^c+^\ between the Another new sign has been added
with reference-,to the United Kingdom place of first consignment to the Un- McPherson developed, Mr. Stirling be- months had elapsed from the tim^ crew Tent No 3 ' Watches at which, Starboard^were yis- to the , street this week. It is a flash
Customs requirements in regard To ited Kingdom, the port from which lieved. Mr. McPherson was attorney, they left Kelown^ to a tend the dT  At 8-25 am nil finnds muster in ^orious on each occasion; and rifle neon sign over the door of Vernie's
imports of fresh fruit and vegetables shipped, and the United Kingdom port general for Saskatchewan but after liamentarv sns^on Trz +vfo+ +;!v^ f  ^ hands mus^r in competition supervised by Mr. V. Cabaret. T h e  addition of these multi
is of special interest to the Canadian to which consigned. gaom port g party L t  S a t  hTmoved to (D  ^ t r S e d  2 574 miles^ summer uniform for divisions. Colors Locke. Corps Rifle-Instructor. This colored signs have done much to make
apple industry: .‘When a n u W r  of producers are tawa and was c S s s io iS r^ n d e ^ th e  door nlus 300 mi?^ <= 1  hoisted. ,prayers read, and any shoot was held on Monday morning, the main street attractive. This sigtt
“On account of a case being report- involved in a shipment, the column of Farmers Creditors A r ra n g e S t  Act o f ’ fi, f  on Lake Superior, announcements for the day are made July 11. on an improvised twenty-five sits back against the face of the build-
ed of a Canadian exporter having the certificate headed ‘Name of Grow- “He created a' most faJo?a?le impres- rzawf that enffre distance, only 5 0 Q by the officers. yards range. The. result was a tie be- ing so that there will be room forfurnished a n -------. z. . . _  _ . c , ,, ...................... .........  . . .  ^ .
or
United
consigned. his party met defeat he moved to Ot- travelled 2,574 miles
l- i l  a"“ h£“ oS , S f c “o Iu m „°3  I S m e r f  “  O?' S " ?  T  t o c k a g m S  the bunlf;
_ ‘ “He created a'most favorable impres- rniir. ti 0  t  ffi .  . e l  ^   i   ing so that there wi l be room for
urnishod an imperfect certificate of er or Producer’ should be comnleted sion in the minds of those with vdiom !!!. ii T. paved, but the It is at Divisions that the notorious tween the two Watches. 'The highest theTarge projecting sign Vernie’s plan
irJgin for vegetables exported to the by the insertion of the foTlowin^ he had to do.” remarked Mr Stirlinc excellent ,and “ Seran Bag” is brought out. This bag score was chalked up by Leading Ca- to have erected next Vear.
Jnit  Kingdom, attention is called to words: ‘Various Growerrin C m S  ' a  £>tiuing. the traffic so sparse that they found i.s kept by the Quartermaster and into det Aitkens with 44 out of a possible ____________ '
the relevant United Kingdom Customs If an exporter u S T h c  word? ‘V«H- +r+ Mr. it are put any articles that have been 50.
reauirements. Fresh vesetables and one Omurorc’ n+zUr_... _ conv ntion^at the retiring leader Stirling was enthusiestic about the misnlaced bv the Cadets. At divi- On Thursdays and Sundays laree To Preserve Eggs
Eggs may be preserved for many 
months by first coating them with
„  „ _______  ^ „vz - ...... - _____ _____  _______ _ lard or grease, and then packing them
holiday. claim their property. I f  the lost ar- and Sunday evening and all hands in bran.
■ i '■ '^!
i i i i s i l
: ! « l
l l - l
;■ -
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Classified Advertisements
WENATCHEE JUNIOR EAGLES DRUM AND BUGLE CORPS
KATK8
First twenty-live words, lltty cento; 
additionul words one cent each.
If Copy is accompanied by cash or ac­
count it! paid within two weeks from 
date of issue, a discount of twenty- 
five cents will be made. Thus Ji 
twenty-live word advertificment ac- 
'comiKmied by cash or paid wllliin 
two weeks costs twenty-live cents.
Minimum chfirj'e, 23 cents.
'When it is desired that replies Ue ad- 
dresficd to a box at Tiie Courier 
Ofllce, an additioiiitl chartje of ten 
cents is made.
Each initiiil and I'roup of not more 
than live lifiures counts as one word.
Advertisements for this column should 
be in The Courier Ofllce not later 
than four o’clock on Wedne.sday 
afternoon.
mo A U G U S T  iq38
FOR SALE
SUN monItuesIwedTHUIfri|SAT
1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 1112 13
l4 15 16171819 20
21222324252627
28293031
Fo r  SALE or Trade for Small Farm:Two lots with f»ood three roomed 
house having two enclosed porches. 
Outbuilding. P.O. Box 115, or 118 Wil­
son Avenue, Kelowna. 2-Jp
THE CHURCHES
Fo r  s a l e —1032 Four cylinder TudorFORD. Tires and general condition 
exceptionally good. Phono 167. 2-4c
THE U N ITED  CHURCH OF 
CANADA
One of the bright spots of the entire 32nd Kelowna regatta was the performance of the Wenatchee Junior Eagles, 
all thirty-three of them, who were led by three bright, smiling young lassies in the role of drum majors. On Thurs­
day afternoon this visiting aggregation performed at a fanfare on the Aquatic diving stand and delighted the many 
spectators. Their manoeuvres on Bernard avenue always stopped the traffic. •
tlTOKhV
“V A ‘ ■
W e  feature fruits and vegetables as in season. 
Y o u ’ll always get them in good condition here. 
Our mist spray, air-circulating system keeps
them right.
Fo r  s a l e — 3 0  foot cabin Cruiser Inperfect condition. For appointment
Pirsl U'lltcil, corner Richter St. and Bernard 
Avenue
and trial run. Phone 167. 2t4c
Fo r  s a l e —36 h.p. Four CylinderAultman Taylor gas tractor engine
Summer Minister: Rev. F. W. 
Pattison, M.A.
Organist and Choir Leader: i 
Cyril S. Mossop, A.T.C.M., L.T.C.L.
-More About-
ONE-DESK
’DEAL
KELOWNA MAN IS 
BURIED AT COAST
-More About-
without wheels or gearing. Burns low 
grade fuel. Apply Box 122, Vernon, 
B.C. 2-4p
STOMACH Sufferers Amazed withResults. Ask for WILDER’S Stom­
ach Powder at Brown’s Pharmacy, 
Kelowna.
SUNDAY, AUGUST 14 
11 a.m. “Jesus Explains Himself.’’ 
7.30 p.m. “How- to get on 
people.’’
From Page 1, Column 1
John Henry Ferguson Introduced 
First Trotting Horses to B.C.
KELOWNA
CANNERY XOtsk-tMl
From Page 1, Column 3 1
Funeral services for a well-known Board, would not agree to this further
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
Cor. Bernard Arc. and Bertram St.
POR SALE—160 acres close lo tne Westbank Ferry whai'f. $5 per ticre 
Apply to B. F. Boyce, Kelowna
W
with agree to any change in the scheme un­
der the marketing act, would probably Ke’ lcwna'man' were‘ held on” Monday cut but that Col. Poole of Armstrong be in accordance with a one-desk deal . wiiu jjiriu VVIIC m.iq un iviunuay, , ^  Wnmprchnm r>f Knmlnnnc; thp 
set-UD orovided there is sufficient ship- August 8, at Vancouver, for John Homersham of Kamloops, theset up proviuLu ineie IS suiiicicm snip percuson aired 68 Rev C C other two members, deemed it advis-
per backing. But he quite frankly ad- „  • .. > - y.  ^ pmertrenev andmitted that he did not believe such a- officiating at the ceremony. In- ^ole in tne l^ce of tne emergency ana------  not oeiieve suen a Returned Soldiers’ outvoted the Kelowna man.
, u r rr-L.. greement could be obtained if a big , , t was in me weim mpantimp tbp tomatn cronThis Society is a branch of The nronortion of the shioners refused'to Mountain View Burial Park. tn the meantme, tne tomato cropr-u..„u -Pt.„ r-u..,„u Proportion oi me snippers reiused to Ferguson was well throughout the Okanagan has reached
come into me set-up. known throughout the entire Okanag- the ripe stage. From Vernon comes
A. T. Howe, Vernon shipper, made a g^d was noted at one time as being on estimate that already'300 tons have
rrmrr fnr nnr»-f1f»Qlr Hpal “T.nsf ai. _ . « _a’ ___  a- *„a- _i .' , nn crrminrl f? HOfl in
Mother Church. The First Church of 
52-4c Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachu
setts. Services: Sunday, 11 a.m.; Sun-  ^ j  j  , «r i. --------  -------------------- ----------------- x. , , r, x
E b u y  w e  s e l l  all second-hand tlay School, 9.45 a.m.; first and third introduce trotting the^  grouqd. Som^
furniture. 
Co., Ltd.
n T Tnnp., F u r n i t u r e ; W'cdncsdays, ’Testimony Meeting, 8 Year the one-desk saved the growere a horses into the Valley." ‘ - °  7,000 tons of tornatobs in the Kelowna
O. L. Jones E u rm ti^  W e d n e s d a y  ^reat deal of money, ' he stated Our He had been in ill health for some district , are ready to can and every
^9-tny c-_x.._j---- Y------- - o X- e _ _  '  deal for the past years has not been time and about two months ago was day sees a further waste of raw pro-
satisfactory. It has cost the growers taken to Vancouver for treatment, duce and loss in payroll,
millions of dollars, and I haven’t been where he passed away. ' ’ The Kelowna board of tr^de was
told one single argument against a one- Mr. Ferguson was born in Ontario called into the deal on Tuesday af- 
desk deal. The present system, as far and served overseas wiilh the 54th ternoon and since that time has been 
as the growers are concerned, is rotten Battalion, C.E.F. He lived for twenty- working feverishly endeavoring to 
to the core.” four years in B.C., most of that time assist the growers and their marketing
He also expounded on the export being spent in Kelowna. He is sur- board find a solution to the difficulties,
sales which he claimed the shippers vived by one sister, Mrs. W. Jones, K was understood then from Mr.
handled like sensible people, yet the Vancouver.. Wilkinson that the canners had asked
other fifty per cent of the crop could Mr. Ferguson had been a charter the Board of Industrial Relations to 
not be done that way. member of the Kelowna branch, Can- reduce the wages for women to 25
Art Smith of Salmon Arm, express- f^ian Legion. Pall-bearers included cents per 
hiQ fn-imr nf a nnp-dpsk spt-nn hut L- Richards and G. W. Hammond of ot trade to .press Adam Bell, Indus-
was^iLhned towards a central s r f l in ^ ^  Kelowna branch and H. Green , trial Relations chairman, for a decision was, inclined towards a central s ling p ^  Hickman, members of the one way or the other. The board of
and Saturday afternoons, 3 to 5 p.m.
WANTED
Th e  North American Life, a MutualCompany, has unequalled oppor- 
tunity for young man in South Oka­
nagan. ’ income assured. Every pos­
sible assistance by resident Okanagan 
manager. Fullest particulars to Box 
1323, Vernon. 2-lc
NOTICE
WILL the person who borrowed thetop part of an extension ladder.
green, from the back of Don Loane’s 
Hardware, please return same. 2-lp
N O T I G E ! !
FRIDAY, AUG. 12
There will be a
D AN C E
at V E R N IE ’S CA B A R E T  
No cover charge.
’HmdUftsfiei.
Ip o r k  a n d  b e a n s —
6-oz. tins, each .............
16-oz. Q  FOR T
tins O  A
AYLMER SOUPS—
Small p' Large Q  for f  
tin OC/ tin O  A
'l u Nc h  l o a f —
Hedlund’s, I ’s; each ....C
JIFFY DINNER— -i
I ’s; per tin ................... J
KIPPERED HER- rt tins <} 
RING, Nabob U  L  
SARDINES—
Brunswick; per tin ......
FLY TOX
8-oz.
tin
Sure death to flies.
16-oz. 
tin
32-oz.
35c 60c
$ 1 .1 0I
FLY SWATS
10c
FOR PICKLING
Rubber or wire; 
each ..............
PURE VINEGAR
GROUND SPICES
WHOLE SPICES
AND SEEDS
“ PET”  DOG FOOD
Keeps dogs healthy.. ■
TINS
for 25c
Gordon’s Grocery
P H O N E S 30 -  31REGULARDELIVERIES PROMPTSERVICE
J^R. MATHISON, dentist.
Block, telephone 89.
Wiliits’
49-tfc
RIBELIN p h o t o  studio for your Ko­dak finishing. Prompt and efficient 
service, in before 9 a.m.. out at 5 p.m 
Ask for our FREE enlargement card,
GRADES FOR JELLIES, 
JAMS, APPLESAUCE
plan.
Question of quantity discounts, as 
given even through the dne-desk deal 
last year, raised some discussion. It 
was pointed out that in the middle of 
the season existing agreements could 
not ■ be broken,. but that the situation, 
would be- different when a one-desk 
arrangement commenced at the begin­
ning of the crop year. , '
.. W. E. Adams stated that if a central 
selling scheme waS evoked he would 
lose all interest in the fruit business.
54th Battalion.
Lady  o f the Lake
trade would not go on record as fa 
voring reductions in wages but of- 
ered to assist in the deadlock.
Fo r  a  s q u a r e  d e a l  in Plumbing,Heating and Sheet Metal Work— 
phone 164 or 659L4.
SCOTT PLUMBING WORKS
ONE OF CANADA’S LARGEST 
DISTRIBUTORS
While the Regulations under The. thus indicating he would not favor a 
33-tfc, Meat and Canned Fruits Act respect- one-desk arrangement. The Pyramid 
ing fruits and vegetables, published Co-op. oi Penticton, represented by 
in the Canada Gazette of July 16, 1938, Frank McDonald , also expressed itsrff 
, .... X as not being in favor of the proposed
are in the main a repetition of the desk
older regulations in a more concise .x-, -r. xi t-. -x -j
form, they contain several new fea- \ D. E. Oliver of the Crown Fruit said 
tures. Grades are established for ap- he was in favor of any organized meth- 
ple sauce, fruit cocktail, mushrooms, providing standardized prices. _
sauerkraut, tomato juice, and frozen, “I can see no alternative towards 
fruits and vegetables; also grades a standardized price u
now offers the oppoi’tunity to finan­
cially responsible people to enter a 
clean, profitable, cash business. Ex­
perience unnecessary as we fbach 
you our proven merchandising plan 
and help you select your location. 
Many, stores successfully operating. 
Wonderful opportunity for rrian and 
wife. All replies in confidence. Box 
223, Courier. l-4c
jam, jelly and marmalade.
In the grades for jam, jelly and mar-
through a central selling organization,” 
declared R. H. McDonald of Vernon. 
Dick Jennens, Kelowna, was not
malade, the only permissable ingredi- to voice kn-opinion’ nor was
ents. together with the grade names, ---
are laid down: Pure. Jam; —Jam (or “Stub” Roweliffe. Mr. Clarke, of Ker-1 1 \ A 1 j  T T-, emeos, was afraid a one-desk set-up Marmalade); Apple and — Jam; Pure x „ +.TpHv  .TpIIv  P hvp nrnnpp WOUld not get distribution.Jelly; Jelly; Pure O i-a n g e M a r^  Finally, Mr. Howe moved, seconded
Pure Marmalade ((^itrus Fruit); Pre- ^
serv'e tConserve) Cranberry Jam or xx.xi
Sauce or Jellied Cranberries; Cran-
berry Jelly, and Mint Jelly or Jellied  ^  ^ one-desk
Mint sei-up. ,
. This shippers’ committee has been
The labelling of canned fjuits and appointed for a number of reasons and -x^ hn
Telephoned Adam Bell
Capt. C. R. Bull, M.L.A., who at­
tended the conference, telephoned to 
Mr. Bell and was told that the can­
ners had made no concrete proposal, 
although Hugh M. Dalton, secretary 
had met him at Victoria last Friday.. 
L. J. Kelly, Roweliffe Canners, Ke­
lowna, vice-president of the Canned 
Foods association, and Ralph Bulman,' 
Vernon, were supposed to have at­
tended this Victoria meeting it is un­
derstood, but never arrived.
Later it developed that the canner­
ies had presented a brief to Adam 
Bell and to Hon. W. J. Asselstine’s de- 
parment of trade and commerce, in 
which it was set out that -wages should 
be reduced to 25 cents per hour for 
women and 35 cents for men. i The 
present standard is 30 cents for female 
employees and 38 cents for male. No 
other recommendations, in considera­
tion of the deadlock, had been made 
by the canners to Adam Bell.
The Vegetable Marketing Board last 
week had proposed, with its drop of 
the first dollar per ton in the price of 
tomatoes, that wage scales be reduced 
10 per cent, but at that time Adam 
Bell had refused flatly. Further than 
that the Vegetable Board had advised 
no further wage reduction.
R. F. Parkinson,' board of trade in-
ONLY
L IL Y B E T  C A K E  SH O P
B U Y  T O M O R R O W ’S C A K E  T O D A Y  A T
L I L Y B E T  C A F E  
FREP BURE. SR.
A U G U S T  
The Golden M ontli
roots, aftfer long boiling, like sheepliver.
Those sun-shaped golden disks with 
flashing rays, called Sunflowers are, as 
well as’ being ornamental, useful to 
man. One authority says l^at the 
seeds of some species (as Heiianthns 
annuus and H. petioiaiis) were dried
LEARN THE VIOLIN
WANTED—Students 6 to 15 years 
of age to learn the violin and 
train for a junior symphony or­
chestra. Individual and collective 
training.
Inclusive Terms: 3 months, $10;
6 months, $17.50; one year, $30.
Address for appointment:—
VICTOR H. RICCI
P.O. Box 544, KELOWNA.
MISS DOT ANDISON ___ s t. ___
August has been'truly called the
wifi be really "busy in consideration of the^'sp'eciarcoritesrconducteT afternoon for a meeting of the the^Wazin/mo’nt '^^
with reference to the size of lettering problems. First of all, it will be connection with the Aquatic Auxr employees of the Canadian Cahners  ^ |
on labels for the purposes of declara- the price-fixing committee which w illH ia ry  gale of tickets for the outboard (Western) Ltd. plant and the Row- these velvetv nights Under the giganteus) and
.Ti; work with the B. C. Fruit Board all „,oto r^.  ^ Miss Andison was given more cliffe cannery in Kelowna to hold sep-
considered equal to corn bread. ’The 
thickened tuber-like roots of the Giant
«re^ J ^ sS u ?  pinSued wi^nrer:”  LasT”year^only“ M^  ^ Me- ’by 'ThV Tckeb^rirey^  arate meetings and decide as ”to pcs- S e  trees^Sand'^SS^as Those^f"a1ub^ pofatoS“^^
w «h  y e i w
claration, the words “with added pec­
tin’’ or “with added fruit juice” must 
be of equal visibility to, at least one- 
half the height of. and immediately 
underneath the letters naming the 
product.
A change of interest to importing
but by a close vote the number was pogo Swim Club, 
boosted to five and Art Smith of Sal- 
rrion Arm and Paul Hayes of Kelowna
Workers Refused
At both meeting the workers flatly. j,is zenith
soon to be chased away by the savage flower^ is the Common Evening Prim- 
rays of the sun as he nses—shoots to
were added. Potpourri
V __ rose (Oenothera biemiis) which, ac-
refused to consider any wage reduc- brass plaque S th  a^hliry™outline in S iva1 ed ° in^^EMlis^^ 
tions but were in favor of elimination g vivid sky. Later the hot and quiver- roots, whSh whe^Toiled
. u 1 1 x! warded to it on Wednesday afternoon. Sprinkle with salt, and add one or the canners in payrolls, they said,
distributors and wholesale and retail Tbe perennial discussion of the Quebec two cloves. Repeat this process until No expression of opinion has been
back its shimmering heat to a collossal snjpg,'
old-gold moon. much-maligned Sow-thistles add
grocers selling under their own labels gj,g g^ gj,Qgg as soon as packing regul- jar is full. Let it stand for about ten obtained from the employees at Bui- nf waving golden grain redolent of -^^Sust, perennial
IS the interpretation of “first dealer,” were discussed, but Chairman days, then remove to permanent jar, man’s Ltd. in Vernon as to their atti- ^be Crown of the Year There too are ^P^ i^es (Sonchus arvens») js a hand-
Haskins ruled that there is a grades’ and if desired, add one ounce of es- tude on accepting reduced wages. great fields of corn tossing their plum-
food products packed by another for ggj j^ i^^^ggg existence which votes- , . , , , ,, , XIX ,_xvxx,xw„^  ..xxxx-xx ,vxx„o------------- It Is belleved that the canners will erl helfns like miphtv snnadron*;  ^ J • .
Srson"^oDe?atinT"ore^mises°^at^w^ the use of this type of crate, on the desirability of a Hyslop cartel be asked to make an immediate decis- old-time ’knights; proud in the pos- it^Ls^l flrsTSusL^T^e A m S ipeison operating premises at which mninrifv of shioner)? do not -iviic irpa-r and fipd ir> with thp crab- inn as to whether thev will onerate'on x-xix.x.ixs.^  xxxixix,,., ix,,qix,x._+vx, .. . ® b St COusin the Annual
FOR SALE
Comfortable home near post- 
office. 5 rooms and bath. 
Hot air furnace. Glassed-in 
verandah back and front. 
Fruit Trees.
BOX 224, CO URIER
2-2c
Here in- 
But 
Sow-If the majority of shippers do not agree this year, and tied in with the crab- ion as to whether they will operate'on session of their golden ladies—the thistle (Sonchus ol.eraceus), much le.ss
L r e S % ^ iT 4 lS l e V S r '^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  with the grades’ committee then they apples was marketing
er, w
under his own label.
of Wealthies. the reduced prices the Vegetable Mar- cobs. It seems these haughtv caval-
ho liusy^food^pre^ctrT^^^^ should eliminate the shipping members Some shippers advocated a Hyslop car- keting Board named on Wednesday, iers are trampling conquered hosts as to Britton ai?d Brown^ used o ^ S S is
pwri i°hpV "h o  make the decisions on grades at tel late in the season so that the sur- Their answer should be known some the enormous golden orbs of the 3 ^^ , 5 3 3^ ,^ '  ’ as greens
the present time..
- golden oros 01 me g j cgigH
XU- • •  ^ XU ............... -  plus in the north might be controlled, time today. L. J. Kelly was expected pumpkins crawl and squirm at their Some neonlp rmv lancrh an/i caw
With this goes a provision for the j  e . Montague, one of several lead- On a vote the shippers recommended home late last night or early this morn- fee*. _ “<?nrpi->r ciiph x^.xIv^ wx^ r,
issuance of numbered licences to first ing a protest in favor of the Quebec that there be no Hyslop cartel and on a ing.  ^ ^  There is more gold; for the world be good to eat’ ^
dealers submitting satisfactory evi- crate, admitted he was a member of close vote also decided against a Weal- In any case, the pack of tomatoes is ablaze with golden blossom. High- rea<^ h^?q-^  Flfac ■Vamii!cW^rp^rHn<?*+rt 
donee regarding premises and husi- fViia uradpc pnmm'iffpp Vmt that, hp 'xxrnc thv portpi will bp ^reatlv reduced in the Okan- lanH ’'-ntain ■wppx^ ianri ewamn an/t- x, . . ■ . ^, , X X , 1 „ the grades co ittee but that he was thy cartel. ill be greatly reduced in the kan- land, '; plain, woodland, s a p and fUp skunk Pahhao-p in hie
ness, the approval of first dealer jg wilderness.” ■ Apple packing regulations were le ff agan this year and every day’s delay lake alike are bursting with a plethora plants of the North ATnpripan Tnriianc”
labels only upon jssuance of such^a At the outset of the meeting, cartels for the committee of shippers with the reduces that figure still more. ' ITie of floral glory. It is quite true that ggvs- “Rootstnckc imeH ac pmercranp-w
licence, and a requirement that the .^ vere the topic of discussion and des- Board but certain regulations were semi-ripe market prices have been shot all is not gold that glitters; but some- food dried nr baked tn imnrnwp tha
words^  ^ Packed for —, Distributed the demand last spring from the passed in connection with pear packs, to pieces because of the prevalence of times glitter may mean more than {ggte vmme’ leaver and chnnt7
equivalent phrase appear southern part of the Valley for one The shippers went on record favoring such a large supply of tomatoes and mere glitter; as we shall see. ^gens bv Iro^ ^^ ^
name .and address of he first ggrtg^ only one shipper voiced his op- no extra fancy and fancy pears to be ruin faces the entire toiAato growing On the lakes and ponds is the Large dians ” There certainly is no account-
inion in favor of a change in this dir- packed for the domestic market smal- industry. . Yellow Water-lily (Nymphaea adve- ing fiar taste It is possible that the
ection. Most of the shippers thought ler than 180s, except Winter Nelis Reason given by the canners for fail- na); perhaps the one which Long- Red Man might not abprove nf certain
193s. Gee erade mini- ins' tn nack at last vear’s nrices is that fellow had in mind when Hiawatha’s x____ __________ _____ j ___
dealer.
TWENTY-FIVE FIRES 
IN N. OKANAGAN
Extreme heat and an absolute lack 
of any rain for almost three months, 
produced ope of the most serious fire further outbreaks is largely reduced.
hazards that the North Okanacan has that there should be more cartels, if which would be s. ee gr e i i- ing to pack at last year’s prices is that fello   i  i  e  i v; t ’s tvnes of cheese—in an advanced stape 
ererexpeUenced any. and recommended that Jonathans mums were asked for all varieties at there has been a tremendous carry- canoe - of decOmposRion-hiShly
Twenty-five fires swept through that be set out in a separate cartel. , 210s except Winter Nelis at 288s, and over of canned tomatoes from last year. “Floated on the riyer the White Man!
area before the efforts of 230 men fin- Mr. Glarke of Keremeos was in favor any face and jumble pack to be same The figure given is 1,330,000 cases, a Like a yellow leaf in autumn And so these drowsy, droning dog-
ally took effect and the advance of of one cartel, but Max dePfyffer as cee grade.  ^ quantity never. before experienced in Like a yellow waterrlily.” days gently dissolye into another sea-
the flames was stemmed. Rain that thought it would only serve to de- Further discussions of the shippers the canning industry. The flowers look like enormous son beloved for cooler nights and’
fell over the week end reduced the crease the price of late varieties. E. J. in connection with the one-desk set-up -^ r -^---------——  floating buttercups. Not being sweet- sweet repose; when the mellow in­
hazard greatly and Forestry Branch Ghambers thought one cartel imprac- and other subjects which will come Satin Shoes ]y scented, they are usually left in cense of the decline of summef' re­
officials have begun to breathe more ticable, and advocated placing Jona- before the shippers’ committee and Black satin or moire shoes may be peace; but there are some people who minds us that there will soon be mucli 
easily, for although the danger of fire thans in a separate cartel, which later the Board will be revealed probably at freshened by brisk rubbing with a (it is said) eat the seeds and roots; ado again with all the hustle and btis- 
i;; still prevalent, • the likelihood of passed. the next session of the Board andcloth which has been saturated in and who claim that the seeds taste’"'tie of Dame Nature’s beneficient sea-
Following this discussion came one .shippers to be held next week. ammonia and thoroughly wrung out. like those of broom corn, and the- son— t^he harvest. - “
m
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BELL MOKE WATER THIS SEASON lust soasua. But by the end of July 
THAN EVER ItEFORE district had sold ll.OOO acre feet
for the prc.sent year and it Is easily 
Til Vernon Irrit{alion Disfriid, will esUinuhal that as much as 10.(K)() acr<‘ 
sell more water this season than ever feet will be disposed of before the 
before in its history. The main source close. This compares with an average 
of supply, Abmdcen lake, hud a carry- sale of (1,000 acre feet, says the dis- 
over of 0,000 acre feet at the close of trict’.s manager, G. C. Tassie.
W e  Can Meet Your Demand—
for
FALL FERTILIZERS
and for that D R O U G H T  SPO T we recommend-
B O R O N
See our big line of
PICKING LADDERS AND BAGS
A G E N T S  FO R :
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS 
PAINTS AND VARNISHES
KELOWNA GROWERS’ 
EXCHANGE1
Free City Delivery The House of Servlee and Quality Fhone 29
F O R  S A L E
At a very low figure, splendid home situated on 
Harvey Avenue, in excellent condition both inside 
and out, contains on the ground floor, entrance 
hall, living room with open fireplace, dining room, 
kitchen, pantry, small hall at side entrance, lav­
atory atul basin. Upstairs, 5 bedrooms, b a r ­
room an4. separate lavatojry apd wash basin, large 
linen, cupboard. Basenaent gpd hot water heating. 
Garage, stable, woodshed, chicken house. Size of 
Lot, 142 X 305. 22 bearing fruit trees.
Any reasonable offer w ill he considered.
— Apply —
Phohe 98 Kelowna, B.C. Phone 332 
51-4C
D R A B  S T U C C O  W A L L S  ?
Cul'O'Brite
IS THE REMEDY.
A  stucco paint in eight beautiful colors, easily applied.
W E T  C O N C R E T E  B A S E M E N T S  ? u s e
A  truly waterproof cement paint in twelve attractive 
colors. Recommended also for garden pemds, and where 
cement surfaces are in actual contact with water.
Builders’ Supplies Brick Maihufacturer^
Established ip 2
Coal
Phone 66
gynNKni $eivk£ »»iiwiv»iiMii>a
VIA PENinOTON —  DaUy Servlee 
Greyhound S:Q0 pan. Iv. KfSLOWNA ar. 9:45 am. Greyhound
PENTICTON Iv. 7:30 am. _____  Bus
PENTICTON ar. 7:30 am. ...... No. 12
VANCOUVER iv. 8.05 p.m......  No. 12
y iA  SICAMOUS Parlor Car
Dally Except Sunday between Kelowna
Bus 10:10 pjn. ar.
No. 11..... i0;30 pm. Iv.
No. 11 _... 10:00 am. ar.
pine leisurely 
on Train 3 after
leaving Sicamoua
4:00 pm. ly. 
9:05 pm. ar. 
8:25 pm. Iv. 
9:00 ain. ar.
and Sicamous 
ar. 2:25 pm.
Iv. 10.25 am. 
ar. 6.50 am.
Iv. 7:15 pm.
Travel Eastbonnd via Slcamons.
Ask about Fast Service to Eastern Canada.
KELOWNA
SICAMOUS
SICAMOUS
VANCOUVER
C. SHAYLEE—City Ticket Agent—Phone 104; or G. D. BROWN, 
Station Ticket Agent—Phone 10—Kelowna, B. C.
CANAmAN PACIFIC
01 STILLED S i n c e  1857
Thi.s advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia
E. J. CHAMBERS IS 
HOPEFUL FOR GOOD 
MARKETING SEASON
Discusses Prices for 1937 Crop
with Oliver Co-op. and Com­
ments on Cherry, Apricot Deal
E. J. Chuinber.s. president of the As- 
aoeiated Grower.s, uddre.sHed the re­
cent quarterly meeting of the Oliver 
Co-oi»erutive Growers on matters o f 
interest to Uie growers. Artliur Mil­
lar presented some comparative prices 
of apples for the jiast season’s crop 
and it'd the discussion with Mr. Cham­
bers on this matter. Mr. Miller said 
ho had obtained the prices from two 
other packing houses in the Oliver 
district and struck an average over 
all grades in each variety.
Delicious, 43.2c, Oliver Co-op.; 49.1c,
(D; 47,1c, (2); Wiinesaps, 43.4c, Oliver 
Co-op.; 55c, (1); 40.5c (2); Newtowns,
05.9c, Oliver Co-op.; 04.9, (1). Romes 
ip.7c, Oliver Co-op:; 22c, (1). Stay 
men.s, 27.7c, Oliver Co-op.; 31.1c, (1).
In reply to the matter of prices as 
outlined by Mr. Millar, Mr. Chambers 
said that the growers would be advis­
ed to enquire into their own local as 
he thought the charge of 35c for 
Romes, face and fill, was exorbitant 
and absurd. True, he said, that the 
Increase in materials and labor had 
produced some eiTcct on the parking 
charges, but he thought that the chijtr- 
ges could be reduced by using the pro­
fits from the store. He further pointed 
out that where oil wraps are needed 
and used the extra cost should apply 
to the particular variety requiring oil 
wraps. Consequently those varieties 
or grades which are not, wrapped in 
oiled paper should have the benefit of 
a lower packing charge.
Mr. Chambers asked that two direc­
tors from the Oliver local go to Ver­
non in the near future and thoroughly 
investigate apple prices. He pointed 
out that the matter was too compli­
cated and too lengthy to be gone into 
in a short afternoon. Then, he said,
the directors would be able to get -------
first-hand information with regard to With Hon. J. G. Gardiner, Dominion 
prices and refer back to their own minster of agriculture, as the princi- 
local with basic figures upon which to pal speaker, there is every indication 
work. Different methods of account- that the Summerland experimental 
ing, said the speaker, in the various station annual picnic will be well at- 
locals have an effect on the returns tended again this year. The date has 
distributed to the growers. been moved from June to August so
Cherries Increase **^ 3t visitors may see the gardens and
Outlining the two major commodi- Iwrvest tinve. In spite of
ties which have been shipped this hot weather experienced m July,
season, Mr. Chambers said that cher- lawns have been kept beautifully
rie^ had increased 100 per cent this fireen and the flower beds Resent a 
year, and although the price per glorious display of bl(»m. The new
ae that nf succul^nt garden which
PREHISTORIC BONES FOUND IN ONTARIO REV. F. W. PATTISON COVERED WAGON 
TALKS TO ROTARY TRAVELS TO VALLEY
Amusing Speaker Tells of Equal­
ities and DifTerenccs in Nations
on Tues- 
wu.s the 
Eiiglisli 
play on
Essential similarities and dillerences 
between the United States and Eng­
land, two great nations, proved an en- 
lertuinitig subject interspersed with 
humorou.s anecdotes and incidents 
given to the Rotary club of Kelowna 
by Rev. F. W. Pattisoii, M.A., 
day. His chief comparison 
American vivacity and the 
reticence and he made full 
tliese two essential difierences.
In the end, however, he spoke of 
the two nations, both believing in tlie 
same ropresenlativt! government, of 
llic people, for tlie iieople and by the 
people, linked together can frown on 
tyranny, exalt liberty and increftse 
love.
His small audience rocked witli 
luugliter as he interspersed his serious 
remarlcs with innumerable stories of 
tlie American naivity and pecularitics. 
In Britain, for instance, buildings are 
erected for stability and in America
Mr. and Mrs. Gentry arrived in 
Westbaiik from the prairies with their 
four sm.'ill etiildren in a covered wa­
gon drawn by a team of liorses. They 
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. D. A. 
Currie for tlie week-end. 'rhe covered 
wagon looked quite comfortable in­
side and Mr. Gentry stated tluit they 
liad had a pleasant trip.
« * m
C. F. McBride and G. Silburn witli 
two members of the Forestry depart­
ment at Victoria, are making maps of 
the Valley on the west side of Oka­
nagan lake.
lor rapidity. The American humor, 
lie said, is more rapid, practically wit. 
wliereas the English humor is slow 
and not so readily understood.
But despite these dilTcrenccs, there 
are certain definite bonds between the 
two nations, and he hoped to sec these 
comontod so that the two great demo- 
eraeies in the English speaking world 
could frown on tyranny.
Gigantic, ancient bones recovered from swampland near Norwich, Ont., 
are believed to prove conclusively that huge prehistoric monsters roamed On­
tario millions of years ago. A  large leg bone, two pelvic bones and a pair of 
petrified tusks, believed to belong to a Dinbeeras, a carnivorous mammal which 
weighed nearly 20 tons, were found. Terry, a six-weeks-old puppy, ig shown 
examining what is thought to be one of the pelvic bones.
DOMINION AGRICULTURE M nOSTER 
TO ADDRESS BIG FAR M  j>ICNIC
Hon. J. G. Gardiner to be Guest 
of Summerland Experimental 
Station
GYROS REVIVE 
KNOX MOUNTAIN
FEATURE RACE
■ —....  /
Point-to-Point Thriller Expected 
to be Feature of First Horse 
Race Meet Here August 25
PR E M IE R  O PENS M EE T
pound will not be so high as that of 
last year, there is promise of quite 
good returns. Some trouble has been 
experienced, he said, with the market­
ing of cherries, and it would almost
contains a 
fine collection o f cacti and other de­
sert plants has been attracting a great 
deal of attention from visitors.
Fruit growers Tyjll be interested in
Eleven Races, Including l^even 
Major Events for Thorough­
breds Are Included on Program
_____ _ , . J . Revival of a race which used to
seem as if the temperature at which ^he orchard demonstrations to be held thrill hundreds of persons from all 
the fruit is picked has some bearing morning and afternoon. There points of the Okanagan w ill be ob-
will also be an exhibition. tent fea- served on August 25, at the first an- 
turing the practical results of experi- nual G ^o  race meet being staged at 
ments conducted on the Station. the Knox Moimtain Park, formerly
A  live stock parade led by Calgarth the old Exhibition Grounds, which the 
Starlight, world’s champion jersey Gyros have taken over on a five-year 
cow, will take place in the morning, lease and are beginning to remodel, 
and there will be a tour of forage and Besides the seven standard main 
pasture crop projects in the after- horse races for thoroughbred horses,
on the ability of the fruit to ship to 
points at a distance. One car of cher­
ries was shipped to England this year 
and, according to reports, the fruit 
arrived in good shape. A  carload 
which went to New York caused a bit 
of trouble but it seems that in general 
the cherry deal was fair. About 300
tons were processed this season, which the Gyros are reviving a point to point
is a considerable increase 
amount in previous years;
over the Summerland hoard of trade Js race, down Knox Mountain to the
WV.OXO. again sponsoring an_ agricultural im- scene of the main race events. From
A  record crop of apricots seems to liicluding all manner of the top of Knox Mountain the horses,
be moving along in good order al- ®fiu^ment, from tractors and spray at that distance but tiny specks, will 
though some will Have to be kept in r i^^chmes to electric refrigerators aiivA race headlong down the steep moun- 
cold storage for a while. The crop of , x , * tain side, across the flat and on to
apricots was exceptionally early this the oval in front of the grandstand.
1,0,0+ the golf putting tournament which has °  ,
year and the heat has made it difficult pj.o popular at previous picnics. Needs Plenty of Nerve
to move them quickly, as housewives
are not anxious to do preserving. Childrens sports will be held in the This is a race which requires plenty 
A  better crop on the prairies this ^^i^rioon ,to permit visitors comiCig of iron nerve and stamina, and two 
year, said Mr. Chambers, gives hope of u n decades ago when horse racing was a
more favorable conditions for the ap- A  public address system which really hig feature of every Kelowna summer
pie market. The export situation looks is being set up to ^ableevei^- thousands of persons have thrilled to
good for the coming season and the hear the message delivered by h^e daring of the riders and their
fact that the crop in the United States f- "^»"'^ter of agricul- steeds.
is smaller this year promises well for . ,, , u „  j Only horses who are used to dodg-
Canadian apple growers. are being macte for turning on the steep ranges
Mr. Chambers remarked on the po- ? grand and glorious day which should chasing pell mell after stray cat- 
sition of the B.C. Fruit Board being both pleasure 3*id_ profit tie will be allowed in this hectic race,
made stronger as a result of the Privy Sumn^rland and for this purpose several of the
Council’s action toward the B.C. Mar- Experimental Station Picnic on Thurs- jai-ge ranch owners in the Interior are
keting Act, and also that the fruit day» August 25th 
situation would be considerably better 
due to the fact that the Marketing 
Act has been upheld. RUTLAND CUBS IN
:  LETTERS t o  THE !
:  EDITOR ;
•  «
COMPLIMENT TO KELOWNA’S 
SUMMER TIME .
To the Editor,
Kelowna (Ilourier. 
Dear Sir:
being asked to enter their horseflesh. 
Among these ranch owners are Val 
Haynes of the Osoyoos district, the 
Richters and Krugers, also of the 
i n  a  n a n  southern * country, besides several
txKIM I  K K  L A M F  W U W  owners from the Sunnyvale area.
Prizes are being given for first and 
, second places down hill and first and
About 20 cubs took. ovCT the camp at second into the oval at the finish line 
Okanagan Centre from the Scouts on in front of the grandstand. The course 
Saturday last, under the leadership of will be plainly marked for the spec- 
A.C.M. Basil Bond, with the assistance tators to view the progress of the 
of Gordon Hall and Ralph Smith. racers. Gyro officials state.
* Jack Ward, chairman of all commit- 
About forty persons attended the tees for this first annual race meet,
corn r;^st held by the A.Q;T.S. club, has issued the entry forms which are 
at Bonds Beach in O.K. Mission on being sent out to horse owners 
Monday evening last. A  good time was throughout the Interior today. Eleven 
enjoyed by all. races are on the lengthy program
* * * which will commence at 2 o’clock.
Miss Margery Pound, a nurse-in- Premier Officiates
Our holiday in your fair city has training at the Kamloops hospital is . .
been of interest and enjoyment, and visiting at the home of her parents. Premier T. p . Pattullo is being ask-
we cannot leave without remarking Rev. and Mrs. Pound. She is accom- ed to open the ™s6t, and if present
on the beauty of the park, beaches, panied by a friend. Miss Kay Clay, also Ptans are completed, he wul be ridden
and the splendid care aflorded the of Kamloops. ppm Bernard avenue to Knox Moun-
children there. I  want to compliment / ♦ c * on top "the old stageepa^,
the lifeguards at the Aquatic for their Miss Betty Harrison left on Saturday with the Legion Pipe band leading the
for Kamloops, where she has obtained ^splendid work.
With your lovely weather and the a position, 
new friends we have made, it has been —
a perfect holiday. I only wish I could 
take some of the sunshine and the 
beaches back with me. But we have 
the wonderful memories of the regat­
ta, at which the competitors did so 
well,
GLENMORE
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Andrews of Glen-
tended to Tom Reid, M.P. to join with 
the pipers in the procession as he is 
well known for his ability with the 
Scottish pipes.
The program follows: mile, two-
year old, Interior owned; five-furlong, 
Interior owned; lyg  mile, Kelowna 
Derby, Interior owned; ladies’ race,
of Saskatoon, 
Thursday last.
more have as their guests, the latter’s c ."V  ’ T./ i
So back we -go with pleasant mem- sister, Mrs. J. H. R e id , and her daugh- 
ories and suntanned backs, hoping to ter boys race, 14.2 hands, ^  m ile , local
return again some day.
Thanking you all,- 
Mrs. Thos. J. BOULTER,
Marie and Tommy,
Prince Rupert, B.C.
Mrs.
GYROS LEAVE FOR YAKIMA
who arrived on ponies, stock saddles; one mile
open; point to point, miles, down 
T„w /-.i 1 J X » Knox Mountain; consolation race, 1/2
rir-o Joh^ Clark and two ^ns. An- mile for horses winning no money in
drew and Kenneth, left on Saturday, previous races.
July 3(), to spend a holiday of two Pari mutuel betting will be straight 
weeks in Vanco^uver.  ^ gnd place bn all seven main: events.
_,u i. 1 .. , , Dead line for entries has been set for
The whote community extends deep- the morning of August 24, but horse 
est sympathy to Mr. find Mrs. Frar^ owners are being requested to haveSeven Gyros and Gyrettes left on.,, n  - xi. • . ___ ____
Wednesday afternoon for Yakima to ®^owsell, in the untimely and tragic their entries in by August 22. No race 
attend the annual convention of Dis- Passing of their little son “Teddy.” is to have more than eight entries and 
trict No. 4. They are Dr. and Mrs. , , , „ * * *  a race will be considered filled with
A; S. Underhill, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Mr. A. E. Bonnett of Oliver arrived four entries.
Ladd, President R. F. Parkinson, Pete Monday and is a guest for a few Doug Buckland has been named the 
King and Len Leathley. This is a flays at the home of Mr. G. H. Moub- official racing secretary for thb Gyro 
similar convention to that staged: in club.
Kelowna last year, which brought , * * * ■ ——  -------- ---------------------1:—-------—
about 125 visitors from many parts of Mr. and Mrs, G. C. Hume and two grandmother, Mrs. Noyes.
B.C., Washin^on and Oregon. The daughters,Mildred and Frances, motoir  ^ ’ * '*  ^
convention dates are Thursday, Friday ed to Naranjbta bn Monday. The girls Mrs A  H Loudbtin is 'spferiding a 
and Saturday, August 11, 12 and 13. are staying to spend a week with their few days with friends in Kelowna
FOR SALE
AT A  VERY MODERATE PRICE
AND ON EASY TERMS
A  Modern Five-room Bungalow, well situated. 
Good garden with some fruit trees. Wood shed
and garage.
PRICE - - $1,600.00
$600.00 Cash and Balance on monthly payments
of $15x00.
Apply to Real Estate Department for further particulars.
O K A N A G A N  I N V E S T M E N T S  C O .  L T D .
Having been appointed agents under the National Housing 
Act, advise those who wish to avail themselves of the benefits 
of this scheme to consult our Real Estate Department to 
obtain an approved building site.
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS CO. LTD.
___  jpiioiie 332Phone 98
W hjr iiot be slire?
USE JOHNS-MANVILLE
Asbestos Sbifigles
and Roofiiigs
They are guaranteed to give loft'g satisfactory 
service and beauty.
COMPARE OUR PRICES AND ,YpU  
WELL BE CONVINCED IT DOES 
NOT PAY TO TAKE CHANCES.
The reliable JO H N S -M A N V ILLE  products are only sold 
by S. M. Simpson Limited, your reliable Lumber and 
Building Supply dealers.
S. M. SIMPSON LIMITED
QUALITY LUMBER and BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES 
PHONES: General Office 312 Mill Office 313
PLAN to ATTEND
Experimental Farm
PICNIC
Thursday, August 25
h u
l-2c
THURSDAY, AUG UST 11. 11)30 TH E  K E LO W N A  COURIER PAGE N IN E
sm kP
C l e a n s  D i r t y  H a n d s
KLANSMEN 
ATTEND MISSION 
SURPRISE PARTY
s c o r r s  s c r a p  b o o k
B E  S U R E . . .
say ''White Horse
W H IT E  H O R S E
S C O T C H  W H IS K Y
26,'/.-oz., $3.25 40-oz., $4.85
Distilled and Bottled In Scotland
This advert iscniciit is not pub­
lished or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Govern­
ment of Briti.sh Columbia.
Mock Radio Station Features 
Miss Mary Bull’s Party
A my.slc'riouK f{i()iip of KUmsrnen 
licavily disguiKccl in white slieet.s j'ut- 
lieiH.'d on .Siiturday evening, Auf'ust 
(i, at tile Community Hall at tlie Mi.s- 
■sioii, wliere tlu.‘y found diroctioiiH to 
proceed to a .surprise j>arty at tlie 
liome of Capt. and Mrs. C. R. lluH in 
hpnor of Miss Mary Buli, wiio.se birtli- 
day it was. Tlie puests were jjreeted 
by a full-blown broadcastiiu' system, 
CKOD, allef'ed to operate on a fre­
quency of 4.')0 motorcycles which of­
fered a prof’ram of accordion solos, 
sonj's, and dance music together with 
annoLincentents and news bulletins of 
local interest and inaccuracy. Uanciiif' 
till midnip;lit rounded out a most en- 
.loyable party. ♦ •
There wore more entries from the 
Mi.ssion for swimming events in the 
Kelowna Regatta than has been the 
case for some years, and Bob Davis is 
to be congratulated in particular on 
his excellent showing in the junior « 
events with a first and two second 
places; other entrants included Miss 
Primrose Walker, who was first in the 
.'50 yards handicap. Mabel Kuipers, 
Jonto Davis, and Eric Dunlop.
• • «
Hearty congratulations to Mr. J.
Turn to Page 10, Story 2
By R.J.SCOTT
Mi!rffcoRr»lE«,‘«5TbKc5 rrtioK 
.^ICiKy f  A.O.H. MI1A.T1.1L.Y
aiLtlOK YCAR5 OLD /-fllE.
**woDADLii A-qt oP-TlVn. 
■SOLA.W. SviTitw—iMry 
YYtRC. PULLT-D oFf='lilll 
H U H  
Wll
4> <» •» 4> HI* • * • • «• • • • • »• »• » «• »  «
:  LETTERS TO THE :
:  EDITOR :
«• «
EXTEND THANKS
•yds. $Howyow)L 
rS EH-<fRtLy BLACK 
VfHtLN UATcMED# 
w Ri-Te. *
AS rt^CtRoW^-lb 
MATllRrty
yAfiOVC.-fJlB.'fbwM CLOCK.*
■iiitWE. »5 A  LAru^E.
FK«aRC. OF ^T*<tEOR4E, 
ym Uc K  o tA -Jn ?  A
A K D  CU1*S 
OFF rti He a p  * a c *I 
'ifME-'tliE. Ho u r .
4 1 6 u K E 5  KxrvuOHT. itM . kin^ rcAjuus syncmcaK. •«.
llELVErfiA c S'fitriEKlMDy
4>lcrrllnES'AH ALPlHEg 
oH'rtlK K)3fa ^fXMP 
oF-fiiE. MA-TioKAL. 
b&FEK^E. l«flE_
N. E. DAY, Representative, K E L O W N A
Summer days are always cool and comfort­
able in the new de luxe coaches on
“ THE CONTINENTAL LIMITED”  
CoinpleVely air-conditioned, this luxurious 
equipment provides many personal comforts 
for the economical traveller . . .'deep, soft 
scats that recline to your finger touch . . - 
large smoking compartment . . . private
lounge for Ia<lies . .. • tasty, economical
lunches served from the dining car.
Connecting Train leaves Kelowna daily,
5.05 p.m. except Sunday, for the East.. 
The DIRECT route via Jasper, Edmonton, Saskatoon.
For information Call or Write:
A N Y  G. N. R. A G E N T
or
E. H. H AR K N E SS
Traffic Representative 
Vernon, B.C. V-43-38
®  LifeGuards are Goodyear’s latest contribution  
to motoring safety. The LifeGuard is a 2-ply fabric 
reserve tire inside the tube. Both are inflated 
through the same, valve. If tire casing and tube  
blow out, the inner tire retains sufficient air to 
support the car until it can be brought to ^ safe, 
smooth stop. Safeguard with LifeGuards . . .  drive 
in and let us show you how little it will cost to make 
your car completely safe from  blowout hazards.
Andersoti’s Tire 
V Sliop
WINFIELD WOMEN’S INSTITUTE 
HEARS REPORT ON CONVENTION
Penticton, H.C., Aug. 3. 1!):U). 
To tin; Editor,
Kelowna Counier.
Sir,
Througli llio medium of your pajier, 
we. Uie Relief Project WorJierH Union, 
wisli to aci?nowledge and extend our 
thanks for donations received <inring 
our stay in your City.
Mrs. Bath, apricots and vegetables; 
Sec. 2 C.P., vegetables, etc.; Friend, 
fruit; Mr. Gibb, city councillor, eggs, 
potatoes, bacon and tobacco; Mrs. 
Jackson, lye, soap, jam and fruit; Mrs. 
Sward, A.B. Market, vegetables and 
meat; and others, including a First 
Aid kit from the Jlealth otl’icer.
The kindness of the.se and all citi­
zens helped us in no mean measure, 
is sincerely appreciated, and will not 
be forgotten. Again ollering our sin­
cere thanks.
Signed on behalf of the members of 
the R.P.W.U.
A. TAIT,
Chairman Publicity Com.
Kelowna, B.C., August 0, 1933.
To the Editor,
Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir:
In the Capital News of August 3,
______ ______________________ ______________  under the heading “Practical Joke of
Mission people” a suggestion is made
Mesdames Griess and G. Brodie ‘^S^^ixeStionnf’ eare in ='"«wer to which may be of inter-
are Hostesses to Large Gather- s b L  on 'spraying, ome having put  
ing on Beautiful Country Lawn sprays for the second brood, following ininvite you to put the The Kelowna Courier.
The “Explorers” had a grand outing This suggestion is that some people 
The Winfield Women’s Institute held Wednesday when they “picnicked” at under the impression that the 
its last meeting at the home of Mr. the “Winfield Mines.” The group, ac- lakeshore at the Mission b.v the oil 
and Mrs. G. 'Brodie, ■ congregating on companied by Mrs. Walls and Rev. well, had once belonged to the public 
their beautiful lawn and flowqr gar- and Mrs. Tench, left about eleven but was taken away and given to pri- 
dens on Tuesday, August 2. There o’clock and proceeded by car and on vate interests when the foad was 
was a good attendance and all were foot to “Prospect Point” beyond the changed.
entertained to a report by Mrs. B. M^. mines and lunched. After lunch, J. This is definitely not so. The old 
Friesen on the convention held, in Hail put several barrow loads of gra- road was put THROUGH the property 
Vancouver recently and to which Mrs. vel over the sluice and panned some of the late Mrs. Thomson at the Mea- 
Friesen was sent as the local Institute gold to the delight of all. After the dows, leaving a considerable stretch 
delegate. ’ demonstration, the party climbed to of land on the lake side of the road
Everyone said this was one of the the top of the basalt deposit and en- covered by the original deed, this ob- 
best reports they have had of this na- joyed a wonderful panorama of the viously still belongs to the holder of 
ture. valley. Upon their return to , the the original title or those to whom it
Mesdames Griess and G. Brodie mines they were conducted in small was sold. It is as much theirs as are 
were the hostesses. Arrangements groups deep into the mine-now work,- city lots or gardens the property of 
were made to hold a dance on Septem- ed by Mr. Hall. Each family was pre- the title owners of town lots. This 
ber 23, with Roy Endersby’s orchestra sented with a can of garnet quartz, lake shore was fenced for some years 
in attendance. Thef unds will be used pieces of varied quartz rocks and to ' " 
for Institute purposes. the adults a real ruby each. Mr. Hall
Those present commented : on the concluded his program with a display 
wonderful garden of the Brodie’s. of treasures at the cabin and a brief
• • * . geological talk.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Hawks arrived The group returned home for sup- 
hofne on Thursday evening after hav- pej. jun of praise for the delightful
ing motored out to Calgary 
■short stay.
before the new road was made, and 
anyone who trespasses on or does 
damage to the property is just as 
rnttch liable to prosecution as they 
would be doing the sanie to any other 
private property or garden.
A  well known firm of lawyers at the
for a outing and fodking forward to the coast gave a detailed written opinion 
next trip this week. The “explorers” as to the ownership o^ the lake shore
* pLvtr are those boys and girls who attend by the land owners. 'This opinion has
. L'erry oi vancouvn, . r.Vmt'nVi ofirl +1yo imKplH in a mimhpr of rniirtMr. and Mrs r'  i V er winfield" United'church and the been upheld i   nu be  f cou
^ s  Srnish ^ Thev°^DOT^hased Qualification necessary is to have, at- cases where the land owners have won
^ s .  Wm. Cornish. They purenased fenced church the previous Sunday, their c s^es.
the place known as the Joselyn interesting trips are, planned to The. agreement with’ the government
place” last spring but do not plan to ^ was that if Mrs. Thomson and other
.» * * dapd owners would give the land for
Mr. and Mrs. John Henderson had the mew road (which is where the or-
take possession for some time..
Mr. and Mrs. Hoover, relatives of
the Berry’s, commenced their return iginal road should have beent that the
trir, fp r-niifornio nn <?n+iirHnv Mrs. Thos. Somervillc of Kam- land owners would be deeded the oldtrip to California On Saturday.♦ ♦ *
Mrs. John Coe who, with her two 
little sons, was a visitor at the home 
of her sister Mrs. Frank Williams re­
turned to her home in Penticton a
loops.
Mrs. O. W. Hembling of Oyaina visi­
ted the Hendersori’s on Friday last.
road.
The old road has been closed and 
the government posted notices to that, 
effect. The public would have been 
Mrs. Wm. Petrie sails for home from stopped using it, but for the conveni-
week ago, Mr. Coe having motored up Scotland on August 12, it is under- ®nce of the oil company it was left
for her, Mrs.- Williams has also had- stood - ' unfenced.
her sister, Mrs. Barrett, of Chilliwack, ' « • • The fact that some people may have
as a guest. Mr. Fre'd Kairn and his bride are used this private beach does not give
* * • now residing on the place formerly them the right to do .=:o and the fact
Master Allan Elliot is caniping_ne^ owned by Mr. Joe McDonald. that some of those wlio have used
Okanagan Centre with the Boy Scouts?-  ^ * , * abused it are not mentally or
^ Victor Borrie had to have his morally fit to use any private or pub-
^Mrs. R. P. White with Maryland right arm amputated at the Kamloops beach without strict police super-
Nancy returned Sunday, July 31, from hospital last Wednesday. Mr. Borrie ■viision is partly the reason why the
a visit to the former s parents at Lav- jg Indian Chief on the reserve horo owners may decide to close this beach
ington. ■  ^  ^ and has been suffering from “blood to the public for the future.
T I T , , - .  4. poisoning” since Christmas last. Yours trulvJoyce and Jack Gunn returned from , . » *  * luuis uuiy,
Oliver Sunday, July 31, where they Master Percy Simpson met with a B. D. LYSONS.
had spent a week as guests of their painful accident last Tuesday evening
S A F E G U A R D
W I T H
Gibbons.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Griffiths mot-
sister -Edith and her husband Alan when his bicycle skidded while going panied by Mr. and Mrs. R. P. White
ihhnn.c:: down the “rainbpw hill,” causing him and family, are motoring this week
to receive a broken collar bone. He to Vancouver , to spend a short holi-
, ,  , t t 4 - 4  e + j  is now convalescing at home. day.ored down to Penticton Saturday eve- ♦ * , * * *
ning to spend the week-end visiting F. C. Browne’s family is, summering Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Seaton were 
friends. They were accompanied by at the ranch here. week-end visitors to Hedley. They
Alex McDonagh. * * ♦ were accompanied as far as Penticton
■ „  *. ■. , ' Mrs. D. M. Clark is feeling sorne by Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Coe.
Weather permitting, it is the plan of what better after her recent illness. , * * *
the United Church to hold an open- * * •
air service at Petrie’s Corners “ Lake Rev. G. R. Tench spoke an Wednes- 
Shore Inn,” on Sunday evening, Aug. day last to the RuUand Boy Scouts,
14, commencing at 7.30 p.m. who are camped at Okanagan Centre,
■* * * choosing as his subject, “Topsy Turvy
Spraying for the second brood of Land.” 
codling moth is just about finished. - ♦ .*- *
Moths are still flying freely and fruit ; Mr. and Mrs. O. D. Burns, accom-
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Gibbons weie 
week-end visitors from Oliver a week 
ago.
Mrs. A. Phillips entertained a large 
group of nearly twenty young folks 
to a corn roast on Friday evening last.
S A L L Y ' S  S A L L I E S
------- ----------- — 7 ^
Two miles of hard surfacing has 
been done, starting from a short dis­
tance north of Duck Lakevand contin­
uing along the lake.
Cooler weather has affected the cod­
ling'moth situation, Monday morning 
seeing no captures for the first time in 
three weeks.
H table silver is wu.shecl carefully Selvage.s
and dried from sealdlnt; water, it will 'Itn; .s(>lvages of thin muteriala 
not )iee<l poli.sliiiig so often. Spoons .sboidcl bee ut <)IT bi'fore being made 
and foiiis used for eggs slionld' be np. On muterials tliat fray eu.slly, 
washed immediately, and eleane<l it stiip tlie selvages at intervals before 
necessary. putting in the liems.
The YORKSHIRE SAVINGS & LOAN "
can offer you— Quick Money for 
B U IL D IN G  —  R E M O D E L L IN G —  REPAIRS
For any sound building purposes— small down payment—  
Easy, rent-like monthly payments— W e arrange all details.
Come in today for free consultation.
E. M. CARRUTHERS & SON LTD.
Phone 127 202B Bernard Ave.
NOTICE TO FRUIT GROWERS, 
PACKERS AND SHIPPERS
Each person engaged in the packing, storing or marketing of tree 
fruits produced in the area under the jurisdiction of this Board is 
required to register with and obtain a licence from the Board.
Attention is drawn to the following extract from the Natural 
Products Marketing (B.C.) Act:—
“12 (1) Every person who fails to comply with any determina­
tion or order of a Provincial Board or any regulation made under 
this Act shall be liable, on summary conviction, to a fine of not l^s 
than twenty-five dollars and not more than five hundred dollars, hr 
to imprisonment not exceeding three months, or to both fine arid 
imprisonment.”
Also to the following extracts from the powers vested in the 
Board under the Act:
The Board has power;
(a) To cancel any licence for violation of any provision of the 
scheme or of any order of the Board or of the regulations;
tb) “To seize and dispose of any  ^of the regulated product kept, 
transported, packed, stored or marketed in violation .of any order 
of the Board.
BRITISH COLUMBIA FRUIT BOARD
KELO W NA, B.C.
.0
are many opportunities 
to increase your trade —
■ ' y ,
Information is available. ;■
The Government of the Province maintains in : 
Victoria a Bureau of Trade Extension for the 
two-fold purpose of promoting the sale of British 
Columbia Products in foreign and domestic mar­
kets and of providing authoritative information 
with regard to the many and varied industrial 
opportunities which await capital and enterprise.
DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND 
INDUSTRY,
Victoria, B. C.
Hon. W . J. Asselstine, 
Minister.
E. G. Rowebottom, 
Deputy Minister.
2-lc
'
**’,*«> fiioicisr TuiV
S^ uwtiTjriauiaiminnitgg^^
Many forget jANfi femom 
Mount Rainier was named 
by Captain Vancouver: in 
honoiu of a Briltsb. Admiral. 
But ev^otte, leinembcn 
“RainieP* as a disfiuctive 
Cariadian Beer.
Also ask lor 
BURTON type ALE 
and
SILVER SPR»jl&
st o u t ;
WvSVWnllSwr DfCWwFy' EWa
P E N D O Z I ST. P H O N E  287 K E L O W N A
The man who calls a spade a spade may have an absolutely new 
set of names for a golf balL
This advertisement is not publistied or displayed 1^ the Liqilor Board
•the Government'of British Columbia.
PA G E  TEN TH E  K E L O W N A  COURIER
THUIISDAY, AUGUST 11, 1030
-More About-
KLANSMEN
ATTEND
From paKe nine, columu two 
I«uckutt ofi the occasion of Ills 82nd 
birthday, Sunday, August 7.•i « «
Miss Gladys Hunt returned homo 
last Tuesday, August 2, from a visit 
to Vancouver. * * ip
Mrs. E. Earns left on August 2 for
Saskatchciwun, whore she Is visiting 
relatives for the next few weeits.
• * P
Miss Katlnka A ikons arrived on Fri­
day, August 5, from Naramata to 
spend some days here as guest of Mrs. 
liaverlleld. * * m
Miss Barbara Prickard returned lionie 
to Oyania last Saturday.
•P * «
Mrs. McConnell of Staveley Vicar­
age, Westmoreland, England, left here 
last Tuesday, August 0, to return home 
after visiting her sister, Mrs, Wads­
worth, for the past few months.
m m
Miss J. Haverileld and Miss I. M. 
Wadswortii took part in the mutch 
between Kelowna Tennis Club and 
Vernon lust Sunday.
* • •
Dr. and Mis. Oolniur returned home
from Seattle last Sunday evening.« « *
Tile cricket inatcli between juniors 
and grown-ups has been postponed to 
a later date. « * «
Miss W. read of tlie stalT of Strath- 
cona I.odge Sciiool arrived Saturday 
to stay witli Mrs. Haverileld.
‘ A
"J.i? ■ V ' .
S U P E R S T I T I O N  M O U N T A I N
By Oron Arnold Copydglit 1*»37 NEA SERVICE, Inc.
•I. M --~
P E D L A R ’S
M e t a l  C u lv e r t s
The lasting qualities of our culverts are 
traditional. Made in diameters from 8 
to 84 inches with a 2 oz. coating of 
D.C. spelter per sq. ft. this type of 
culvert IS unsurpassed for general drain­
age purposes.
Write for details and prices.
THE PEDLAR PEOPLE LIMITED
860 Boach Avo. Vancouver
Wife Preservers
Previous Chapter: The mystery of 
Suiierstltion is cleared up and the 
wounded Indian says he will tell Car- 
olce the location of the lost gold mine.
Oil
.SALT
M A D E  IN V A N C O U V E R
MSA
For .spots on trays, tables and any 
sort of polislied wood, Mrs. G. Smith 
makes u paste of salt and salad oil. 
This she applies on thC damaged spots 
and leaves it on for an hour. If the 
stain isn’t too bad it will come off, 
she says, after rubbing with a soft 
cloth.
The Burley philosopher of the Lake Eric tobacco belt 
in Sunny Southern Ontario sighed like the sough of 
wind in the pines.
*’My time is your tune,” said he with a rueful grin, 
cleaning his pipe. " I  did expect. . .  I mean I intended 
...However...” Another sigh from the pines.
'Td  think you’d be glad to spend Sunday with your 
own son and his. new bride!” declared Mts. Picobac 
warmly.
”So I am,” hastened Mr. Picobac. "But. .
"But what?”
"Maybe she won’t let me smoke.”
"Land’s sakel” cried Mrs. Picobac. "Pete’s girl is np to 
date! She likes the aroma of Picobac, same as I  do..
H A N D Y  SEAL-TIGHT POUCH .  TSe
Vz-LB. “LOK-TOP” TIN - 60c 
also packed in Pocket Tins
"It DOES t a s t e  q o o d  in  a  p ip e !"
G R O W N  I N  s u n n y ;;, S O U T H E R N  O N T A R I O
I ' I V ' I - • ’ ■' *'__________________ :_________ u:_________________ __ :   ___________________
H a v e  y o u  t r i e d  P i c o b a c  S l i c e d  P l u g  -  v e s t  p o c k e t  t i n  1 5 c
One OF ,
S C O T i n N D S
F I N E S T
W H I S K I E S
4 0 0
1 . 1
m .
, «  SOOTVAf*® „
aM'OOUNttS '
O T n i  W H I S K Y
d ist illed  AN D BOHLED IN SCOTLAND
by  W IL L IA M  G R A N T  & S O N S  LTD.
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquoi: pontrol Board or by'
the Government of British Columbia. .
Cliapler XVII
•Never was more drama packed in­
to a few hours, thought Stuart Blake, 
than in those in wliich the aged In­
dian ebbed to his end in the Colter 
cabin.
Ho did not die immediately; indeed 
he lingered nearly a whole day. But 
he had furnished the key to many 
long unanswered questiorjs, tlic solu­
tion to most of Superstition’s myster­
ies. Gratitude to Curolec, who hud 
befriended him and his kind, undoubt­
edly caused him to talk so freely.
The old Medicine Man sent for his 
squaw and instructed her to be Car- 
oleo’s guide with the boy interpreter 
to the hidden mine. The squaw knew 
the location of the sacred gold.
“You can’t go up there with only 
an Indian boy and woman!” Stuart 
growled. “It may be a trick. They 
might do anything to you, Carolee!”
“I don’t think so. I am not afraid. 
You go home, Stuart, and Sheriff Wat­
son will bring Dad and Silas close be­
hind me. The Indians may have noth­
ing really, but itn won’t hurt to see. I 
will let you know promptly. It was 
you who had to shoot the old man, re­
member. The squaw would never let 
you go.”
The six riders departed well be­
fore sunrise on the morning after Stu­
art had wounded and captured the 
fanatical old Medicine Man. Carolee, 
the squaw and the interpreter were 
ahead, usually just out of sight of the 
sheriff and the Colter men.
This separation seemed to satisfy the 
squaw. She would live up to the let­
ter of her instructions, at any rate. 
That was all that mattered. Carolee 
wondered, throughout the three-hour 
ride, if  this were all some sort of fool­
ishness , if she were being tricked af­
ter all, or if their entire western ad­
venture was reaching its climax at 
last.
There was no trick.
The squaw led them—sure enough— 
near Weaver’s Needle. Through in­
terminable canyons, she rode up and 
down and around,' so rough was the 
terrain, but she knew heir way. Then 
at last she climbed up a particularly 
steep slope—up where they could see 
the smelter smoke at the town of Su­
perior 40 miles away and Squaw Peak 
in another vague distance—and stop­
ped with them on a rocky Hat no 
larger Uian u horse corral. She point­
ed to the base of u boulder about head 
higii, and said a word or two.
“It i.s tlicre,” the interpreter reported 
simply.
“You mean—the mine is under 
liere?” Carolee was Incredulous.
“Yc.s. She say to dig. I will dig.” '
The youth moved many heavy 
stones. Ho loosened soil with the 
miners pick ho had brought. It was 
slow business, and the women helped 
him. Once Carolee looked back, saw 
the men and signaled them to wait.
Waist deep in the hole thby came 
onto wood. It was hard wood, ex­
tremely hard, and Carolee know it was 
the desert ironwood that grows in Su­
perstition. She recalled the Dutch­
man’s story, decades before, that ho 
had covered his mine shaft with just 
such logs. They would endure for cen­
turies in so dry a region.
Ironwood grows but 15 or 20 feet 
feet tall, crooked and gnarled; and its 
trunks are never very thick. The long­
est over this mine shaft was about 
eight feet. But it was extremely heavy 
and an hour or so elapsed before Car- 
olce was in the open tunnel of the 
mine.
The tunnel was not very deep—30 
feet or so, sloping gently into the bulk 
of the mountain. Carolee was so ex­
cited she couldn’t help trembling. She 
picked up rocks and at once saw flecks 
of gold.
Quartz pieces, egg-sized, seemed 
high-lighted with the yellow metal. 
Near the end of the shaft she found 
the richest looking nuggets of all. One 
I piece, like a pecan, seemed to be pure 
metal. The white girl stared at them 
for a long time, fingering them. Then 
she-began softly to cry. “Oh, God,” 
she whispered. ‘Help it not to make 
any difference. Help us to use it the 
right way.”
The two Indians remained in the 
brighter sunlight outside, sitting with 
incredible lack of interest waiting for 
her to come out. Carolee appeared 
soon, flushed with excitement.
’The squaw promptly said something, 
staring straight ahead. “I have shown 
it to the white woman,” translated 
the Indian boy, and at once the two 
of them arose and started away. They 
never turned, nor even looked back; 
and indeed Carolee never saw either 
of them again.
She waved then to Sheriff "Watson 
and her father and brother, wTiose 
curiosity and interest sent them for­
ward with great haste. Excitement,
knew no bounds for the next quarter 
hour.
"People have hunted for this for 1 
ix'ckon 50 years,” orated Uic sheriff, at 
last. “Now, it’s yours. This will run 
I don’t know-how many thousands of 
dollars to the ton. Why, some of it’s 
pure gold! Look at llicse here peas— 
pure yellow. And this piece! And 
this’ll!” »Tlie slieriff was abnormal, 
and nobady blamed him.
“Let’s put up your monuments,” he 
ordered, “and take what we can of this 
back liome. You folks don’t seem to 
realize it, but I tell you you’re mil­
lionaires!”
Sheer emotion overcame stoical old 
man Colter then, and he sat down on 
a rock to cry out loud. Silas and Car- 
oloe were doing all manner of silly 
things, like the children they were. 
“Good Lord!” exclaimed Sheriff Wat­
son, “the state’ll never hear the last 
of this!”
When they got home finally, bags 
laden with ore, they had calmed en­
ough to watch the excitement of Mrs. 
Colter, to rest and to eat a bite, for it 
was then well past noon.
Carolee, though, had no interest in 
eating. Without offering an explana­
tion she took a white sheet from her 
room and hung it securely to a shrub 
on the edge of the cliff behind the 
Colter cabin.
“Funny time to hang out washin',” 
remarked the sheriff, gaily.
Carolee smiled. “You wouldn’t un­
derstand,” she said.
She rtiounted Chieftain again, but 
paused before she rode away. “I will 
meet all of you, at the Lodge—for din­
ner,” she told them'. “Do not come 
with me now.” She saw Silas grin­
ning, and knew that he would obey, 
knew that he didn’t care.
She was alone when she stopped at 
the appointed spot down trail, their 
trysting place. She was holding a few 
o f the best nuggets, but she wasn’t 
thinking of them now. Strange calm 
had suffused her. ’The afternoon was 
waning. Evening colors were creep­
ing into the cliffs. Velvety shadows 
were emerging from their midday 
lairs.
Far off to the northward she saw 
peaks tipped with sunset glow i'rrides- 
cent western gold, elusive, vagrant, but 
celestial. She sat very quietly. Never 
had the landscape "been so magnificent, 
so exalting. Her hair waved with the 
breeze, and her lip trembled ever so 
little.
Down the trail, then, she saw Stuart 
coming.
THE END
G e t  a t  t h e  C a u s e  
o f  C o n s t i p a t i o n !
You know that constipation often 
glvea you Uiat doi>cy, sunkou, 
bogKcdf down feeling. Wliy not got 
at tlio cauaa and fix It'/
If you eat what must people do 
—things like bread, meat and 
notatoos—the chances uro all 
that’s Uio matter with you Is poti 
don’t  get enough "b u lk ." And 
"bulk" doesn’t mean what you 
may think. It’s a kind  of food 
that Isn’t ciillrcly consiuned, but 
Icavas a soft, bulky mass In tlio 
Intostlnca that olds ollmlnullon.
I f  tills Is Your trouble, wlint you 
need Is a dish of crisp, orunohy
every'day. It contains the “bulk” 
ou need, plus Nature’s intestinal 
nlo vitamin D„ and Iron.
Eat All-Bran every day. drink 
plenty of water, and see if the old 
world doesn’t look a lot brighter t 
All-Bran Is made by Kellogg in 
London, Ont. Sold by every grocer.
Dentists recommend W rigley 's  
Gum as an aid to strong, healthy 
teeth, cleanses them of food par­
ticles, massages the gums. Aids di­
gestion, relieves stuffy feeling after 
meals. H elps keep you h ea lth y t 
Take some home for the children 
too— they will love it! cs-ii
1ST RUTLAND 
T R ^ P
“ Do a good turn daily!”
TRUCK BADLY 
DAMAGED IN
is visiting his brother Mr. Douglas 
Gordon.
* •
Mrs. MacLean and her son Ernest 
x x r n n r v m  a a left for their home in Vancouver last
lw F !^ T R A N iC  l  R A S H  week after spending a month with the 
f f  EnJ I D  A l l  I I .  A ^ I\ A iJ l l  former’s parents Mr. and Mrs. W. R;
— —— Smith. *
The 1938 camp is now over, the "Wolf 
: Cubs taking over on Saturday shortly 
before noon. The weather proved fine 
throughout, the last few days being 
among the best. Strong winds inter­
fered with the camp-fires, only three 
being held in the week. On Wednes­
day evening Rev. G. R. Tench of Win­
field favored the boys with a very in­
teresting talk at the camp-fire on 
“Japan,” or “Topsy-turvy Land,” as 
he described it. On the evening of 
Friday a large number of visitors 
stayed for the camp-fire, and a pro­
gram of songs, mouth-organ selections 
and stories was enjoyed. Rev. A. C. 
Pound and Mr. E. Mugford spoke 
briefly to the boys, the former giving 
a short talk on “China”. Mr. Mugford 
kindly donated a freezer of ice cream 
for the occasion, and the scouts and 
their guests were treated to refres’n- 
ments at the close of the camp-fire.
The Beaver patrol won the Inter-* 
patrol competition for the camp, the 
final standing being as follows:
Beaver ......... 874
Kangaroo ................ 559
Fox ..... . ...... .^..............  555
During camp many tests were pass­
ed, following being the successful 
scouts and the badges won: Swimmers’ 
Proficiency Badge: S, Munson, M. Os- 
well; First Class Swimming test; H. 
Smith, A: Elliott, M. Oswell; First 
Class Cooking: P.L. James Duncan, 
Seconds ,D. Reith, F.. Stevens, C. 
Schell; Second Class tests: “Scouts
Pace,” G. Monford, A. Elliott, J. Anr 
sell, Jaginda Singh, S. Munson, J. Bol- 
loch, M. Duncan, M. Oswell; “Fire­
lighting” : G. Monford, A. Elliott, J. 
Ansell; “Compass” : H. Smith, J. An- 
sell, M. Oswell, G. Monford; ‘‘First 
Aid” : D. Sharpe; “Signalling” : S.
Munson, H. Smith; “Tracking” : J. Bul­
loch, S. Munson; “Cooking” : A. El­
liott, W. Wilson, J. Bulloch, J. Ansell. 
S. Munson, H. Smith. Tenderfoot 
Tests: “Knots” : M. Oswell, J. Ansell, 
M. Duncan, G. Monford; “Scout Law”: 
M. Oswell.
In the land and water sports held on 
Friday, visitors’ day, the Fox Patrol 
won the most points, making a good 
showing in the land events especially. 
The Beavers, appropriately enough, 
were the winners in the water events, 
the total points, on a basis of 5 for 
first place, 3 for second and one for 
third place were as follows: Foxes 31, 
Kangaroos 24, Beavers 16.
With the conclusion of the summer 
camp, the troop’s activities will cease 
until after the rush of the fall work 
is over. The next event will prob­
ably be the annual fall hike early in 
October.
Empty Truck Made So Much 
Noise Driyer Failed to Hear 
Approaching Mail Van
----- - -I
Mr. M. Taneda and son Kazui had 
a bad accident on Monday afternoon 
near Westbank, when his truck was 
struck by the mail van and complete­
ly wrecked. -Mr. Taneda had two cuts 
but Kazui was not hurt while a bag 
of frail cones which he carried did not 
suffer damage. Mir. Taneda’s truck 
was empty and made so much noise 
he did not hear the honk of the mail 
van.
. -(T:-
Miss Audrey Gellatly has returned 
from a visit to Vernon.
Mr. John Brown arrived back home 
on Monday from a visit to "Vancouver 
Island. • * • ,
Mrs. Ira L. Hewlett’s many friends 
regret to learn that she has had a re­
lapse and has been taken to hospital. 
However, latest reports state she, is on 
the mend and is expected to be able 
to return home shortly.
* ■ «
IVIrs. R. A. Pritchard arirved home 
on Sunday from a five weeks’ visit to 
Victoria, Miss Joy MacKay was an­
other visitor to the coast who return­
ed on Monday with Miss M. Gowen, 
V.O.N. ♦ ♦ .
Miss M; J. Dobbin has left for her 
annual holiday which she will spend 
at the coast as the guest of her sister 
Mrs. Watts, her nephew Clifford Dob­
bin is left in charge of the store.
■ • * •
Mr. Earl Gordon of Frontier, Sask.,
Flower Vase
If the long, slender flower vase has 
become discolored, soak a few tea 
leaves in- vinegar and put them in the 
vase. Shake awile and soon all dis­
coloration will vanish.
Get a copy of 
Prize List
1938
INTERIOR
PROVINCIAL
EXHIBITION
to be held at
ARMSTRONG, B.C.
12th to 15th SEPTEM BER
Buildings and grounds being en­
larged and remodeled to provide 
greater accommodation for in­
creased exhibits and thp public. 
Plan your exhibits now. Get a 
copy of Prize List at KELOVPNA 
COURIER office or write to
MAT HASSEN
Manager, Armstrong, B.C.
52-3C
SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS IN 
THE ADVERTISER 
BRING BIG RESULTS
nkc
SAME FINE 
QUALITY
M
P  I  L  S  E  N  E  R
Proudly m aintaining tho 
same fine quality that won 
two first prizes at the 
B ritish  Em pire Brewers  
Exposition. London- 1936.
VANCOUVER BREWERIES
LIMITED
y
FHIS ADVERTISEMENT IS NOT PUBLISHED OR DISPLAYED BY tHE LIQUOR CONTROI 
BOARD OR BY THE GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
I
B ,)£ a true sportsman . . . .  
observe forest laws as carefully 
as you do game laws. Carelessness 
wltii firearms Is unforgivable, and 
so Is cardessness with matehes. Hgas- 
cMe baits and eamp fires.
BfiHTISH C<H.i;jMDBlA iHHteS4F 
SfiltVICE 
Dept, of Lands
■C SX V .
Cookies
When cutting out cookies, they can 
be handled more easily if the dough 
is chilled several hours before it is, 
rolled. Place as little flour as possible 
op the board, because extra flour , and 
■^ uch handling result in tough cook- 
ss. Roll out and cut a few cookies at 
time.
rCRBTflRE^
THUHSDAY, AUGUST 11. lO.'lH THE K E LO W N A  COURIER PAGE E L E V E N
H i t h e r  a n d  Y o n
Mr. J. F. Fumcrton and Mr. Turner 
Fumerlon left on Monda.y to vIkH 
Wenatehee, Srtokune, Seattle and other 
American pointi;.
*
Mrs. T. Boulter and her two child­
ren of Prince llupert, who have been 
holldayJnK? In Kelowna for the past 
month rfcturned to their home on Sat­
urday evening. ♦ * *
Mr. and Mrs. E. Symes of Penticton 
were visitors in Kelowna last Friday.
evening for Vancouver.
♦ • •
Maurice I.une is liolidaying at Little 
Hiver for a few days tlds weelc.
FORMER KELOWNA 
MAN IS MARRIED 
AT MONTREAL
H i n t s  O n  F a s h i o n s
•by LISBETH-
E. L. Greenside left 
Friday' eveidng to
Mr. and Mrs. 
for Victoria on
.spend a lioliday.• * *
Dr. and Mrs. llobert Parmley of 
Penticton were visitor.s in Kelowna 
liist Tliursday.
Miss Frances Smyth of Montreal 
Becomes Bride of William R. 
Carruthers, Now of Eqgland
Smart White Crepe Pyjamas Insure Good Rest for 
Wearer in Hot Weather
MRS. E. M. CAR R UTH ER S  
A T T E N D S
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Falrbairn of 
Vancouver wore in town lust week to 
attend the regatta.
* • *
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Parmley of 
Penticton were visitors In Kelowna 
last Thursday.
Melville Young of Keremeos was in
town last week attending the regatta.«
Mr. and Mrs. A. MeBroorn of Pen­
ticton attended tlie regatta on Tliurs- 
day.
Couple W ill Sail on August 13 on 
Empress of Britain for Their 
Home at Chclford, Cheshire
Hi
i i -
Mr. and Mrs. T. Bogie of Penticton 
were visitors in town lust Thursday.
Dean Godwin of Chelan was a vis­
itor to the regatta last week.
Miss Marjorie Kellogg of Kamloops 
was the hou.se guest of Mr. and Mrs. 
C. Hill lust week.
Mr. and Mrs. Widdecomb of Hamil­
ton. Ontario, wlio were visitors in Ke­
lowna, left for tlieir home on Satur­
day evening.
Miss Catherine Smith of Trail was 
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Ward 
over the week-end.
Mrs. Dick Johnston left for Van­
couver on Friday evening on a holi­
day.
Miss Kay Hill is visiting in Kam­
loops at presenL  ^ ^
Mrs. Tom Morrison was a visitor to 
Vancouver last week.
m m *
Miss Yvonne McBride of Penticton 
was the house guqst of Miss Mary 
Day during the Regatta.
* * *
Miss E. Wallace of Vancouver who 
has been visiting in town returned to 
her home by motor last week.
Miss Winnifred Morden of Penticton 
is the guest of her mother, Mrs. G. 
Hawse this week.
■» * *
Mrs. F. A. Taylor left on Friday 
evening for the coast.
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Kerr and Donald 
ot Vaticouver, who have been visiting 
Mrs. I. Parkinson, left for their home 
Tuesday by motor.on
Mrs. H. RadcliiTc of Prince George, 
who has been in town for the past 
few weeks, returned to her home on 
Friday evening.
ifi t|i i)«
The staff of the Kelowna General 
Hospital held a very lovely miscellan­
eous shower last Tuesday evening at 
the Nurses Home on Strathcona Ave­
nue in honor of Miss Eileen Mahoney. 
* • •
Mr. T. G. Norris, K.C., of Vancouver, 
a visitor in town this week.
Mrs. Rush E. Hussey of Chicago who 
has been the guest of her sister, Mrs. 
H. F. Chapin, le ft, on Friday for the 
coast. ■
Miss Geraldine Graham left on Fri­
day evening for Vancouver.
IS
Miss Isabel Munro of Edmonton was 
the house guest of Mr. and Mrs. Dan 
Sanger during the past week.
H. Marshall of Vancouver was a 
business visitor in Kelowna last week.
Miss Phyllis Locke is visiting with 
her sister in Vernon at present.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Johnson of 
Vancouver were the house guests of 
Captain and Mrs. George Hawse dur­
ing the past week.
Mrs. J. Cameron Day was a visitor 
to the coast last week.
Miss Elsie Speers of Vancouver is a 
visitor in Kelowna this'^week.m- m . m ■
Mrs. Helen Fry left for Vancouver 
on Monday evening.m m *
Mrs. E. F. Barnes left on Monday
Mrs. Gus Lyons of Vancouver, who 
has been visiting her mother, Mrs. F. 
R. E. DeHart for the past few weeks, 
left on Tuesday. ' ,
Mr. and Mrs. James Haworth have 
as their guest the former’s cousin. 
Miss N. Longworth from Blackburn, 
Lancashire, England.
The maniage of Frances, daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. T. Taggart Smyth, to 
Mr. William Robert Carruthers, of 
‘Cadanac,’ Chelford, Cheshire, I5ng- 
land, eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed­
ward M. Carrutlicrs, of Kelowna, B.C., 
took place at eleven o’clock Wednes­
day morning, August 3,, in Congress 
Hall, St. Patrick’s Church, Montreal, 
the Rev. Father .7. ISrnest Cooney of- 
lleiating. 'rhe walls were covered 
with .southern smilax, the remainder 
of the hall being decorated with a pro­
fusion of peach gladioli with clusters 
of these (lowers indicating the pews 
reserved for the guests, while the altar 
was arranged in pure white with roses, 
larkspur and gypsophila.
The bride, given away by her father, 
was attended by her sister. Miss Con­
roy Smyth, as maid of honor, and Miss 
Patricia Mullally was bridesmaid. Mr. 
Maurice Tremblay was the best man 
and the ushers were Baron Alexander 
de Mengden, Mr. Philippe Hurtubise, 
Mr. Shirley Simpson and Mr. Lome 
Chlllas.
The bride wore an imported gown 
made on fitted lines of ivory net with 
all-over applique of rosalyon lace over 
taffeta. The bodice fashioned with 
heart-shaped neck-line had long fitted 
sleeves ending in points over the 
hands and the long full skirt termin­
ated in a fan-shaped train, her net 
veil being arranged with a coronet of 
orange blossoms. She also wore a 
star sapphire ring set in diamonds, the 
gift of the bridegroom, and carried a 
large bouquet of lilies-of-the-valley.
The maid of honor and the brides­
maid were dressed alike in periwinkle 
blue crepe lisette made on princess 
lines with long filled sleeves and 
heart-shaped necklines with which 
they wore large matching Milan net 
hats trimmed with dusty pink and 
blue velvet streamers, and they car­
ried large bouquets of multi-colored 
sweet peas.
While pyjamas are possibly not quite 
so popular with the girls as when tliey 
were first launched and It was the so­
phisticated thing to wear theni, tljey 
iuive a definite place in feminine lin­
gerie.
For u restful night in August when 
you might be kept awake by llie heat, 
try u pair of white crepe pyjamas, sueli 
as tliose shown.
The trousers are wide and roomy, 
and tlve trim little jacket has colorful 
decoration around the neck and down 
the front.
Style Whimsies
The new wool knit Bed jackets for 
the first cool fall days have a bulky 
softness that has strong feminine ap­
peal.
Black elastic satin bathing suits are 
flattering to the largcr-than-average 
figure.
Pastel washable suits are very sum­
mery in appearance, also very prac­
tical. And they can be worn without 
blouses to look like dresses.
The college girl who wants some­
thing extra for fall will select a camel 
hair suit in natural color. A  lighter 
weight camel hair is used for the gored 
skirt than for the jacket or topcoat, in 
order to avoid a bulky appearance.
Sixty-five to seventy per cent of the 
sumer shoes purchased are of the open- 
toe variety.
We’ve had the, coat dress with us for 
a long time. This year, with soft, dress­
maker details so popular, there is a 
coat that looks like a dress;
Skirt fullness is posed at the back 
and front, keeping it away from the 
sides.
One-piece woollen dresses are im­
portant for autumn and winter wfear.
COAST WEDDING 
OF INTEREST 
IN OKANAGAN
SIXTY ATTEND 
REGATTA BANQUET
MENU
BREAKFAST
Waffles and Cheese or 
Poached Eggs 
Poached Eggs on Toast 
Bacon and Eggs, any style
LUNCHEON
Sandwiches
Ham and Relish Spread 
Tuna Fish or Salmon 
Devilled Egg, Cheese 
Salads
Potato, Combination 
and Fruit Salads
SUPPE^t 
Hot and Cold
SOUPS—Bean and Ham 
Chicken Noodles 
Cream of Mushroom 
Cream of Tomato 
Clam Chowder 
Double Decker Sandwiches
Combinations of — Cheese 
and Devilled Egg, 
Tuna Fish and Tomato,. 
and many others.
A  very successful regatta banquet 
was held by the Ladies Auxiliary to . 
the Aquatic on Thursday evening,
_^___ . . August 4, at the Willow Lodge when
Following the ceremony a reception Miss Marjorie E. Waites Becomes approxirhately sixty auxiliary mem- 
was held at the, home of the bride’s Bride of Norman E. DeHart at Bers, visiting lady swimmers and div-
parents in the Chateau apartments, Victoria Ceremonv ers, and ou-of-town lady guests to the
where shasta daisies and pink glad- ^  regatta spent a very enjoyable get-to-
ioli decorated the rooms, the bride’s . , . . , , gether. -
Guests registered at the- Maytair S e ,  w ir e fn  I m S e d ™ ™  “  » ”  K ay:
Hotel this week include: George A. lace over crepe romaine made on fitt-
Mackie, Alex. Mackie, Hudson Heights, 
P.Q.; the Misses Beardall, S. Ratliff, 
G. Holman, N. I. Ppttie, Salmon Arm; 
N. Gerguson, Vernon; John Doughty, 
Trail; E. Anderson, Princeton; F. G. 
Lamont, Penticton; C. F. Milling, G.
ed lines with large matching baku hat 
trimmed with orchids and corsage 
bouquet of orchids. Mrs. Edward M. 
Carruthers, the bridegroom’s mother, 
was gowned in black chiffon with in­
serts of Valenciennes lace, and wore a
C. Stenning, Mr. and Mrs. Ron Hark- Milanese straw hat and corsage bou- 
ness, Vancouver; R. Fuller, Summer- quet of gardenias.
land; Mr. and Mrs. Lee Still, Oroyille, 
Wash.; H. Saynarnght, D.. Casey, Bra- 
lorne; Mr. and Mrs. O. J. Marchant, 
Wenatchee, Wash.; H. G. Hilliard .Vic­
toria; E. P. Venables, Verhon; Mr. 
and Mrs. Foster Coull, A. C. Atkinson, 
Miss L. Atkinson, Penticton; Mrs. and 
Miss Wallace, Calgary; S. Pulsford, 
Vancouver; Miss Esther Fritz, Lelah 
Winger, Helen Jatt. Dorothy Johnson, 
Omak, Wash.; A. W. Hanbury, Monte 
Lake; W. D. Evans, Summerland; Mr. 
and Mrs. Arnold Russell, Vernon;
Afterwards the bridal couple left 
for a ten-day trip to the Laurentian 
Mountains and on August 13 will, sail 
in the Empress of Britain for England, 
where they will reside at “Cadanac,” 
Chelford, Cheshire. The bride wore 
for travelling a navy blue French 
crepe dress with white trimming, a 
small blue hat with matching veil and 
accessories and carried a navy import­
ed woollen coat.,
Out-of-town guests at the wedding 
included: Mr. and Mrs. Souliers, Miss
land was solemnized at Emmanuel McKergow led the community, singing. 
Baptist Church, Victoria, on Tuesday Out of town guests who spoke corn- 
afternoon, August 9, at 3.30 o’clock plimenting the Auxiliary bn the 
when Marjorie E. Waites, daughter of splendid regatta and banquet includ- 
Mr. and Mrs, G. F. Waites, Victoria, ed, Mrs. E. C. Spalding, Vancouver; 
was united in marriage to Norman E. Mrs. D. Dewar and Mrs; Stone, Che  ^
DeHart, well-known Kelowna man. Ian; Mrs. Van Dyke, Seattle; Miss 
Dr. Imrie performed the wedding cer- Lynida Adams, Vancouver; Miss El- 
emony. eanor Peden, Victoria; Miss Violet
The bride was charming in a smoke-’'Mellish, Vancouver; Miss Lois Bice, 
grey suit with accessories of navy Wenatchee; Miss Hazel Smith, Vic- 
blue and doubpne. She wpre a lovely toria; and Mrs. U. O’Hara, Vancouver, 
corsage of deep red roses and mauve Miss Kay Hill, Miss Dot Andison 
sweet peas. Her bridesmaid. Miss and Miss Alice Thomson of Kelowna
Kenneth Bernier, Milton Russell, Ray Andree Souliers and Mr. Jacques Sou- 
Kirkland, Jack Fittera. Omak; Mr. and Hers, of Ottawa; Mrs. Kane and Miss 
Mrs. Dickman, Summerland; Mr. and Hazel Kane,, of New York, and the
Winnie Waites, sister of the bride, was 
attired in royal blue arid white with 
accessories to match. Her corsage was 
of pink and white carnations.
Douglas J. Kerr of Kelowna sup­
ported the groom.
Following the wedding ceremony at 
the home of the bride’s parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. DeHart left for a honeymoon
also gave short speeches.
Summer Book Review
Mrs. W. Wright, Mr. and Mrs: D. Me- Rev. Father T. M. Gill, uncle of the 
Lauchlan, Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs. R. bride from Tennessee.
H. Miller, Vernon; Mr. and Mrs. Wit- — --- —^—----—
tbek, Vulcan, Alta.: F. H. Barns and 
H. Rimmell, Enderby; Miss M. Wil­
liamson, Penticton.
m ■ * m
Even if the bathtub is the coolest 
place in the house, the bathroom ceil-
________________ ____ __ ______  _____ ing provides a rather uninspiring
to be spent by motor on Vancouver pr^pect these hot days, and there are 
Island and Interior points. They will Better places to meditate. Then why 
return to Kelowna where they will escape from, the heat into the
PROFIT SHOWN ON 
OUTBOARD MOTOR
make their future home.
Mr. DeHart has long been a popular 
resident of Kelowna while his bride
wojrld of those books you , have been 
promising yourself to read for so long? 
Just in case you weren’t one of the
has been a member of the teaching nmthodical folk who jot every-
staff of the Kelowna schools.
Members of the Ogopogo Swimming
Club who took part in the Chelan Re- • ------- -
gatta on Saturday^ and Sunday, Aug- ^  Association and Ladies’net h nnrt 7 lUTicc AnHi_ ^ ^ •
Auxiliary Obtain $95 Eachust 6 a d . included Miss Dot di­son, Miss Alice Thomson' Miss Dot 
Smith. Lloyd Taggart, Dexter Petti­
grew, Don Deans, Bob Davis, and 
Jimmy Vint.
DOUBLE NUPTIALS 
AT RUTLAND
thing down, here are a few notes on 
some of the more popular recent 
books; and you will find them all on 
the shelves of the Union Library, (Ke­
lowna Branch).
*■ * *
The Street o t  the Fishing Cat
Jolan Foldes. A  prize winning novel
The Ladies Auxiliary to the Ke- Daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Frank but you w ill find if  good summer
Mrs. R. Seath was a tea hostess on 
Wednesday afternoon to a number of 
friends at her lakeshore home.
lowna Aquatic held its regular meet­
ing on Monday evening in the Aqua­
tic lounge.
The president. Miss D. DeHart, re­
ported on the raffle . which the club
A. Bach Principals in Double reading for all that. The story deals 
Wedding with the life of the Barabas familyr
______  Hungarian refugees in Paris—and with
A very pretty double wedding was friends. Mere
------at the Rutland Roman fu f  f  European chaos,
the peasant folk ofsolemnized
Special introductory offer—
N O  CO VER  CH AR GE for 
F R ID A Y ’S D A N C E  at
VERNirS
ICE CREAM BAR
Malcolm Chapin js 
coast at present.
sponsored during regatta from which Catholic Church (St. Theresa), on Peasant loik ct centr^ Europe 
a v is ito r^  the was cleared after expenses Tuesday morning, Aug. 2nd, when
were paid. Of this amount $95 goes Mary and Caroline Bach, daughters of thought ^very
to the Auxiliary and the remaining Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Bach became ^l°se .to the reader in their fortunes
Max dePfyffer was a visitor to the 
Chelan Regatta on Saturday and Sun­
day. '
Dick Parkirison left on Wednesday 
evening to attend the Gyro Conven­
tion being held at Yakima this week.
«IRLSJ^ADIES, ^
LEARN THE MOLER METHOD 
OF BEAU’TY CULTURE 
A PLEASANT PROFITABLE 
PIV)FESSION FOR GIRLS 
Learn under recognized Moler mast­
er instructors. To earn more, enroll 
how with the Moler School that gets 
best results.
Train by same Moler system as 
taught to thousands of most success­
ful hairdressing graduates working 
in New York, Chicago, Hollywood 
Paris and world’s largest cities. 
Visit us before joining any school. 
Practical, expert training guaran­
teed—“The University of Beauty 
Culture.”
^O LE R  HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL 
Enroll now. Reasonable rates.
™ "2237
B. Gooch, Manager all Moler B. C. 
’ Sbhbols.
O AO  W. Hastings.
OUO Vancouver B. C.
Guests registered at the Royal Anne 
Hotel this week include: Capt. Por- 
teous, Oliver: Df. and Mrs. R. H. Lee- 
sont, Vancouver: C. F. Cath, Mr. and 
Mrs. J. N. Stanton, Omak; J. D. Lan- 
dell. Peace River; Mr. and Mrs. C. S. 
Squires, Robson; Mr. and Mrs. T. E. 
Johnson, Vancouver:'Mr. and Mrs. 
Ray Kerr. Vancouver; M. Morton, 
Lac La Roche; E. E. Bergman, Berk­
ley, Cal.; Fred Wise. Long Beach, Cal.; 
Mr. and Mrs. K. Smith, Powell River; 
Mr. and Mrs. T. Douglas, Vernon; T.
G. Norris. Vancouver; M. F. Wallace, 
San Francisco; Mr. and Mrs. E. M. 
Cowling, Adelaide, Australia; J. Tay­
lor Wood, Montreal; Mr. and Mrs. 
Grant Gunnt Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs.
H. A. Fairbairn and family. Vancou­
ver.
$100 to the Aquatic association. The 
winner was Sidney Johris, of the Mis­
sion.
On Thursday afternoon, August 18, 
the Auxiliary plans to hold another 
no-hostess tea at the Aquatic when 
members of the swimming club will 
be the guests of honor. A ll lady 
Aquatic members are invited to at­
tend.
Members of the Auxiliary offered to 
entertain certain special races in the 
club regatta sponsored by the Ogopogo 
Swimming Club >on Sunday after­
noon; August 28. This promises to be 
one of the best club regattas yet.
The next meeting of the Auxiliary
Somehow the 
restraint wiith which the - most dram­
atic incidents are told is far more
will,be in the form of a supper meet- 
on Monday, August 22, at themg 
Aquatic, 
J. W. Hughes has kindly donated
the brides of Mr. Henry Wostradowski and sor-
and Sebastian (Buster) Bowes respec- .fith  a
lively. Both brides were attired alike, 
in white satin and lace with yeils held
in place by orange blossoms, and car- . P disaster,
ried bouquets of summer flowers.
Eadh bride was attended by three i  ^ 1
bridesmaids, Rose Wostradowski. Mary ^ sensational style
Fahlman and Mrs. Paul Bach were Before you put the book
attendants for Mary Bach, while An- f  ™  
nia Bach, Kay Bowes and Marjory
Halter attended Caroline. ousl^ y their simple
Acting as best men were Rudolph 
Runzer and Vic Weisbeck for "Henry The Prodigal Parents
Wostradowski, and Michael Srhraeder Sinclair Lewis. Even if you have 
and John Bach supported Sebastian not liked Sinclair Lewis hitherto, you 
Bowes. The ceremony was performed will enjoy this book. Typically Am- 
by Rev. Father De Le.stre, and was erican the characters are, as one would 
very largely attended by local resi- expect from the author of “Babbitt,” 
dents. A pleasing feature of the ser- and their actions occasion a good deal 
vice was the singing by a choir of of that gentle irony for which he is
some of his lovely gladioli for dance mixed voices. After the wedding. a so noted—nevertheless there is a cer-
nights at the Aquatic this week. reception was held at the home of the tain restful satisfaction about the story
friends at the supper hour on Tuesday 
evening at her home on Royal avenue.
brides’ parents.
C. A. White!ock of Vancouver was 
a visitor in town this week.
Miss Jessie Watson of Edgewood, 
B.C., has been visiting at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Webster.m m m
C  2 i  T *  V ‘V I T  A ' V
A.
Prices FfTccUvc P’rlday, Batiirday and Monday—August 12 - 13 - 15
SPICES EM PRESS—  Ground (tins)EM PRESS- Whole (pkgs.)
tins
W H ITE V IN E G A R Empress;26 oz. btl. 19c
CO RN F L A K E S -
r i n s o s p e O a l
.Strong Shopping Bag 
Free with 3 Kellogg’s • C
_One large pkg. and 
1" reg. size, hoth for
MIXED C A N M Special M ix; per Ih....... 15c
BULK COCOA- 13c
ORANGES- “  2 ' °  43c
I  I* shipment, small sizes at •| 
JLldiiYA v ^ l  V O  this low price; per doz......... Jl f  C
S i r i A P ____ “S U N L IG H T ” (limit 3)
O v r/ liR  per bar ....................................... 5 c
IV O R Y  S O A P— Large bars; each ........... ......... .....  9c
KIRK ’S C A S T IL E  SO AP— 2 bars . ...................
W IT C H  H A Z E L  SO AP— 2 bars .......................... .....  9c
B LO A T E R  PASTE^-M arshall’s; 2 tins .............. .....  15c
T A R T A R  SAU C E— Best Foods; 8 oz. jar ......... .....  25c
FRENCH  D R ESSIN G — Best Foods— 8 oz. btl. ......  25c
SHRIM PS— Wet or dry pack; per tin ............ .....  22c
C H A T E A U  CH EESE— 1 lb. pkg.................................  31c
S T R A W B E R R Y  JAM — Fraser Valley; 4 lb. . ....  4Sc
M A R M A LA D E — Empress “G.L.O.” 32 oz. jar .....  33c
M E A T  d e p a r t m e n t
b a b y *' Rolled Prime Rib— lb. .................
beef Sirloin and “T ”-Bone Steak— lb, ..
SPECIALS Round Steak— Ih
.....  22c
.....  25c
R r t I  f t f i N A —  <l a r g e )
*By the piece; per lb. •...... 19c
PICNICS- -  lb- 33c
JELLIED 43c
We, Reserve The Right T o  L im it Safeway Stores Ltd.
of
S U M M E R
I? L Y S T A V  
L I  N  E N S
The crease resisting fabric 
that “tubs” so beautifully! 
These are neatly tailored 
dresses in plain, pastels dr 
floral prints!
V
n  -A
You’ll enjoy wearing a
LYSTAV!
Sizes 13 to 44. 
including Half Sizes.
Regular
FOR
.9 5
Tomorrow’s Trend 
Today at
(K E LO W N A ), L IM ITED
Miss Eileen Mahoney was guest of 
honor on Tuesday at a luncheon and 
handkerchief shower when Miss Aud-
George Mackie and son of Kingston, B.C 
Ontario, are holidaying in Kelowna at
rey Hughes was the hostess at h e r  Present. Mr. Mackie is renewing ac- 
home on Pendozi street. The guests quamtances with Dr C. W. Dickson, 
included: Mrs. B. B. Willits, Dr,
wonder what good there can be in a
James Hilton. - The
Reba Willits, Mrs. C. E. Friend, Miss 
Mary Willits, Mrs. James Douglas, 
Mrs. A. J. Hughes and Miss Florence 
McCarthy.
m m m
Miss Gertrude Chapin is holidaying 
at the coast at present.
• * *
Mrs. C. E, Friend entertained a few
that makes it an ideal summer book 
To his modern children, Williaria Fred­
erick Cornplow is a “has been” but 
in spite of that he proves to his satis­
faction arid yours that life certainly
Incidentally an amazingly vivid pan­
orama of the thinly veiled anarchy Oif
system that can produce such people, es inp . - m e  “Good-bye Mr. those desperate days is unrolled be- 
you will laugh at and feel really sorry Chips” Hiltori, biit it might b e  a s  W e l l  ■ fore but if you are not jrt the mo- 
for poor foolish young Howard, you to forget this since two books c o u ld  particularly interested ‘ in poli-
will fall in love with the comfortable riOt eai^ly be mote; different, and - Mr. economy there in plenty ojf action
Hazel and the affectionate Annabel, Chips glimmers only intermittently in to hold your inter^t. One thing we
you will long to punch Putnarri Stay- Ainsley Jergwin Fotbergilli,.,,.BUt-at liked about the book is that
the Canadian Weekly Newspaper As- the Cub camp, and has the assistance bridge right on the end of his passion- you liked ' “Lost Horizons’’^  you will for oriqe .we were allowed to use bur 
sociation, being held at the Hotel Van- of Mr. Gordon Hall and Ralph Smith, less nose, and! doggoned if you won’t want to read this; The hero, reminiS- ^hiagip^tjon regarding t^ more intim-
cduver today, Friday and Saturday. • * • feel like getting up in your dOggdne cent's6me\yhrit in his simplp ’idealism ate ’details’ of life,''instdrid of having
’ ■ ■ ' The sympathy of the entire district chair and doggone well giving three of Robinson of England, takes you them'dra^gedj(bef6re>hsY so often
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. MacLean left on
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. W. Schell. • • •
The Wolf Cub pack, twenty strong, 
went into camp at Okanagan Centre 
on Saturday, taking over from the 
scouts who concluded an 8-day suiri
Tuesday for Vancouver where they mer camp on the same day. Assistant 
will attend the annual convention of Cubmaster Basil Bond is in charge of
W. A. C. Bennett left on 'Tuesday is extended to Mr. and Mrs. Frank cheers for good old Wm. Frdk., who through' adventure after hair raisinjg bapj^ens Jhithis-age 6f realism—oh yes, 
morning for a business trip to Van- Snowsell in the tragic loss of their manages to show them all that par- a<3venture in'Soviet Russia duririg the and we Aveirit hack arid'read the pro-
couver. little sori Teddy. ents can sometimes rebel as well as da*ys when the revolution was young. Togue a i^n:'aftej!"-:flriishing^^  ^t^^
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BENVOULIN PEOPLE 
TRAVEL THIS YEAR
Mr. and Mih. Dick Scott and ciilld- 
ron of Grand Forks were visitors last 
week at tlie tiome of Mrs. A. Foi- 
syllie, vvlio is Mrs. ScottVs inotlier. 
Tliey left for home on Tuesday of this 
week. *
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Holit.sky re­
turned last Friday from a three weeli.s’ 
visit to their old home in Spriint Val­
ley, Sank. Mr. Holitsky’.s mother, who 
had beeti ailing, pa.ssed away live days 
after their arrival.
■P «
Mr. and Mrs, Kdward Gleve returii- 
cd on Monday from a rnotoi- trl|) to
the Coa.st. wlierc they liave been hol­
idaying for tlie last three weelts. They 
were accomijanled by Mi.ss Ivy Glove. 
vvh(» lia.s recently returned from Eiut- 
lund, where .she has been tenchiiift for 
the last tliree years.
♦ ♦ ♦
Mr. and Mrs. Olivia- Goldsmith of 
Vernon and infant duu(jl«ter. “Donna 
Mae." were visitors at the parental 
liome last Sunday.
♦ ♦
Miss Patsy Mclvor was a week-end 
Visitor ;il tlie liome of Mrs. E. Hew­
lett of South Kelowna.
Miss Joyce Smith of Kelowna and 
Oeatrice Fisher left on Wednesday 
mornliu;, travellinj? by bicycle, for a 
few days’ visit with the latter’s sister, 
Mrs. Len Piddocke, 'of Ellison.
-More About-
CORONER’S
JURY
SPEED -  SPEED -  MORE SPEED!
PHONE GORDON’S 178 & 179
C D C r * !  A I  C  FOK ru iD A Y  A n d
SATURD AY
FRESH SPRING SALMON 
SHOULDER ROAS'l’S of 1938 SPRING LAMB 
BOLOGNA — POLISH SAUSAGE 
SIRLOIN ROASTS OF BEEF
Corn Tomatoes Lettuce Celery Beets Cucumbers 
Carrots Cabbage Onions Potatoes ,
I C E Manufactured, from the City water supply. Wo will bo pleased to take oaro of your requirements.
1938 SPRING CHICKENS
Roast Pork Cooked Ham Jellied Ox Tongue Weiners Cheese 
Veal and Cheese Loaf Jellied Veal and Ham Pure Lard 
Head Cheese Butter Eggs
D. K . G O R D O N  L IM ITE D
PROVISIONERS PHONES: 178 and 179
This should be a good 
time to buy flour!
With the 80 cent Govenunent named price on wheat.
R O B I N  H O O D  
F I V E  R O S E S
R O Y A L  H O U S E H O L D 98
ALL GOOD PRODUCTS 
ALL THE SAME PRICE
LB .
SACKS $4.10
O K A N O G A N  F A M I L Y  F L O U R
Made at Okanogan, Washington. Especially fine 
for pastry. 10 S "  45c
A  G O O D  B R O O M  I S  A  B I G  H E L P
^  OUTSTANDING VALUES ^
CAPITAL at $1.00 
CARPET EXTRA at 75c
PRINCESS at 85c 
AND STAG at 39c
PHONE 214
From Page 1. Column !>
.slcorlng wlitjol of the truck was ot 
Hucb construction that five complete 
revolutions were needed to swing tl>e 
wheels from tlie extreme right hand 
position to tlie extreme left jiosiCion. 
In order to swin/t from tlie right to 
normal centre, a quarter turn was 
needed to start the wlieels in motion, 
and two and a quarter turn.s before 
the normal position was reached.
Tiie truck was tlie properly of the 
Bcgg garage, Cacchioni admitted un­
der examination by Constable W. ,T. 
Butler, and Mr. Miller of that con­
cern had warned him about the steer­
ing gear, staling that it toolc a big 
radius to negotiate curves.
The tliree men, Caccliioni at the 
wheel and Scliurnaker beside him, 
witli Vittorio Marlinato, the decea.scd. 
In the roar of the truck holding n 
forge, set fortli from Kelowna about 9 
o’clock, bound for llie Naramata road 
where they intofided to blast some 
rock.
The road goes downhill until the 
curve is reached when the uphill 
grade is met again. It is only fifteen 
feet wide and is rutted so that nearly 
all cai-a travel about in the centre of 
the road, witnesses stated. Both Schu- 
maker and Cacchioni stated the truck 
was in intermediate gear going down 
the hill and when the car toppled over 
it was almost at a standstill. The 
truck turned over either one and a 
half or two times before stopping both 
witnesses said, neither one being in­
jured apai’t from a few bruises.
Lengthy, Laborious Inquest
As there was no stenographer to 
take shorthand notes, the inquest pro­
ceedings were painfully slow and two 
hours and a half elapsed before the 
evidence of the four witnesses was 
concluded and the jury adjourned to 
consider the statements.
The fact that cai’s have spewed gra­
vel to the left hand side of the road 
and that there is a distinct slant was 
one of the factors in the accident, Cac­
chioni felt. The soft bank gave way 
and over went the truck.
The road is not dangerous unless the 
vehicle gets into difficulties. Constable 
Secord explained to the jury.
The late Vittorio Martinato has no 
relatives in this country as far as is 
known by friends. Augustine Cac­
chioni told the court that Martinato 
had told him once he had been mar­
ried but that his wife had left him 
about 18 years ago. Martinato had 
made application to the County Court 
to take out naturalization papers and 
his application was to have been heard 
at the next sitting.
Cacchioni was arraigned before
4 »
'1  ^ Iff
' i a
'4 * ;
-
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This man and his car have travelled over the surface of old Mother Earth 
at a faster pace than any other human or machine, but, never satisfied, they’re 
out to better their mark. Capt. George Eyston is the man peering at you out 
of the cockpit of his famous Thunderbolt, the car in which he set the land 
spe§d record of 312 m.p.h. over Utah’s salt fiats last year. Capt. Eyston has 
had the car re-designed since then and is in the United States determined to 
smash the “old” mark. Wdrkmen are seen in the lower picture wheeling ,the 
34 foot car out of its specially-built garage.
ISAACS BACK 
WITH SET-UP 
FOR GROWERS
-More About-
BIG
GATHERING
From Page 1, Column 4
raine of Winnipeg are visiting Mrs. with that he went on with his presen- 
R. W. Ramsey at the Mission.
MATINEES
Monday, Wednes. 
Friday, Saturday 
at 2,30 
25e and lOc
EVENINGS
Two Shows, 7-9 
Adults, 40c 
Balcony, 30c 
Children, ISc
tation, but in the impasse before the 
decision, O. W. Hembling, Board mem­
ber left the room.
No Comments On Decision 
Mr. Isaacs was first asked if he had
T O N I G H T
Thursday, August 11th
r HEAimEK SIREN IM )£I tSH M  
Sbe asked ^ -ti»k aO-^ e intl^ !
B e tte  D a v is  
; j £ Z E S S L
HtNSr CEOSCE •
F O N D A - BRENT
MAROASkr LINDSAY • DONALD CBISP • FAY BAINTER 
A m jjM  wna raocticnoN. AVjutHnMOkvicrutr
Added
R U B IN O F F  and H IS
V IO L IN
“L O N G  B R IG H T  L A N D ” 
(Scenic of New Zealand)
F R I D A Y  -  S A T U R D A Y
August 12th and 13th
One di the 
brightest  
p i c'l t u r e s 
you'll see 
ihis*  ^year.
M O N D A Y  -  T U E S D A Y
AUGUST 15th and 16th
T H E Y ’R E  H E R E  a g a i n  
IN  N E W  A D V E N T U R E S
MICKEY ROONEY, the funniest 
kid in pictures is back with his 
grand family in their most exciting 
romance! Heart-thrills when Cecilia 
Parker dares love at 18!
HOWLS . . . when Mickey teaches 
a pretty French miss how to “Big 
Apple”. It all happens . in
"JUDGE HARDY’S 
GHILDREN”
starring MICKEY ROONEY 
CECILIA PARKER 
LEIWS STONE 
——- 'Added ——
any coniments to make on the decision Anyone must realize the absurdity of 
of-Judge Swanson in the Ritchie case, the situation.
but his reply was in the negative, stat- »our next stop, according to gov- 
ing he would reserve any comments ernment schedule,, is Penticton. We 
until after the case has been heard approached the Kelowna civic officials 
by the Court of Appeal in September, advising them the 40 men offered to 
Mr. Isaacs’ statement that the gro- pay 25 cents apiece toward cost of 
wers are not aware that the figures transportation to Penticton. Our offer 
on the grower sign-up of the contract -was rejected but it is still open so far 
are only accounting for Okanagan as the unemployed are concerned, 
growers met with dissent from the .<we appreciate the co-operation 
meeting, as those present seemed to given us by His Worship Mayor Jones, 
think that the growers had been made ^he council and citizens of Kelowna 
fully aware that Kamloops and the ^ve trust satisfactory negotiations 
Kpotenays have not been canvassed to v/-iu jje arranged sb that we may con- 
any extent in this matter. tinue our futile search for employ-
The' speaker then went on to dis- merit.”
close that he had been present at a 
small meeting of growers representa-
C. J. Wallace, division captain.
Similar plaJ to this was advocated inislation in its present form, and be­
lieved that better results could be ob­
tained from another mode of legisla­
tion or set-up.
1932, and Mr. Isaacs stated was passed 
by the growers’ convention and then 
died.
A  growers’ company under this planMr. Isaacs, in quoting from the me-
morandum which he was about to would co-ordinate production and sal- 
present, advocated -that B. C. Tree 
Fruits Ltd., the grower company, 
should be reconstructed. The conten­
tion'of the meeting he had attended , , ,  .. „
was that the busihess set-up of the
es. At first he said the Fruit Board 
could exist under the plan, and later 
admitted there would be no future 
need for the Board. It would only be
TV***,
I K O 
RADIO 
Picture
EXTRA
“DONALD’S BETTER SELF”
A  Disney cartoon
OUR GANG COIMEDY 
PARAMOUNT NEWS
HE’S A RIOT!
A laugh a minute when Frank 
Morgem goes to town as Cupid’s 
high-hat helper I
BEG BORROW
[ company was wrong, and they did not 
like paying $50,000 to $90,000 to a com­
pany the directors of which are not 
bonded.
Vote Per Acre
This small growers’ meeting- advo­
cated the’ setting up of a company un­
der the companies’ act entailing divid-
come under the plan.
Withdraw Shipper Power
The entire crop would thus be treat­
ed as one unit, and the aim in view is 
to withdraw the power from the ship- | 
pers and invest it in a growers’ com­
pany, he stated, admitting at the same 
time that there is no time' to place
LAST SHOW at 8,30 pjn.
S a t u r d a y
M a t i n e e
CHAPTER 9 FLASH GORDON SERIAL
LOOK CHILDREN
The first . .100 children into i the theatre Saturday 
will recciire a HAZELWOOD ICE CREAM BAB.
BRING YOUR 
NABOB 
C O U PO N S
ing of the fruit growing areas into dis- Ibis scheme into operation this year, 
tricts. Each delegate from each dis- Objections were raised from the 
I’ trict would hold shares in the com- meeting that the small shipper would 
pany according to the acreage in his never stand to be controlled by the 
district. ' Later he agreed that this larger man, as under this scheme of 
plan might be changed to equal voting voting by acreage, and that the grow- 
powers for each district if the other ers have never been consolidated and 
plan was hot agreeable. Each grower, never vvill be. Another objection was 
in the first plan, \voiild have one vote that the*^  scheme is too costly and cum- 
for each acre he owned. 'The dele- bersome.
gate appointed from each district Mr. Isaacs also asked the B.C.F.G.A. 
would obtain proxies from the grow- to write Ottah^a askinig the department 
ers in his area and vote accordingly, of labor to make ah imrnediate in- 
An unsalaried board of six would vestigation of fruit houses in Water 
thus be appointed, being paid' only street, as there is talk of a combine 
out of pocket expenses. A  general there. The growers’ executive told 
manager would be appointed, and un- Mr. Isaacs that they knew the ,de- 
der him a sales manager. Shippers partment had already had an inyesti- 
would have desks in one big exchange, gator on the job and was aware of the 
which would handle all transactions situation. The department would act 
and thus do away with secret rebates  ^ as soon as it felt it feasible to do so. 
This plain, claimed Mr. Isaacs, is what they replied. ..
ESSENTIALS FOR 
HAPPY HOME IS 
PULPIT MESSAGE
Rev. F. W . Paltison Advises Liv­
ing Within Income as One of 
Main Thoughts for Joy
Tile es.seiiliiil.s for a hupiiy liome 
were given by tlie llev. F. W. Patliron, 
M.A., at the United Cliureli Sunday 
evening, August 7.
Wietclied hoine.-i are caused Irom 
living beyond tlie incl ine, with debt.s 
and quarrels resulting. Mr. Puttison 
advised luiviiig a balanced budget and 
jneferably laying aside part of tlie 
income.
Love in the liome will cover up mis­
understandings and mistakes. Kind­
ness is indispensable to a joyful liome. 
Ixuighter is required also and is coup­
led With joy. Joy is rcmembeixid 
thus: J: Jesus first; o: others second; 
y: yourself last.
'rraiiiing children in the right man- 
ner requires good sense and tliey tiwo 
obedience, truth and honest.v to their 
parents. He recommended that the 
family have a pew in the church and 
nil it as well as teaching prayer to 
the children and having family prayer.
He disapproved of easy divorce 
wliicli he attributed partly as the 
cause of the downfall of the old Ro­
man Empire. Good sense, kindness, 
and justice are required to run the 
home smoothly.
The choir sang “Hymn of the Home­
land” accompanied at the organ by 
Mrs. Cowie in Cyril Mossop’s absence 
at both services.
“How to find God” was Mr. Patti- 
son’s topic in the morning. He be­
lieved in practising the Golden Rule, 
regardless of cost. He cited an ex­
ample of benefits accruing from the 
rule’s application.
A  company was tottering toward 
bankruptcy. After much consideration 
the manager thought of raising the 
employees’ wages and making condi­
tions more pleasant instead of grind­
ing as much labor as possible in a 
tight-fisted manner. At once the staff 
became enthusiastic over their work 
when they realized they were valued 
as shareholders in the company and 
not slaves.
Although money poured in increas-
YAKIMA GROWERS 
ENJOY OKANAGAN
George Mackic, Montreal Journ­
alist, Tells of Wajshnigton 
Troubles
Fruit growers of tlie Yakima Valley. 
Wa.sliingtoii. envy tlie organized grow­
ers of the Interior of Brltlsli Colum­
bia, so Gt’orge Maekie, of Moiilreal. a 
well known Canadian journalist, who 
is on tile last lap of u motor trip 
which will take him back across Can­
ada. Mr. Maekie pas.sed tinouglj the 
Yakima area lust Sunday and when 
lie saw the hundreds of loads of fruit, 
lie asked about conditions. The reply 
was that they were bad because tlie 
growcr.s lacked organization.
“We need what you Canadians have 
uj> In British Columbia," one grower 
told him. “We have no organization, 
we fight among ourselves and we have 
to take what is offered us, which is 
less than cost of production.
Mr. Maekie told this story to Pre­
sident A. K. Loyd yesterda.y and tlie 
president of the B.C.F.G.A. got a kick 
out of it.
Mr. Maekie visited two old friends 
in Kelowna, Dr. W. J. Knox and Dr. 
Wm. Dixon. Ho hopes to locate in 
British Columbia in the near future 
and likes the Okanagan the best of 
any place ho has, visited in this pro­
vince.
LEAVES MUNICIPAL POST
After nearly a quarter of a century 
in the service of the municipality of 
Penticton, B.C. Braccwell, Penticton 
municipal clerk, will leave his present 
position in the near future to enter 
the provincial department of munici­
pal affairs. He joined the municipal 
.staff in 1914.
Ingly faster the director didn’t accum­
ulate it. He believed it to be con­
trary to Christianity to be a million­
aire and gave stocks and bonuses to 
the employees, at the same time low­
ering the price of the stock to cus­
tomers. The company is prospering 
every year.
A  quartet “Softly and Tenderly” by 
Wm. J. Thompson was sung by Mrs. 
J. Bowering, Miss M. Scott, and 
Messrs. MacFarlane and C. W. Cope.
_  _ , ,  _ • _ in sight, but the city officials hope
Presents Lengthy Memorandum that it will be averted. The climax 
'to B.C.F.G.A. Executive as Re- of the situation should come by this
suit of Small Meeting 4. *u -4. v, i ^
_ ______ Further than that, the city has asked
Godfey Isaacs, who will be remem- that the 65 men arriving here today
Magistrate J. F. Burne in local police bered as one of the central figures in stay here but move on to other 
court on Monday, charged with man- the fruit growing crusades of a short quarters as there is no proper accom- 
slaughter. 'The case was remanded time back is heading a small group of m^ation avaUable here 
until August 17. Bail of $5,00 was set, growers in seeking support for an ela- . Wetoesday C. J. Wallace, ^ivis- 
two sureties of equal amount being borate new set-up which would utilize captain for the forty unemployed
posted. the idea of a growers’ company but since Wednesday, August 3,
—---------—--- ——-----  which would completely change the sued _a statement to the press which
OPFN’i? STTiniO HFRF present company’s operations. He pre- contained ^ e  mtormation that the un-
OPENS STUDIO HERE ^ ideas before the B.C.F.G.A. employed had offered to pay 25^  cents
Victor H. Ricci announces that he is executive on Friday afternoon in Ke- ^ head towards their transportation, 
taking up residence in Kelowna where lowna and they will probably be pass- offer has been rejected
he will open a studio In September ed bn to the B.C. Fruit Board for con- hy the city. Here is the prepared 
for violin students, , and he is now sideration. There is every likelihood message from the unemployed captain; 
prepared to receive enrollments for that that body w ill call a meeting of “We, the forty single organized un­
fall and winter months of students the directors from each district to deal employed are completing our three 
from 6 to 15 years of age for individ- with the proposal. days’ work at this point, conforming
ual and collective training in junior At first Mr. Isaacs did not wish to with the policy laid down by the pro­
symphony orchestra work. Mr. Ricci present his memorandum while m em - vincial government. : .
has had wonderful success in eastern bers of the Fruit Board were present _ “There was attempted discrimina- 
Canada > and England training and but after some discussion it was point- i'ioTi hy. relief officials against four of 
coaching in the better class of music, ed out that the Board members are our men but due to co-operation of
_______ __________ _ given notification of all association ex- ciyic officials and  ^influential citizens
■ ecutiye meetings and have a perfect ^he matter was adjusted satisfactorily.
Mrs. A. Muckle, and daughter Lor- right to sit in on all deliberations. “The thirty thousand jobs which the
Hon. George S.‘ Pearson insists are 
available have not yet materialized. 
At every point where we have stopped 
since leaving Vancouver we have 
found hundreds of local unemployed 
clamboring for work and we are sent 
into these districts to look for work.
O u r  B e s t
S L I P S
Satin Crepes! L a cy
You’ve paid much more fop these; 
high quality slips! The same smooth, 
slim lit; same fine quality material; 
same dainty trims. Stock up novtr 
and save. Sizes 32 to 42.
PURE SILK SATIN BIAS CUT SLIP—Made with V-shaped panel 
back and front. Cord scalloped edge. (£"1 OPv
SUEDE TAFFETA SLIP with Braz top and elastic at (j»-| O f f
back—low back—bias cut ................  ..............
W H IT E  S IL K  C R E P E  S L IP  w ith  lace at the top.
Bias skirt, ribbon straps; at .....  ............. . 4 D
WHITE SATIN SLIP with lace top and hemstitching. (j»-l Q f f
HEAVY QUALITY SATIN, top embroidered ip all white. <I?O.OK 
Straight cut skirt. V-front and straight across back, at ....
WHITE SLIPS in heavy quality satin embroidered in shell pink and 
white silk; daintily finished with scalloped edge;
priced at ....'.......... ....  .... ..... ...  ......... ......^
TEA ROSE SATIN SLIPS— B^ias cut, trimmed’with 2 inch Q K
cream lace at top and around bottom of skirt, at ..... .
TEA ROSE RAYON SATIN SLIPS— rtf?
L a c e  tripimed. A ll sizes, at ...................
Geo. A. Melkle, Ltd.
P H O N E S : 143 and 215. Quality Merchandise.
